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Abstract
In this paper for any cohomology theory H that can be factored
through (the Morel-Voevodsky’s triangulated motivic homotopy category)
SHS
1
(k) we establish the SHS
1
(k)op-functoriality of coniveau spectral
sequences for H ; similar results also hold for SH(k), Voevodsky motives
DM(k), and for some more "motivic spectral" categories. We also prove
the following interesting result: for any affine essentially smooth semi-local
S/k (and for any its localization by parameters) the Cousin complex for
H∗(S) splits if H is a cohomology theory that factors through SHS
1
(k).
Moreover, the cohomology of such an S is a direct summand of the coho-
mology of any its open dense subscheme; furthermore, this is true for S
being any A1-point (see below).
To prove these facts we construct a triangulated category D of A1-pro-
spectra that naturally contains the category SHS
1
(k)c of compact objects
of SHS
1
(k) as well as certain pro-spectra of essentially smooth k-schemes
(along with its SH(k)-versionDT , an also similarly definedDmot, D+, and
D
MGl). We decompose (in the sense of Postnikov towers) the SHS
1
(k)-
spectrum of a smooth variety into twisted (pro)spectra of its points. Those
belong to the heart of a Gersten weight structure w on D, whereas weight
spectral sequences corresponding to w generalize "classical" coniveau ones
(to the H-cohomology of arbitrary objects of SHS
1
(k)c and D). When H
is represented by Y ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k), the corresponding coniveau spectral
sequences can be expressed in terms of the (homotopy) t-truncations of
Y ; this extends to motivic spectra the seminal coniveau spectral sequence
computations of Bloch and Ogus.
We also study in detail the following notion: an essentially smooth
scheme S/k is said to be of A1-cohomological dimension at most d if
HnNis(S,N) = {0} for any n > d and any strictly homotopy invariant
∗The work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation grant no. 16-11-10073.
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Nisnevich sheaf N . Any localization of an affine essentially smooth semi-
local scheme at parameters is of A1-cohomological dimension ≤ 0 (we call
schemes of these sort A1-points); an essentially smooth scheme over k is
an A1-point if and only if its pro-spectrum ProΣ∞D (S+) is a retract of
ProΣ∞D (S
′
+) for any dense pro-open subscheme S
′ of S. We also prove
that the pro-spectra of function fields (in D, DT , and in other categories of
"motivic" pro-spectra) contain twisted pro-spectra of their residue fields
(for all geometric valuations) as retracts; hence the same is true for any
cohomology of these fields.
The analogues of some of these results for Voevodsky motivic com-
plexes (i.e., for DM(k) instead of SHS
1
(k)) over countable fields were
proved by the author in a previous paper. In the current paper we use
new methods to study a collection of motivic categories over an arbitrary
k (that includes DM(k) also). The notion of A1-cohomological dimension
(and its analogues for other motivic categories) is also new. We prove that
the Z[1/2]-linear T -cohomological dimension (corresponding to SH(k)) of
a scheme S/k equals its Z[1/2]-linear motivic dimension whenever k is
of finite 2-adic cohomological dimension; we also apply this result (along
with several related ones) to the study of cohomology.
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Introduction
In [Bon10b] for a countable perfect field k and any cohomology theory H that
factors through the Voevodsky’s DM effgm (k) the following results were estab-
lished: coniveau spectral sequences (for the cohomology of smooth varieties)
can be functorially extended to DM effgm (k); the cohomology of an essentially
smooth affine semi-local scheme S/k is a retract of the cohomology of any its
pro-open dense subscheme. Note that both of these results are far from be-
ing obvious; the second one implies that the augmented Cousin complex for
the cohomology of an (affine essentially smooth) semi-local S splits. Also, for
H represented by an object Y of DM eff− (k) (a motivic complex; recall that
DM eff− ⊃ DM
eff
gm ) it was proved that coniveau spectral sequences for H can be
"motivically functorially" expressed in terms of the t-truncations of Y (with re-
spect to the homotopy t-structure on DM eff− (k)); this is an extension of [BlO74,
Proposition 6.4] (see §5.3 of [Deg14]).
The goal of the current paper is to extend these results to arbitrary perfect
base fields and to a much wider class of cohomology theories. This class includes
K-theory of various sorts, algebraic, semi-topological, and complex cobordism,
and Balmer’s Witt cohomology. We succeed in proving these results via con-
sidering certain triangulated categories D ⊃ SHS
1
(k)c and DT ⊃ SH(k)c (as
well as Dmot ⊃ DMgm, D+ ⊃ SH+(k)c, and cobordism-module categories
D
MGl ⊃ DMGl(k)c = Ho(Mod−MGl′(k))c), and introducing Gersten weight
structures on them. These weight structures are orthogonal to the homotopy
t-structures for the corresponding motivic categories (via certain nice dualities
that we construct). The formalism of weight structures easily yields several func-
toriality and direct summand results (see Theorems 5.1.2(II–V), 5.2.3, 5.3.4, and
5.4.6 below). Our direct summand results are much stronger than the universal
exactness statement of [CHK97] (see Remark 4.2.2 for more detail).
Moreover, in this paper we introduce the notion of A1-cohomological di-
mension (as well as its analogues for SH(k) and other motivic categories) for
essentially smooth k-schemes (i.e., for localizations of smooth k-varieties; actu-
ally, we also consider inverse limits of localizations that do not correspond to
any schemes). An essentially smooth S/k is of A1-cohomological dimension at
most d whenever HnNis(S,N) = {0} for any n > d and any strictly homotopy
3
invariant sheaf N (on SmV ar); we prove several other characterizations of this
condition in Theorem 3.4.1 (cf. also Remark 3.4.2(2)). In particular, a con-
nected S is of dimension at most 0 (we will say that S is an A1-point in this
case) if and only if its the corresponding A1-pro-spectrum ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ ObjD
is a retract of ProΣ∞
D
(S0+), where S0 is the generic point of S. Moreover, if S is
an A1-point then ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is a retract of ProΣ∞D (S
′
+) for any dense pro-open
subscheme S′ of S. More generally, S is of A1-dimension at most d if and only
if ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is a retract of ProΣ∞D (S
′
+) whenever S
′ is an open subscheme
of S with complement of codimension at least d+ 1. The notions of A1-points
and of A1-cohomological dimension appear to be interesting and non-trivial; in
particular, we prove that any complement to an (essentially smooth) semi-local
scheme of a divisor with smooth crossings is an A1-point.
We also study T -cohomological dimension (corresponding to SH(k)), mo-
tivic dimension (corresponding to DM(k)) and other versions of this notion.
Somewhat surprisingly, the motivic dimension of S is not smaller than its +-
dimension (corresponding to SH+(k)); it equals its 2-linear T -cohomological
dimension if k is of finite 2-adic cohomological dimension. These results have
several consequences for cohomology of (essentially smooth) primitive schemes.
We also note that our consideration of (triangulated) motivic pro-spectral
categories (along with the purity distinguished triangle for the pro-spectra of
pro-schemes; see Proposition 3.2.3) can be interesting for itself independently
from the rest of the paper. It appears that the only triangulated motivic cat-
egories of pro-objects considered in the existing literature are the comotivic
one of [Bon10b] and the motivic pro-spectral categories studied in the current
paper; note in contrast that the category of pro-motives introduced in §3.1 of
[Deg08a] is not triangulated. Our methods of constructing motivic pro-spectra
are not original (we mostly use the results of [FaI07a] and related papers) and
not specific to motivic settings; yet this has the following advantage: they allow
the construction of motivic pro-spectra over an arbitrary base scheme S (see
Remark 5.5.1(1)).
Let us describe the contents of the paper. Some more information of this
sort can be found at the beginnings of sections; moreover, we list some of the
main definitions and notation in the end of §1.1.
In §1 we recall some definitions (related to triangulated categories), introduce
pro-schemes (certain projective limits of pointed smooth varieties), and recall
some properties of the A1-stable homotopy category, of the Morel’s homotopy
t-structure t on it.
In §2 we recall the general formalism of weight structures (along with the
properties of cocompactly cogenerated ones) as well as their relation to (orthogo-
nal) t-structures, weight filtrations, and spectral sequences. Note that the more
complicated matters considered in the end of the section are not necessary for
the proof of the aforementioned "splitting" results.
In §3 we embed SHS
1
(k) into a certain triangulated category Dbig of A1-
pro-spectra, and also construct a closely related embedding SHS
1
(k)c → D
(D is the subcategory of Dbig cogenerated by SHS
1
(k)c). We use the main
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properties of Dbig for the construction of a certain Gersten weight structure w
on D ⊂ Dbig . w possesses several nice properties; in particular, the A1-pro-
spectra of function fields and of (affine essentially smooth) semi-local schemes
over k belong to Dw=0 (and "cogenerate" it), whereas the A1-pro-spectra of
arbitrary pro-schemes belong to Dw≥0. We also introduce the notion of A1-
cohomological dimension and A1-points: a pro-scheme is an A1-point if its pro-
spectrum belongs to the heart of w; this is equivalent to the vanishing of all
its higher cohomology with coefficients in strictly homotopy invariant sheaves.
We prove that localizations of (essentially smooth affine) semi-local schemes
at parameters are A1-points if k is infinite, and that ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is a retract
of ProΣ∞
D
(S0+) for any dense open sub-pro-scheme S0 of S if and only if S
is an A1-point. It follows that ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(K)+) (for a function field K/k)
contains (as retracts) the pro-spectra of semi-local schemes whose generic point
is Spec(K), as well as the twisted pro-spectra of residue fields of K (for all
geometric valuations). Note that all our arguments easily carry over to the
T -stable setting (i.e., to SH(k) instead of SHS
1
(k)) and to other "motivic"
categories; we discuss this matter in §5.
In §4 we apply the results of the previous section to cohomology. So we
prove that the augmented Cousin complex for the cohomology of an A1-point
splits. We also prove that weight spectral sequences and filtrations correspond-
ing to w are canonically isomorphic to the "usual" coniveau ones (for any ex-
tended cohomology of smooth varieties; note that all "reasonable" cohomology
theories are extended). On the other hand, the general theory of weight spec-
tral sequences yields that the corresponding spectral sequence T (H,M) con-
verging to H∗(M) (for M being an object of SHS
1
(k)c or D) is SHS
1
(k)c,op-
functorial in M starting from E2; this is far from being trivial from the "classi-
cal" definition of coniveau spectral sequences. Next we construct a nice duality
Φ : Dop × SHS
1
(k) → Ab (one may say that this is a "regularization" for the
bifunctor Dbig(−,−)). Since w is orthogonal to t with respect to Φ, for a coho-
mology theory "Φ-represented" by Y ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) our (generalized) coniveau
spectral sequences can be expressed in terms of the t-truncations of Y (starting
from E2); this vastly generalizes Proposition 6.4 of [BlO74]. Moreover, if one
defines generalized coniveau spectral sequences for inverse limits of smooth vari-
eties as the corresponding direct limits (starting from E2) then this fact remains
to be valid.
In §5 we describe possible variations of our methods and results. First we
prove the natural analogues of our main results for the triangulated categories
of motivic T -spectra (and the corresponding pro-spectra). Next we pass to the
category Dmot of comotives that contains the Voevodsky category DMgm,1 τ -
positive T -spectra SH+(k) and the corresponding D+, and also triangulated
categories of MGl-modules. We use Quillen’s model category formalism to con-
struct exact functors DT → Dmot and DT → DMGl, and certain "simpler tri-
angulated" methods for studying the natural functor DT → D+. We study in
detail the relations between the "cohomological dimensions" corresponding to
1As a consequence, we prove that the results of [Bon10b] are valid for any perfect k.
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these categories and their relation to cohomology theories (including oriented
cohomology and cohomology coming from the "complex" topological realiza-
tion). So we prove that motivic dimensions of pro-schemes "control splittings"
for their +-motivic pro-spectra and the vanishing of the corresponding terms of
generalized coniveau spectral sequences for a wide range of cohomology theo-
ries. We also consider the "Artin-Tate substructures" for our weight structures;
we obtain that weight complexes (and so, also generalized coniveau spectral se-
quences) for the corresponding motivic spectra are "quite economical". Lastly
we discuss "relative motivic" analogues of our (Gersten) weight structures.
Our notation below partially follows the one of [Mor03]. All "concrete" t-
structures considered in this paper are certain versions of (Morel’s) homotopy
ones (yet our general notation for t-structures is quite distinct from the one of
ibid., and we introduce it in §1.2).
The author is deeply grateful to prof. M. Levine for his very useful remarks
and for his hospitality during the author’s staying in the Essen University, and
also to the officers the Max Planck Institut für Mathematik for the wonderful
working conditions. He would also like to express his gratitude to prof. A.
Ananyevskiy, prof. T. Bachmann, prof. B. Chorny, prof. F. Déglise, prof. G.
Garkusha, prof. A. Gorinov, prof. F. Muro, prof. D. Nardin, prof. I. Panin,
prof. D. Pavlov, prof. P. Pelaez, prof. T. Porter, and prof. D. White for their
extremely helpful comments.
1 Preliminaries: t-structures, Postnikov towers,
and A1-connectivity of spectra
In this section we recall some notation, introduce some new one, and state some
facts on motivic homotopy categories.
In §1.1 we introduce some (mostly, categorical) notation.
In §1.2 we recall the notion of t-structure (and introduce some notation for
it) and of a Postnikov tower for an object of a triangulated category.
In §1.3 we define and study the categories OP (essentially of open embed-
dings in SmVar) and Pro−OP ; certain objects of the latter category are called
pro-schemes.
In §1.4 we recall some properties of SHS
1
(k) and the Morel’s homotopy
t-structure t on it.
1.1 Notation and conventions
For categories C,D we write D ⊂ C if D is a full subcategory of C.
Given a category C and X,Y ∈ ObjC we we will write C(X,Y ) for the set
of morphisms from X to Y in C. We will say that X is a retract of Y if idX
can be factored through Y .2
2Certainly, if C is triangulated or abelian then X is a retract of Y if and only if X is its
direct summand.
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For any D ⊂ C the subcategory D is called Karoubi-closed in C if it con-
tains all retracts of its objects in C. We will call the smallest Karoubi-closed
subcategory of C containing D the Karoubi-closure of D in C; sometimes we
will use the same term for the class of objects of the Karoubi-closure of a full
subcategory of C (corresponding to some subclass of ObjC).
The Karoubi envelope Kar(B) (no lower index) of an additive category B is
the category of “formal images” of idempotents in B (so B is embedded into an
idempotent complete category; it is triangulated if B is). We will say that B
is Karoubian if the canonical embedding B → Kar(B) is an equivalence, i.e., if
any idempotent morphism yields a direct sum decomposition in B.
For a category C the symbol Cop will denote its opposite category.
Ab is the category of abelian groups.
For an additive categoryC anX ∈ ObjC is called cocompact if C(
∏
i∈I Yi, X) =⊕
i∈I C(Yi, X) for any set I and any Yi ∈ ObjC (below we will only consider
cocompact objects in categories closed with respect to arbitrary small prod-
ucts). Dually, a compact object of C is a cocompact object of Cop, i.e., M is
compact (in a C closed with respect to arbitrary small coproducts) if the functor
C(M,−) : C → Ab respects coproducts.
For X,Y ∈ ObjC we will write X ⊥ Y if C(X,Y ) = {0}. For D,E ⊂ ObjC
we will write D ⊥ E if X ⊥ Y for all X ∈ D, Y ∈ E. Given D ⊂ ObjC we will
write D⊥ for the class
{Y ∈ ObjC : X ⊥ Y ∀X ∈ D}.
Sometimes the symbol D⊥ will be used to denote the corresponding full sub-
category of C. Dually, ⊥D is the class {Y ∈ ObjC : Y ⊥ X ∀X ∈ D}.
In this paper all complexes will be cohomological, i.e., the degree of all
differentials is +1; respectively, we will use cohomological notation for their
terms. We will need the following easy observation on the homotopy category
of complexes for an arbitrary additive category B.
Lemma 1.1.1. Suppose that a complex M = (M i) ∈ ObjK(B) is a K(B)-
retract of an object of B (i.e., of a complex of the form . . . 0→ 0→M ′ → 0→
0→ . . . for some M ′ ∈ ObjB; we will use the notationM ′[0] for this complex).
Then M is also a retract of M0[0].
Proof. Suppose that the factorization M
f
→ M ′[0]
g
→ M yields the K(B)-
retraction mentioned. Then h = g ◦ f cannot have non-zero components in
non-zero degrees, and we can consider it as a morphism M → M0[0] and vice
versa. Hence h yields the retraction in question.
C and D will usually denote some triangulated categories. We will use the
term exact functor for a functor of triangulated categories (i.e., for a functor
that preserves the structures of triangulated categories).
A class D ⊂ ObjC will be called extension-closed if 0 ∈ D and for any
distinguished triangle A→ B → C in C we have the implication A,C ∈ D =⇒
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B ∈ D. In particular, an extension-closed D is strict (i.e., contains all objects
of C isomorphic to its elements).
The smallest extension-closedD containing a givenD′ ⊂ ObjC will be called
the extension-closure of D′.
We will call the smallest Karoubi-closed triangulated subcategory of C con-
taining D′ the triangulated subcategory densely generated by D′; we will write
〈D′〉 for this category.
We will say thatD′ cogenerates C if C is closed with respect to small products
and coincides with its smallest strict triangulated subcategory that fulfils this
property and contains D′.3
We will say that a partially ordered index set I is filtered if if for any i, j ∈ I
there exists some maximum, i.e., an l ∈ I such that l ≥ i and l ≥ j. For the
category I corresponding to I (with I(i, j) consisting of a single element if j ≤ i
and empty otherwise) and any category C we will call a functor I → C : i 7→ Xi
a projective system (so, all projective systems of this paper are filtered; cf. also
the discussion in the beginning of §1.3 below). For such a system we have the
natural notion of inverse limit. Dually, we will call the inverse limit of a system
of Xi ∈ ObjCop the direct limit of Xi in C.
A will usually denote some abelian category. We will usually assume that A
satisfies the AB5 axiom, i.e., is closed with respect to all small coproducts, and
filtered direct limits of exact sequences in A are exact.
We will call a covariant additive functor C → A for an abelian A homologi-
cal if it converts distinguished triangles into long exact sequences; homological
functors Cop → A will be called cohomological when considered as contravariant
functors from C into A.
We will often specify a distinguished triangle by two of its arrows. For
f ∈ C(X,Y ), X,Y ∈ ObjC, we will call the third vertex of (any) distinguished
triangle X
f
→ Y → Z a cone of f .
For additive categories C,D we will write AddFun(C,D) for the category of
additive functors from C to D (we will ignore set-theoretic difficulties here since
we will mostly need the categories of functors from those C that are skeletally
small).
k will be our perfect base field of characteristic p; p may be 0.
We also list some more definitions and the main notation of this paper.
t-structures (along with Ht) and Postnikov towers are considered in §1.2;
the categories OP ⊂ Pro−OP , the twists −〈j〉 for them, pro-schemes and some
notions related to them are recalled in §1.3 (whereas normal bundles for closed
embeddings of pro-schemes are defined in §3.2); SHS
1
(k), the homotopy t-
structure t on it, strictly A1-invariant sheaves, the functor Σ∞, "shifted twists"
−{j}, semi-local (schemes and) pro-schemes, and normal bundles NX,Z are
mentioned in §1.4; weight structures (along with Cw≤i, Cw=i, Cw≥i, Hw, and
C [i,j]), weight Postnikov towers, and cocompactly cogenerated weight structures
are defined in §2.1; weight complexes, weight filtrations WmH , weight spectral
sequences T (H,M) and T≥2(H,M), and pure cohomology theories are defined
3In [Bon10b] D was called a class of weak cogenerators of C in this case.
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in §2.2; (nice) dualities Φ of triangulated categories and orthogonal weight and
t-structures are defined in §2.3; the categories D′, Dbig = Ho(D′), and ProΣ∞
D
are introduced in §3.1; our main (Gersten) weight structure w (for the cate-
gory D) along with the notions of A1-points and A1-cohomological dimension
are defined in §3.3; we introduce extended cohomology theories in §4.1; Cousin
complexes TH(−) are studied in §4.2; generalized coniveau spectral sequences
are introduced in §4.3; SH(k), DT , Σ∞T , and T -points are are considered in §5.1;
the categoryDmot of comotives along with the general φM : SH(k)→ SHM, P ,
and DP are defined in §5.2; Morel’s η, various notions of orientability, and mod-
ules over the Voevodsky spectra MGl are treated in §5.3; the category SH+(k)
of τ-positive motivic spectra, the corresponding D+ and w+ are considered in
5.4.
1.2 On t-structures and Postnikov towers in triangulated
categories
To fix notation, let us recall the definition of a t-structure.
Definition 1.2.1. A couple of subclasses Ct≥0, Ct≤0 ⊂ ObjC for a triangulated
category C will be said to define a t-structure t if (Ct≥0, Ct≤0) satisfy the
following conditions:
(i) Ct≥0, Ct≤0 are strict (i.e., contain all objects of C isomorphic to their
elements).
(ii) Ct≥0 ⊂ Ct≥0[1], Ct≤0[1] ⊂ Ct≤0.
(iii) Orthogonality. Ct≤0[1] ⊥ Ct≥0.
(iv) t-decompositions. For any X ∈ ObjC there exists a distinguished
triangle
A→ X → B[−1]→A[1] (1.2.1)
such that A ∈ Ct≤0, B ∈ Ct≥0.
We will need some more notation.
Definition 1.2.2. 1. The subcategory Ht ⊂ C whose objects are Ct=0 =
Ct≥0 ∩Ct≤0 will be called the heart of t. Recall (cf. Theorem 1.3.6 of [BBD82])
that Ht is abelian (and short exact sequences in Ht come from distinguished
triangles in C).
2. Ct≥l (resp. Ct≤l) will denote Ct≥0[−l] (resp. Ct≤0[−l]).
Remark 1.2.3. 1. Recall (cf. Lemma IV.4.5 in [GeM03]) that (1.2.1) defines
additive functors C → Ct≤0 : X → A and C → Ct≥0 : X → B. The objects A
and B will be denoted by Xt≤0 and Xt≥1, respectively.
The triangle (1.2.1) will be called the t-decomposition of X . If X = Y [i] for
some Y ∈ ObjC, i ∈ Z, then A will be denoted by Y t≤i (note that it belongs to
Ct≤0) and B by Y t≥i+1 (it belongs to Ct≥0), respectively. Objects of the type
Y t
≤i[j] and Y t
≥i[j] (for i, j ∈ Z) will be called t-truncations of Y .
2. We will write Xt=i for the i-th (co)homology of X with respect to t, that
is (Xt≤i)t≥0 (cf. part 10 of §IV.4 of [GeM03]).
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3. The following statements are obvious (and well-known): Ct≤0 = ⊥(Ct≥1);
Ct≥0 = (Ct≤−1)⊥.
4. We also recall that Theorem A.1 of [AJS03] says the following: if C is
a triangulated category closed with respect to (small) coproducts and P is a
set of compact objects in it then there exists a unique t-structure tP on C that
is generated by P , i.e., CtP≥1 = P⊥. Moreover, CtP≤0 equals the smallest
extension-closed subclass of ObjC that contains ∪i≥0P [−i] and is closed with
respect to coproducts.
5. Our conventions for t-structures and "weights" (see Remark 2.1.3(2)
below) follow the ones of [BBD82]. So, for any n ∈ Z "our" (Ct≤n, Ct≥n)
corresponds to (Ct≥−n, Ct≤−n) in the notation of the papers [Mor03], [FaI07a],
and [Deg13].
Below we will need the notion of Postnikov tower in a triangulated category
several times (cf. §IV.2 of [GeM03]; Postnikov towers are closely related (in an
obvious way) to triangulated exact couples of §2.4.1 of [Deg13]).
Definition 1.2.4. Let C be a triangulated category.
1. Let l ≤ m ∈ Z.
We will call a bounded Postnikov tower for M ∈ ObjC the following data:
a sequence of C-morphisms (0 =)Yl → Yl+1 → · · · → Ym = M along with
distinguished triangles
Yi−1 → Yi →Mi (1.2.2)
for some Mi ∈ ObjC; here l < i ≤ m.
2. An unbounded Postnikov tower for M is a collection of Yi for i ∈ Z that
is equipped (for all i ∈ Z) with the following: connecting arrows Yi−1 → Yi (for
i ∈ Z), morphisms Yi →M such that all the corresponding triangles commute,
and distinguished triangles (1.2.2).
In both cases the object M−p[p] will be denoted by Mp; we will call Mp the
factors of our Postnikov tower.
Remark 1.2.5. 1. Composing (and shifting) arrows from triangles (1.2.2) for
two subsequent i one can construct a complex whose terms are Mp (it is easily
seen that this is a complex indeed; see Proposition 2.2.2 of [Bon10a]).
2. Certainly, a bounded Postnikov tower can be easily completed to an
unbounded one. For example, one can take Yi = 0 for i < l, Yi =M for i > m;
then M i = 0 if i < l or i ≥ m.
1.3 On open pairs and pro-schemes
We introduce a collection of definitions and observations that are essentially
related to relative cohomology. One may note that we do not really need the
full generality of our constructions; hence they possibly can be simplified or
modified.
• V ar (resp. SmVar) will denote the class of all (smooth) varieties over k
(we call a k-scheme a variety if it is reduced, separated, and of finite type
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over k, i.e., we do not assume it to be connected; we also allow empty
varieties). SmV ar is the category of smooth k-varieties.
We will write pt for the point Spec k, and Gm for A1 \ {0}.
• We consider the categoryOP ′ of open embeddings of smooth varieties over
k. The object corresponding to an embedding U → X will be denoted by
X/U , and X/∅ will be denoted by just by X .
We define OP as the localization of OP ′ by the natural morphisms of
the sort X/U → (X/U) ⊔ (Y/Y ) (for Y ∈ SmVar; so, objects of OP are
open embeddings also). In particular, any X/U ∈ ObjOP is isomorphic
to (X/U)+ = (X/U) ⊔ (pt / pt); hence X ∼= X+ = (X ⊔ pt)/ pt.
We have the obvious (componentwise) disjoint union bi-functor operation
on OP ′ that obviously induces and operation on OP ; we will use the
notation ⊔ for the latter.
• Now we define certain "twists" on OP (one may call this twists shifted
Tate ones).
We start from a more general definition. We define the bi-functor ∧ as
follows: X/U ∧X ′/U ′ = X ×X ′/(X × U ′ ∩X ′ × U). Obviously, ∧ gives
an associative functorial operation both on OP ′ and on OP , and ∧ is
distributive with respect to ⊔.
Now we define T = A1/Gm and for any j ≥ 0 we set −〈j〉 = − ∧ (T∧j);
thus for Z = X \ U we have X/U〈1〉 = X × A1/(X × A1 \ Z × {0}).
Moreover, for any X ∈ SmVar we have X〈j〉 ∼= X+〈j〉 in OP .
Note also that the functor − ∧A1 sends X/U into X × A1/U × A1.
• Moreover, we will need the category Pro−OP of (filtered formal) pro-
objects of OP .
In the current paper we only consider pro-objects "indexed" by filtered
sets. Note however that in lots of papers on pro-objects (including [FaI07a]
that provided results important for our treatment of categories of pro-
objects) the "categorical" version of pro-objects was considered instead,
i.e., instead of limits over (filtered) projective systems limits over filtered
small categories are considered. This certainly yields "more pro-objects";
however, this (formal) distinction is well-known not to be important (in
particular, for the purposes of the the current paper as well as for the
ones of [Bon16a]; see Remark 5.5.1 of ibid. or the discussion in §2 of
[Isa02] for more detail). Our reason to prefer "set-indexed pro-objects"
(and the corresponding inverse limits) is that the main pro-objects of this
paper (i.e., pro-schemes that we will now define) "naturally" correspond
to indexed sets; this choice also gives an excuse not to specify the indexing
category (usually).
• Now let us introduce certain operations on Pro−OP.
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Since the endo-functor −〈j〉 is well-defined on OP , it also extends to
Pro−OP. Similarly we obtain the existence of finite disjoint unions (⊔)
on Pro−OP.
Now we define the disjoint union of a set Si ∈ ObjPro−OP (for i ∈ I, I
is a possibly infinite set). We can certainly assume that Si = S′i+ for some
S′i ∈ ObjOP ; hence one can define ⊔Si as the projective limit (⊔i∈JS
′
i)+;
here J runs through all finite subsets of I and the transition morphisms
map S′i either onto themselves or into the "extra point".
4
It is easily seen that this operation "commutes with −〈j〉" (up to canonical
isomorphisms) since this is true for finite disjoint unions.
• Now we introduce a special sort of objects of Pro−OP . We will call ob-
jects of Pro−OP of the form lim
←−
Xi, where Xi are (non-empty) connected
smooth varieties, and the transition morphisms are open embeddings, con-
nected pro-schemes. The disjoint union S of connected pro-schemes Si will
be called (just) pro-schemes; we will say that Si are connected components
of S.
Note that connected pro-schemes (and their finite disjoint unions) often
yield actual k-schemes.
• Let us introduce some conventions for pro-schemes.
For pro-schemes U = lim
←−
Ui and V = lim←−Vj (for Ui, Vj ∈ SmVar) we
will call a Pro−OP-morphism i from U into V an embedding (resp. an
open embedding, resp. a closed embedding) if it can be obtained (as the
limit) from (the corresponding disjoint unions of) embeddings (resp. open
embeddings, resp. closed embeddings) Ui → Vj ; if this is the case we will
say that U is a sub-pro-scheme (resp. an open sub-pro-scheme, resp. a
closed sub-pro-scheme) of V . Note that one can easily define what does
it mean for subscheme to be of codimension at least d (resp. d) in a
similar way. Moreover, for an open sub-pro-scheme we will speak about
the codimension of the complement (even though it does not satisfy any
smoothness assumptions in general).
• Any collection of spectra of function fields over k certainly yields a pro-
scheme. Thus one can also speak of Zariski points of pro-schemes S (de-
fined as sub-pro-schemes of the form Spec(K)+ for K being a k-function
field); moreover, points have well-defined codimensions.
Furthermore, we will say that S is of dimension ≤ d if S+ ∼= lim←−Si+ for
some Si of dimension at most d. Alternatively, one can check whether the
transcendence degrees of all residue fields of S over k are at most d.5
4Recall (from Theorem 4.1 of [Isa02]) that Pro−OP is closed with respect to arbitrary
(filtered) inverse limits. Note also that the transition maps between (⊔i∈JS
′
i)+ also induce
canonical OP-morphisms between ⊔i∈JSi; hence we can write ⊔Si = lim←−J
(⊔i∈JSi).
5So, the dimension of a pro-scheme coming from an essentially smooth k-scheme S can be
bigger than the Krull dimension of S.
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Remark 1.3.1. 1. We do not have to claim that connected components, Zariski
points, and dimensions of pro-schemes do not depend on the choice of "presen-
tations" of the corresponding objects and morphisms in Pro−OP (as infinite
disjoint unions and so on). The reason for this is that in the situations we
are interested in one can easily make a "standard" choice of these presentations
that "comes from geometry". However, we describe a method that can probably
yield the independence from choices in question.
One should start from defining certain functors on OP . In particular, to
X/U one can associate the set of connected components of Z = X \ U and
the set of Zariski points of Z. Next one should pass to the (inverse) limit to
obtain certain "generalized" connected components and Zariski points for all
objects of Pro−OP. It is easily seen that the restriction of this definition to
pro-schemes does yield connected components and Zariski points in the sense
that we have described above. One can also consider the limit topology on these
points, generic points, their closures, etc.
2. Certainly, the most important pro-schemes are the ones coming from
essentially smooth k-schemes. However, we will sometimes need (connected)
pro-schemes that are not (necessarily) of this sort; cf. Remark 3.2.6(1) below.
3. Until §5 we will only consider various twists (〈j〉 and {j}) in the case
j > 0. Thus in most of the statements concerning them we could have set
j = 1.
1.4 SHS
1
(k) and the homotopy t-structure on it: reminder
Let us recall some properties of SHS
1
(k) and the injective model structure for
it. In this paper all the model categories will have functorial factorizations of
morphisms (though this assumption is probably not really important).
Denote by Pre• the category of presheaves of pointed sets on SmV ar.
Proposition 1.4.1. There exist closed model structures for the categories
∆opPre• for ∆opPre′• that is equal to ∆
opPre• as an "abstract" category, and
for a certain category PSHS
1
(k) (see below) satisfying the following properties.
1. The homotopy categories of ∆opPre′• and PSH
S1(k) are naturally iso-
morphic to the Morel-Voevodsky categoriesHk and SHS
1
(k), respectively. More-
over, PSHS
1
(k) is a proper simplicial model category.
2. The cofibrations in ∆opPre• are exactly the (levelwise) injections; hence
all objects of this category are cofibrant.
3. The natural comparison functors ∆opPre• → ∆opPre′• → PSH
S1(k) are
left Quillen functors.
4. ∆opPre′• is a monoidal model category in the sense of [Hov99, Definition
4.2.6]. Moreover, there exists a natural bifunctor ⊗ : ∆opPre′• × PSH
S1(k)→
PSHS
1
(k) that turns PSHS
1
(k) into a ∆opPre′•-module category in the sense
of [Hov99, Definition 4.2.18] such that the connecting functor ∆opPre′• →
PSHS
1
(k) is a ∆opPre′•-module one.
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Proof. 1,2. We take the Nisnevich-local injective model structures for ∆opPre•
and ∆opPre′• (see §7.2 and Example 7.20 of [Jar15]) and the model structure
for PSHS
1
(k) mentioned in Example 10.38 of ibid.
Then all the statements in question are contained in ibid.; see Theorem 7.18
and Theorem 10.36 of ibid.
3. This statement is well-known to experts. The first of these functors is
just a left Bousfiled localization one; so the result is straightforward.
Now we treat the second functor. Recall that PSHS
1
(k) is the category of
S1-spectra in ∆opPre′•, whereas the latter is (left) proper cellular according to
Theorem 7.18 of [Jar15] (see also the text preceding Example 7.20 of ibid). Thus
combining Proposition 1.15 of [Hov01] (applied to the functor F0 in the notation
of loc. cit.) with the results of §3 of ibid. (note that the stable model structure
that is considered in loc. cit. is obtained via a left Bousfield localization from
the so-called projective model structure considered in §1 of ibid.) we obtain the
statement in question.
4. These statements appear to be well-known also. ∆opPre′• is a monoidal
model category according to Theorem 1.9 of [Hor06]. Thus the second part of the
assertion is an easy consequence of Theorem 6.3 of [Hov01] (whose assumptions
are fulfilled since all objects of ∆opPre′• are cofibrant).
Remark 1.4.2. 1. Moreover, SHS
1
(k) is triangulated monoidal with respect to
the operation ∧ compatible with the obvious ∧ for pointed presheaves. This is
due to the fact that PSHS
1
(k) is Quillen equivalent to the corresponding model
category of symmetric A1-spectra that is symmetric monoidal itself. Thus one
may say that our distinction between the operations ∧ and ⊗ is "not essential".
However, the pairing introduced in part 4 of our proposition is sufficient for our
purposes, and we prefer to avoid symmetric spectra until §5.2.
2. For X/U ∈ ObjOP we define Σ∞(X/U) (resp. PΣ∞(X/U)) as the im-
age in SHS
1
(k) (resp. in PSHS
1
(k)) of the discrete pointed simplicial presheaf
SmV ar(−, X ⊔ pt)/SmV ar(−, U ⊔ pt) ∈ Obj∆opPre•, i.e., of the presheaf
sending Y ∈ SmVar into SmV ar(Y,X)/SmV ar(Y, U) pointed by the image of
SmV ar(Y, U) if the latter is non-empty, and into SmV ar(Y,X)⊔pt pointed by
this point in the opposite case (cf. §2.3.2 of [Deg08b]). We note that this corre-
spondence yields well-defined functors indeed since PΣ∞ certainly sends all the
morphisms of the form X/U → (X ⊔Y )/(U ⊔Y ) into PSHS
1
(k)-isomorphisms.
3. Below we will only need the following property of the bi-functor ⊗ for any
cofibrant U ∈ Obj∆opPre′•
6 the endo-functor U ⊗− : PSHS
1
(k)→ PSHS
1
(k)
is a left Quillen one. Moreover, the only U that we will take here is U = T and its
wedge powers, where T is the Thom spectrum T = Σ∞(A1/Gm) (corresponding
to the line bundle A1 → pt). The corresponding "twist" operation T∧j ⊗ − on
SHS
1
(k) will be denoted by 〈j〉 (for any j ≥ 0).
4. We will also use the notation 〈j〉 for the derived version of this functor (as
well as for its "pro-spectral" versions that we will introduce below), whereas the
composition 〈j〉 ◦ [−j];SHS
1
(k)→ SHS
1
(k) will be denoted by {j}. Certainly,
6Recall that actually all objects of ∆opPre′• are cofibrant.
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the latter functor possesses a right adjoint that will be denoted by −−j (essen-
tially following Definition 4.3.10 of [Mor03]). Note here that the endo-functor
−−1 is easily seen to be isomorphic to the (corresponding restriction of the)
functor Hom(Gm,−) considered in Lemma 4.3.11 of ibid.
5. Our arguments related to twists are rather easy; yet they would certainly
be even more simple if (the derived version) of the twist functors were invertible,
We will treat "motivic" categories satisfying this condition only in section 5;
still a reader only interested in "twist-stable" categories (such as SH(k)) may
probably ignore all the difficulties caused by the non-invertibility of twists on
SHS
1
(k).
We will need the following properties of the functor Σ∞.
Proposition 1.4.3. 1. The functor SmV ar → SHS
1
(k) : X 7→ Σ∞(X) ∼=
Σ∞(X+) is essentially the "usual" one considered in §4.2 of [Mor03].
2. For any P ∈ ObjOP and j ≥ 0 we have T∧j⊗PΣ∞(X/U) ∼= PΣ∞(P 〈j〉)
(see the beginning of §1.3 and Remark 1.4.2(3) for the notation).
3. For any open embeddings Z → Y → X of smooth varieties the natural
morphisms Σ∞(Y/Z) → Σ∞(X/Z) → Σ∞(X/Y ) can be completed to a
distinguished triangle, and the corresponding morphisms in ∆opPre• yield
a cofibre sequence.
4. For any finite set of Pi ∈ ObjOP the projection morphisms (⊔Pi)+ → Pi+
yield an isomorphism Σ∞(⊔Pi) ∼=
⊕
Σ∞(Pi).
5. Σ∞ is homotopy invariant, i.e., for any P ∈ ObjOP we have Σ∞(P ) ∼=
Σ∞(P ∧ A1).
6. Σ∞(−) converts Nisnevich distinguished squares of smooth varieties into
distinguished triangles, i.e., for a cartesian square
W
j
−−−−→ Y
yg
yf
V
i
−−−−→ X
(1.4.1)
of smooth k-varieties, where i and j are open embeddings and f is an étale
morphism whose base change to X \ j(V ) is an isomorphism, there is a
distinguished triangle
Σ∞(W+)→ Σ
∞(Y+)
⊕
Σ∞(V+)
h
→ Σ∞(X+)→ Σ
∞(W+)[1] (1.4.2)
with h = Σ∞T (−+)(i)− Σ
∞
T (−+)(f).
7. Let i : Z → X be a closed embedding of smooth varieties, and denote
by B(X,Z) the corresponding deformation to the normal cone variety
(see the proof of Theorem 3.2.23 of [MoV99] or §4.1 of [Deg08b]). Then
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the natural OP-morphisms X/X \ Z → B(X,Z)/B(X,Z) \ Z × A1 and
NX,Z/NX,Z \ Z → B(X,Z) \ Z × A1 (where NX,Z is the normal bundle
for i) become isomorphisms after we apply Σ∞.
Proof. 1. The difference between the model category PSHS
1
(k) and the model
for SHS
1
(k) considered in [Mor03] is that in ibid. simplicial sheaves are con-
sidered instead of sheaves. However, the obvious functor ∆opPre• → ∆opShv•
is well-known to induce the corresponding Quillen equivalence (see Theorem
5.9(2) of [Jar15] and Theorem 5.7 of [Hov01]).
Thus assertion 6 now follow from the corresponding well-known properties
of SHS
1
(k) (see [Mor03] and Proposition 1.4.1).
2. These objects are naturally isomorphic already in ∆opPre•. Indeed, it
suffices to note that our definition of ∧ in OP is compatible with the corre-
sponding operation on presheaves (cf. §2.2.2 of [MoV99]).
3. Obvious (note that all objects of ∆opPre• are cofibrant).
4. Obviously, it suffices to prove the statement for the union of two open
embeddings (i.e., of objects of OP). In this case it suffices to note that the
projection morphism (P1 ⊔ P2)+ → P1+ gives a splitting of the distinguished
triangle Σ∞(P1)→ Σ∞(P1 ⊔ P2)→ Σ∞(P2) provided by assertion 3.
Assertion 5 is an easy consequence of the well-knon homotopy invariance
property of the functor X 7→ Σ∞(X+) (see [Mor03]) along with assertion 3.
7. The corresponding OP-morphisms map actually into isomorphisms al-
ready in Hk (this is precisely Proposition 3.2.24 of [MoV99]). All the more we
obtain isomorphisms in SHS
1
(k).
The following observation relates twists to shifts (somehow).
Remark 1.4.4. 1. In particular, we obtain a distinguished triangle Σ∞(Gm+)→
Σ∞(A1+) → Σ
∞(A1/Gm) → Σ∞(Gm+)[1]. Similarly, for any X ∈ SmVar, j ≥
0, we have Σ∞(X〈j+1〉) ∼= Cone(Σ∞(X〈j〉)→ Σ∞(X×Gm〈j〉))[1]. Moreover,
Σ∞(X〈j + 1〉) is obviously a retract of Σ∞(X ×Gm〈j〉))[1].
2. Alternatively, for the proof of assertion 4 one can note that the disjoint
union in Pro−OP gives the bouquet operation in ∆opPre•.
3. Since P ∼= P+ for any P ∈ OP , there is actually no difference between
Σ∞(X) and Σ∞(X+) for X ∈ SmVar. We will mostly use the latter notation
due to the reason that it was also used in most of other papers on the subject
(however, these papers did not treat "general" objects of OP and values of Σ∞
on them).
Let us now recall the basic properties of Morel’s homotopy t-structure on
SHS
1
(k) (see Theorem 4.3.4 of [Mor03]). We will write just t for it; this is the
“main” t-structure of this paper. Recall that in ibid. for any n ∈ Z the class
SHS
1
(k)t≤n was called the one of 1−n-connected (A1-local) spectra (note that
our SHS
1
(k)t≤n is SHS
1
(k)t≥−n in the notation of ibid.; see Remark 1.2.3(5)).
Definition 1.4.5. 1. For any E ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) we will write En (resp. by
Enj ) for the functor Pro−OP
op → Ab that sends lim
←−i
Pi (for Pi ∈ ObjOP) into
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lim
−→i
SHS
1
(k)(Σ∞(Pi), E[n]) (resp. into lim−→SH
S1(k)(Σ∞(Pi〈j〉), E[n + j]) ∼=
lim
−→i
SHS
1
(k)(Σ∞(Pi), E−j) = (E−j)
n).
Moreover, we will write p˜in(E) for the presheaf of abelian groups on SmV ar
(i.e., for a functor SmV arop → Ab) that sends X ∈ SmVar into En(X) ∼=
En(X+). We will use the notation pin(E) for the Nisnevich sheafification of this
presheaf.
2. Following Definition 4.3.5 of [Mor03], we will say that a Nisnevich sheaf N
of abelian groups on SmV ar is strictly A1-invariant ifHnNis(−, N) are homotopy
invariant functors SmV arop → Ab for all n ∈ Z, i.e., for any X ∈ SmVar we
have HnNis(X,N) ∼= H
n
Nis(X × A
1, N).
We will write SHI for the category of strictly A1-invariant (Nisnevich) sheaves.
Proposition 1.4.6. Let E ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k). Then the following statements are
valid.
1. For any X ∈ SmVar we have Σ∞(X+) ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0.
2. E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≥0 if and only if En(X) = {0} for any X ∈ SmVar, n < 0.
3. E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0 if and only if En(Spec(K)+) = {0} for all n > 0 and for
all function fields K/k.
4. The endo-functor −−j (see Remark 1.4.2(4)) is t-exact with respect to t.
5. The functor pi0 gives an equivalence of Ht with SHI. Moreover, for any
E and any n ∈ Z we have p˜i0(Et=n) ∼= pin(E).
6. For any E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=0, X ∈ SmVar, and n ∈ Z there is a natural
isomorphism En(X) ∼= HnNis(X, pi
0(E)).
Proof. 1. Immediate from Lemma 4.3.3 of [Mor03].
2. This is the just the definition of SHS
1
(k)t≥0 (see Definition 4.3.1(1) of
ibid.).
3. Immediate from Lemmas 4.2.7 and 4.3.11 of ibid.; note here that our
notation E∗j corresponds to E
∗
−j in the notation of ibid.
4. Immediate from Remark 4.3.12 of loc. cit. (see also Remark 1.4.2(4)).
5. The first part of the assertion is precisely Lemma 4.3.7(2) of ibid.; the
"moreover" part follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.4 of ibid. (cf. also the
proof of Proposition 5.1.1(4 below).
6. This fact appears to be well-known; cf. Remark 4.3.9 of ibid (whereas a
related result is given by Theorem 3.7 of [Ana16]). Note also that the existence
of an embedding I of SHS
1
(k) into the stable homotopy category of simplicial
Nisnevich sheaves SHS
1
s (k) along with the (localization) functor L
∞ left adjoint
to I (see §4.2 of ibid.) reduces our assertion to its SHS
1
s (k)-analogue, whereas
the latter statement easily follows from Remark 3.2.8 of ibid. (and is even more
well-known).
Below SHS
1
(k)c will denote the triangulated subcategory densely generated
(in the sense described in §1.1) by {Σ∞(X+) : X ∈ SmVar}. Note that the
objects of this subcategory are exactly the compact objects of SHS
1
(k).
Now we recall some properties of semi-local schemes.
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Remark 1.4.7. In this paper all semi-local schemes that we consider will be affine
essentially smooth ones. Such an S is the semi-localization of a smooth affine
variety V/k at a finite collection of Zariski points. Obviously, if f : V ′ → V is
a finite morphism of smooth varieties (in particular, a closed embedding) then
S ×V V
′ is (affine essentially smooth) semi-local also. It is well-known that all
vector bundles over connected semi-local schemes (in our sense) are trivial.
Certainly, any semi-local scheme yields a pro-scheme (with a finite number of
connected components). We will call a Pro−OP-disjoint union of an arbitrary
set of (affine smooth) semi-local schemes a semi-local pro-scheme.
We will need the following important result (that is essentially well-known
also).
Proposition 1.4.8. Assume that k is infinite; let S be a semi-local pro-scheme,
E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0. Then for any j ≥ 0 and i > 0 we have Eij(S) = {0} (see
Definition 1.4.5(1)).
Proof. Obviously, we can assume that S is connected; let S0 denote its generic
point.
By Proposition 1.4.3(3,2),X 7→ E∗j (X) along with (X,U) 7→ E
∗
j (X/U) yields
a cohomology theory with supports in the sense of Definition 5.1.1(a) of [CHK97].
The Nisnevich excision for Σ∞(−+) provided by part 6 of the proposition gives
axiom COH1 of loc. cit., whereas Proposition 1.4.3(5) is precisely axiom COH3
of (§5.3 of) ibid. Hence we can apply Theorem 6.2.1 of ibid. to obtain an
injection Eij(S)→ E
i
j(S0). To conclude the proof it suffices to apply Proposition
1.4.6(3,4).
2 Weight structures: reminder
In this section we recall the general formalism of weight structures.
In §2.1 we recall some basics of the theory along with the properties of co-
compactly cogenerated weight structures (here we follow [Pau12] and [Bon16a]).
In §2.2 we recall rather more complicated parts of the general theory —
weight complexes and weight spectral sequences. We relate the latter to or-
thogonal t-structures in §2.3. These matters can be ignored by the readers not
interested in the study of (generalized) coniveau spectral sequences.
2.1 Basic definitions and properties; cocompactly cogen-
erated weight structures
Definition 2.1.1. A couple of subclasses Cw≤0 and Cw≥0 ⊂ ObjC will be said
to define a weight structure w for a triangulated category C if they satisfy the
following conditions.
(i) Cw≤0 and Cw≥0 are retraction-closed in C (i.e., contain all C-retracts of
their elements).
(ii) Semi-invariance with respect to translations.
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Cw≤0 ⊂ Cw≤0[1] and Cw≥0[1] ⊂ Cw≥0.
(iii) Orthogonality.
Cw≤0 ⊥ Cw≥0[1].
(iv) Weight decompositions.
For any M ∈ ObjC there exists a distinguished triangle
X →M → Y→X [1] (2.1.1)
such that X ∈ Cw≤0 and Y ∈ Cw≥0[1].
We will also need the following definitions.
Definition 2.1.2. Let i, j ∈ Z; assume that C is endowed with a weight struc-
ture w.
1. The full subcategory Hw ⊂ C whose object class is Cw=0 = Cw≥0∩Cw≤0
is called the heart of w.
2. Cw≥i (resp. Cw≤i, Cw=i) will denote Cw≥0[i] (resp. Cw≤0[i], Cw=0[i]).
3. C [i,j] denotes Cw≥i ∩ Cw≤j ; so, this class equals {0} if i > j.
Cb ⊂ C will be the category whose object class is ∪i,j∈ZC [i,j].
4. w will be called right (resp. left) non-degenerate if ∩l∈zCw≤l = {0} (resp.
∩l∈ZCw≥l = {0}).
5. Let A be a full additive subcategory of a triangulated category C.
We will say that A is negative (in C) if ObjA ⊥ (∪i>0Obj(A[i])).
6. We will call a Postnikov tower for M (see Definition 1.2.4) a weight Post-
nikov tower if all Yj are some choices for w≤jM . In this case we will call
the corresponding complex whose terms are Mp (see Remark 1.2.5(1)) a
weight complex for M .
7. Let C′ be a triangulated category endowed with a weight structure w′; let
F : C → C′ be an exact functor.
We will say that F is left weight-exact (with respect to w,w′) if it maps
Cw≤0 to C
′
w′≤0; it will be called right weight-exact if it maps Cw≥0 to
C ′w′≥0. F is called weight-exact if it is both left and right weight-exact.
Remark 2.1.3. 1. A weight decomposition of M ∈ ObjC is (almost) never
canonical; still we will sometimes write (w≤0M,w≥1M) for the couple (X,Y )
coming from (any choice of) (2.1.1). For an l ∈ Z we will write w≤lM (resp.
w≥lM) for a choice of w≤0(M [−l])[l] (resp. of w≥1(M [1− l])[l − 1]).
Moreover, when we will write arrows of the type w≤lM → M or M →
w≥l+1M we will always assume that they come from a weight decomposition of
M [−l].
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2. In the current paper we use the "homological convention" for weight
structures; it was previously used in [Wil12], [Bon16a], [BoS17], and [BoK17],
whereas in [Bon10a] and in [Bon10b] the "cohomological convention" was used.7
In the latter convention the roles of Cw≤0 and Cw≥0 are interchanged, i.e., one
considers Cw≤0 = Cw≥0 and C
w≥0 = Cw≤0. So, a complex M ∈ ObjK(B)
whose only non-zero term is the fifth one has weight −5 in the homological con-
vention, and has weight 5 in the cohomological convention. Thus the conven-
tions differ by "signs of weights"; K(B)[i,j] is the class of retracts of complexes
concentrated in degrees [−j,−i].
3. In [Bon10a] the axioms of a weight structure also required Cw≤0 and
Cw≥0 to be additive. Yet this additional restriction is easily seen to follow from
the remaining axioms; see Remark 1.2.3(4) of [BoS18] (or Proposition 2.1.4(2)
below).
4. Moreover, in the current paper we shift the numeration for Yi (in the
definition of a weight Postnikov tower) by [1] if compared with [Bon10b].
Now we recall some basic properties of weight structures.
Proposition 2.1.4. Let C be a triangulated category endowed with a weight
structure w, M,M ′ ∈ ObjC, i ∈ Z. Then the following statements are valid.
1. The axiomatics of weight structures is self-dual, i.e., for D = Cop (so
ObjC = ObjD) there exists the (opposite) weight structure w′ for which
Dw′≤0 = Cw≥0 and Dw′≥0 = Cw≤0.
2. Cw≤i, Cw≥i, and Cw=i are Karoubi-closed and extension-closed in C (and
so, additive).
Besides, if M ∈ Cw≤0, then w≥0M ∈ Cw=0 (for any choice of w≥0M).
3. If we have a C-distinguished triangle A → B → C with B ∈ Cw=0,
C ∈ Cw≥1, then A ∼= B
⊕
C[−1].
4. For any choice of w≤jM for j ∈ Z there exists a weight Postnikov tower
for M . Moreover, for any weight Postnikov tower we have Cone(Yi →
M) ∈ Cw≥i+1 and M
i ∈ Cw=0.
5. Conversely, any bounded Postnikov tower (for M) with M j ∈ Cw=0 for
all j ∈ Z is a weight Postnikov tower for it.
6. Cw≥i = (Cw≤i−1)
⊥ and Cw≤i =
⊥Cw≥i+1.
7. For any l ≤ m ∈ Z the classC [l,m] is the smallest Karoubi-closed extension-
stable subclass of ObjC containing ∪l≤j≤mCw=j .
8. Let D be a triangulated category endowed with a weight structure v; let
F : C ⇆ D :G be exact adjoint functors. Then F is left weight-exact if
and only if G is right weight-exact.
7Recall also that D. Pauksztello has introduced weight structures independently (see
[Pau12]); he called them co-t-structures.
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9. Suppose that a morphism g ∈ C(M,M ′) is compatible with an isomor-
phism w≤iM → w≤iM ′. Then Cone(g) ∈ Cw≥i+1.
Moreover, if i = 0 and M ′ ∈ Cw≤0 then g yields a projection of M onto
M ′ (i.e., M ′ is a retract of M via g).
Proof. Assertions 1–7 are essentially contained in Theorem 2.2.1 of [Bon10b]
(whereas their proofs relied on [Bon10a]; pay attention to Remark 2.1.3(2)!).
Assertion 8 is given by Remark 2.1.5(3) of [Bon16a].
9. Note first that the octahedral axiom of triangulated categories yields that
Cone(g) ∼= Cone(w≥i+1M → w≥i+1M ′). Hence the first part of the assertion
follows from the extension-closedness of Cw≥i+1 (see assertion 2).
Next, if i = 0 and M ′ ∈ Cw≤0 then Cone(g) ∈ Cw≥1 (as we have just
proved). Hence M ′ ⊥ Cone(g) by the orthogonality axiom of weight struc-
tures, and the splitting of the corresponding distinguished triangle yields the
"moreover" part of the assertion.
Remark 2.1.5. A very useful statement (that was applied in several papers) is
that any negative densely generating (see §1.1 for the definition) subcategory
N ⊂ C yields a bounded weight structure w on C (i.e., Cb = C) such that Hw ∼=
KarC(N) (see Proposition 5.2.2 of [Bon10a] and Corollary 2.1.2 of [BoS18]). Yet
this is rather a tool for constructing (bounded) weight structures on "small"
triangulated categories; so we will now recall an alternative existence statement.
Recalling some results of [Bon16a] (along with [Pau12]) we obtain a collec-
tion of properties of cocompactly cogenerated weight structures. We start from
introducing the following simple definition.
Definition 2.1.6. Let C be a triangulated category closed with respect to arbi-
trary small products. Then we will say that a weight structure w is cosmashing
whenever Cw≥0 is closed with respect to (small) products.
Remark 2.1.7. 1. Proposition 2.1.4(6) implies immediately that Cw≥0 is closed
with respect to all C-products. Hence for any cosmashing w the classes Cw≤j ,
Cw≥i, and C [i,j], as well as the category Hw are closed with respect to C-
products for arbitrary i, j ∈ Z; see Proposition 2.5.1(1,2) of [Bon16a] for the
dual to this statement.
Moreover, (small) products of weight decompositions in C′ are weight de-
compositions; and products of weight Postnikov towers are weight Postnikov
towers according to (the categorical dual to) parts 3 and 4 of loc. cit.
2. The definition of cosmashing weight structures above is (not new and)
coincides with the one given in Remark 2.1.5(1) of [Bon16a]. Note that in
ibid. also the dual notion of smashing weight structures (and more generally,
smashing torsion pairs) was considered (following preceding papers of other
authors). However, will not meet smashing weight structures in the current
paper.
Theorem 2.1.8. Let C be triangulated category that is closed with respect to
small products; let C ⊂ ObjC be a set of cocompact objects such that C[1] ⊂ C.
Then for the classes C1 = ⊥(C[1]) and C2 = C⊥1 [1] are valid.
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I. w = (C1, C2) is a cosmashing weight structure on C, and C ⊂ C2.
II. Denote by C ′ the smallest full triangulated subcategory of C containing
C and closed with respect to products; C⊥ is the subcategory whose objects are
⊥〈C〉.
1. C⊥ is triangulated and closed with respect to all (small) products.
2. C′1 = C1 ∩ObjC
′ and C2 ⊂ ObjC
′ yield a cosmashing weight structure
wC′ on C
′.
3. wC′ is right non-degenerate.
4. C1 is the extension-closure of C′1 ∪ObjC⊥ in C.
5. The heart of wC′ equals Hw.
III. For each c ∈ C choose a weight complex (ci) (with respect to wC′).
Then HwC′ is equivalent to the Karoubi envelope of the category of all (small)
products of ci for c running through all objects C, i ∈ Z.
IV. There exists a left adjoint L to the embedding C′ → C. It is iden-
tical on C′, respects products, and weight-exact (with respect to w and wC′ ,
respectively).
V. Let F : C′ → D be an exact functor respecting products; assume that
wD is a weight structure for D such that DwD≤0 =
⊥F (C). Then F is right
weight-exact (with respect to wC′ and wD).
Proof. I. This statement is exactly the dual to the main result of [Pau12]; cf.
also Corollary 5.4.1(7) of [Bon16a].
II.1. Obvious.
2,3,4. Immediate from Corollary 5.4.1(7,8) of loc. cit.
5. Obvious from construction; see part 8 of loc. cit.
III. Immediate from part 10 of loc. cit.
IV. See parts 3 and 8 of loc. cit.
V. Immediate from Remark 2.1.5(4) of ibid.
Remark 2.1.9. 1. Obviously, our description of w implies that C2 = Cw≥0 is the
smallest subclass of ObjC that contains C and can be completed to a weight
structure. So, we say that w is cogenerated by C if w equals (C1, C2) (for some
(C,C)); cf. Proposition 3.3.6 of [Bon16a].
Moreover, in the setting of our theorem there exist some more descriptions
of C2 = Cw≥0 = C
′
wC′≥0
; see Theorem 4.2.1(1) of ibid. Instead of applying
them, below we will just prove that the objects that we are interested in belong
to C2 "directly".
2. In this paper it will be somewhat more convenient for us to "stay inside"
the corresponding category C′ (note here that C ′ is "more reasonable" since it
is cogenerated by a set C of cocompact objects in contrast to C), and essentially
the only place where we will possibly need elements of ObjC \ ObjC ′ is §4.5
below (and we will "put" those into C′ by means of L). However, one may say
that the "difference" between C and C′ is the category C⊥, and the latter is
easily seen to be "invisible" by means of matters studied in this paper. Hence
it is not that necessary to introduce C′.
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2.2 On weight complexes, filtrations, and spectral sequences
Let us recall some more complicated notions and constructions related to weight
structures.
Till the end of this section C will be endowed with a weight structure w.
We start from the notion of a weight complex. The term originates from
[GiS96]; still weight complexes for objects of triangulated categories (endowed
with weight structures) were only introduced in [Bon10a]. Moreover, the func-
toriality of weight complexes was treated carefully in (§2.2 of) [Bon16a] only.
However, for the purposes of the current paper we prefer to describe certain
consequences of this part of the theory instead.
Definition 2.2.1. Let M,M ′ ∈ ObjC, g ∈ C(M,M ′); choose some weight
Postnikov towers PoM = (M,Yj = w≤jM,M j = M−j[j] : j ∈ Z) and PoM ′ =
(M ′, Y ′j = w≤jM
′,M ′j = M ′−j[j]) (along with morphisms connecting these
objects according to Definition 2.1.2(6) and the related Definition 1.2.4) for M
and M ′, respectively.
1. We will call the corresponding complex whose terms areMp (see Remark
1.2.5) a (choice of a) weight complex for M and denote it by t(M).
2. We will call a collection of morphisms w≤jM → w≤jM ′ and gi : M j →
M ′j a morphism PoM → PoM ′ compatible with g if all the obvious squares
commute; see §2.2 of [Bon16a] for more detail.
In the notation of the previous definition the following statements are valid.
Now we recall some properties of weight complexes; some of them follow
immediately from definitions.
Proposition 2.2.2. 1. The arrows gi give a morphism of complexes t(M)→
t(M ′); we will say that this morphism is compatible with g and denote it
by t(g).
2. Any choice of {w≤jM : j ∈ Z} can be completed to PoM , and for any
(fixed) PoM and PoM ′ there exist a morphism PoM → PoM ′ compatible
with g.8
3. If g is an isomorphism then (any choice of) t(g) is a homotopy equivalence
(i.e., it is a K(Hw)-isomorphism).
4. Let A : Hwop → A (A is an arbitrary abelian category) be an additive
functor. Then the correspondence that maps M into the zeroth homol-
ogy of the complex A(M−∗) that will be denoted by HA(M), and that
sends g into the morphism HA(M) → HA(M ′) induced by t(g), gives a
cohomological functor from C into A that is well-defined up to a canonical
isomorphism.
We will call cohomological functors obtained this way pure ones (following
Remark 2.4.5(1) of [Bon16a]; see also part 5 of that remark for a descrip-
tion of the relation between pure functors and Deligne’s purity).
8Moreover, PoM is unique up to a non-canonical isomorphism.
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5. Moreover, for A as above assume that it converts Hw-products into A-
coproducts, A is an AB4 category, and w is a cosmashing weight structure
(see Definition 2.1.6). Then HA converts products into coproducts also.
Moreover, the correspondence A 7→ HA gives an equivalence between the
category of those additive functorsHwop → A that respect coproducts and
those cohomological functors from C into A that respect Cop-coproducts
and annihilate both Cw≤−1 and Cw≥1.
6. Assume that w≤iM = 0 for i < 0. Then the (corresponding) complex
t(M) is concentrated in non-positive degrees.
7. Let M ∈ Cw=0 and assume that w≤iM = 0 for i < 0 (for our choice of
PoM ). Then there exists some N j ∈ Cw=0, j ≤ 0, such that t(M) is
C(Hw)-isomorphic to M
⊕
(
⊕
j≤0(N
j
id
Nj→ N j)[−j]) (i.e., N j is put in
degrees j − 1 and j if j < 0, and we consider M in the right hand side as
an object of Hw).
Proof. 1–3. Immediate from Proposition 2.2.4(1,2,4,6) of [Bon16a] (that relies
on [Bon10a, §3]; cf. also Proposition 2.1.4(4)).
4. This is the dual to Proposition 2.3.1 of ibid.
5. Dualize Proposition 2.5.1(6) of ibid.
6. Obvious.
7. Take M ′ = M , g = id, and consider the weight Postnikov tower for M ′
with w≤jM ′ =M for j ≥ 0 and w≤jM ′ = 0 otherwise. Then we obviously have
t(M ′) = . . . 0 → M → 0 → . . . (M is in degree 0), whereas t(g) is a K(Hw)-
isomorphism according to assertion 3. Hence the cone complex C = . . .M−2 →
M−1 → M0 → M → 0 → . . . (here we apply the previous assertion) is zero in
K(Hw). Thus it suffices to verify by induction the following fact: if a bounded
above complex P = · · · → P j−2 → P j−1
di−1
→ P j → 0→ . . . is zero in K(Hw),
then dj−1 is a projection of P j−1 onto a direct summand in Hw. Now, dj−1
is split by the corresponding component of (any) contracting homotopy for P .
Hence Cone dj−1[−1] is the complement of P j to P j−1 in C. Since Hw is
Karoubi-closed in C, we obtain the result.
Now we pass to weight filtrations and weight spectral sequences. Till the
end of the section H will be a cohomological functor from C into A. For any
r ∈ Z denote H ◦ [−r] by Hr.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let M be an object of C.
1. For any m ∈ Z the object (WmH)(M) = Im(H(w≥mM) → H(M)) =
Ker(H(M) → H(w≤m−1M)) does not depend on the choice of w≥mM ; it is
Cop-functorial in M .
We call the filtration of H(M) by (WmH)(M) its weight filtration.
2. There is a spectral sequence T (H,M) with Epq1 = H
q(M−p). It comes
from (any possible) weight Postnikov tower of M ; so the boundary of E1 is
obtained by applying H∗ to the corresponding choice of a weight complex for
it.
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3. T is (canonical and) naturally functorial in H (with respect to exact
functors between the target abelian categories) and in M starting from E2 (and
we will use the notation T≥2(H,M) for this "part" of T (H,M)). Moreover,
Epq2 (H,M) is C
op-functorially isomorphic to HpHq (M) (see the notation above)
for all p, q ∈ Z.
4. T (H,M) converges to H∗(M) either if (i) M is w-bounded
or if (ii) H kills both Cw≤−i and Cw≥i for some (large enough) i ∈ Z.
Furthermore, the filtration step given by (El,m−l∞ : l ≥ k) on H
m(X) equals
(W kHm)(M) (for any k,m ∈ Z).
Proof. 1. This is (a particular case of) Proposition 2.1.2(2) of ibid.
2,3.4. This is (most of) Theorem 2.4.2 of ibid.
Remark 2.2.4. 1. Actually, the object (WmH)(M) = Im(H(w≥mM)→ H(M))
does not depend on the choice of w≥mM and is functorial in M for any con-
travariant H from C into A; see Proposition 2.1.2(2) of [Bon10a].
2. Certainly, weight spectral sequences can also be constructed for a homo-
logical H ; see Theorem 2.3.2 of ibid.
3. Interesting properties of weight spectral sequences include its description
in terms of virtual t-truncations (see §§2.3–2.4 of [Bon10b]) and the "continuity"
Remark 5.1.4(II.3–4) of [Bon16a].
Let us also consider two particular cases of our proposition.
Corollary 2.2.5. For H and M as above the following statements are valid.
1. Assume thatM ∈ Cw=0. Then T (H,M) converges to H
∗(M) and degen-
erates at E2. Moreover, E
pq
2 vanishes for p 6= 0 and equals H
q(M) otherwise.
2. More generally, if M ∈ C [0,d] for some d ≥ 0 then T (H,M) converges to
H∗(M) and Epq2 vanishes for p < 0 and p > d.
3. Assume that H annihilates both Cw≤−1 and Cw≥1. Then T (H,M)
converges to H∗(M) and degenerates at E2 also; for all p ∈ Z we have Epqn = 0
for all q 6= 0 and n ≥ 1, whereas Ep02 ∼= H
p(M).
Proof. All the assertions follow from Proposition 2.2.3 easily. We note that it
is convenient to take the weight complex t(M) consisting of M put in degree
0 for the proof of assertion 1 and take t(M) concentrated in degrees [−d, 0] for
assertion 2, and recall that a spectral sequence whose E2-terms are concentrated
in a single row or a single column degenerates at E2 and the non-zero E2-terms
are isomorphic to the corresponding limit ones.
2.3 The relation to orthogonal t-structures
Let C,D be triangulated categories. We consider certain pairings Cop×D→ Ab
(though in most of the statements Ab can be replaced with a more general
abelian category A; see [Bon10b, §2.5–6] and [Bon16a, §5.2]). We note that it is
not really important to grasp the technical definition of niceness (given below)
since we will have to mention this notion only once.
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Definition 2.3.1. 1. We will call a (covariant) bi-functor Φ : Cop ×D → Ab a
duality if it is bi-additive, homological with respect to both arguments, and is
equipped with a (bi)natural bi-additive transformationΦ(A, Y ) ∼= Φ(A[1], Y [1]).
2. We will say that Φ is nice if for any distinguished triangles A
l
→ B
m
→
C
n
→ A[1] in C and X
f
→ Y
g
→ Z
h
→ X [1] in D we have the following: the
natural homomorphism p:
Ker(Φ(A,X)
⊕
Φ(B, Y )
⊕
Φ(C,Z))


Φ(A,−)(f) −Φ(−, Y )(l) 0
0 g(B) −Φ(−, Z)(m)
−Φ(−, X)([−1](n)) 0 Φ(C,−)(h)


−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(Φ(A, Y )
⊕
Φ(B,Z)
⊕
Φ(C[−1], X))
p
→ Ker((Φ(A,X)
⊕
Φ(B, Y ))
Φ(A,−)(f)⊕−Φ(−,Y )(l)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Φ(A, Y ))
is epimorphic.
3. Suppose that C is endowed with a weight structure w, D is endowed with
a t-structure t. Then we will say that w is (left) orthogonal to t with respect to Φ
if the following orthogonality condition is fulfilled: Φ(X,Y ) = {0} if X ∈ Cw≥0
and Y ∈ Dt≥1 or if X ∈ Cw≤0 and Y ∈ D
t≤−1.
All "natural" dualities are nice; see Proposition 5.2.5 of [Bon16a] or Propo-
sition 2.5.6(3) of [Bon10b].
Now let us describe the relation of weight spectral sequences to orthogonal
structures.
Proposition 2.3.2. Assume that w on C and t on D are orthogonal with
respect to a nice duality Φ; M ∈ ObjC, Y ∈ ObjD.
Consider the spectral sequence S coming from the following exact couple:
Dpq2 (S) = Φ(M,Y
t≥q[p− 1]), Epq2 (S) = Φ(M,Y
t=q[p]) (we start S from E2).
This spectral sequence is naturally isomorphic to T≥2(H,M) for H : N 7→
Φ(N, Y ).
Proof. This is (a part of) Theorem 2.6.1 of [Bon10b].
3 A1-pro-spectra and the Gersten weight struc-
ture
In this section we construct the Gersten weight structure on triangulated cate-
goriesD ⊂ Dbig of A1-prospectra; this weight structure along with its variations
(corresponding to motivic categories distinct from SHS
1
(k)) is the main subject
of this paper.
In §3.1 we embed SHS
1
(k) into a certain triangulated category Dbig; we will
call its objects A1-pro-spectra.
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In §3.2 we construct certain Gysin distinguished triangles and Postnikov
towers for the pro-spectra of pro-schemes.
Next we construct (in §3.3) certain Gersten weight structures on Dbig ⊃ D.
D is the subcategory of Dbig cogenerated by SHS
1
(k)c; one may say that it
is the largest subcategory of Dbig "detected by the Gersten weight structure".
The (common) heart of these Gersten weight structures is "cogenerated" (via
products and direct summands) by certain twists of pro-spectra of functions
fields, whereas the pro-spectra of arbitrary pro-schemes belong to Dw≥0. It
follows immediately that the Postnikov tower PoX provided by Proposition
3.2.5 is a weight Postnikov tower with respect to w.
Moreover, if k is infinite then Hw also contains the pro-spectra of semi-local
pro-schemes over k; we call schemes satisfying the latter property A1-points. In
§3.4 we describe several equivalent definition of this notion. In particular, S is
an A1-point if and only if its higher cohomology with coefficients in all strictly
homotopy invariant sheaves vanish; this is also equivalent to ProΣ∞
D
(S+) being a
retract of ProΣ∞
D
(S0+) for S0 being any open dense pro-scheme of S. Moreover,
localizations of (essentially smooth affine) semi-local schemes at parameters are
A1-points also if k is infinite.
3.1 On A1-pro-spectra
We recall the construction of a certain (stable) model category D′ (that relies
on the results of [FaI07a]); this construction was described in detail in §5.5 of
[Bon16a].
As a category D′ is just the category of pro-objects of PSHS
1
(k) (see §5 of
ibid. for the general construction, whereas PSHS
1
(k) is the category mentioned
in Proposition 1.4.1). We endow it with the strict model structure; see §5.1 of
[FaI07a] (so, weak equivalences and cofibrations are essential levelwise weak
equivalence and cofibrations of pro-objects, respectively).9
Now we list some basic properties of D′ and its homotopy category Dbig
(that are particular cases of the corresponding general statements). The pro-
object corresponding to a projective system Xi will be denoted by (Xi). Note
that (Xi) is exactly the (inverse) limit of the system Xi in D′ (by the definition
of morphisms in this category).
Proposition 3.1.1. Let Xi, Yi, Zi i ∈ I, be projective systems in PSHS
1
(k).
Then the following statements are valid.
1. D′ is a proper stable simplicial model category.
2. If some morphisms Xi → Yi for all i ∈ I yield a compatible system
of cofibrations (resp. of weak equivalences; resp. some couples of morphisms
Xi → Yi → Zi yield a compatible system of homotopy cofibre sequences) then
the corresponding morphism (Xi) → (Yi) is a cofibration also (resp. a weak
9Note that in [FaI07a] actually "categorical" versions of pro-objects were treated, i.e.,
instead of limits over (filtered) projective systems limits over filtered small categories were
considered. However, it is easily seen that this (formal) distinction makes no difference for
the results of the current paper; cf. §1.3.
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equivalence; resp. the couple of morphisms (Xi) → (Yi) → (Zi) is a homotopy
cofibre sequence).
3. The natural embedding c : PSHS
1
(k) → D′ is a left Quillen functor; it
also respects weak equivalences and fibrations.
4. For anyM ∈ ObjPSHS
1
(k) we haveDbig((Xi), c(M)) ∼= lim−→SH
S1(k)(Xi,M).
In particular, the functor Ho(c) : SHS
1
(k)→ Dbig is a full embedding.
We will often write SHS
1
(k) ⊂ Dbig (without mentioning the embedding
functor).
5. More generally, for any projective system {Ni} in D′ and any M ∈
ObjPSHS
1
(k) the inverse limit ofNi exists inD′ and we haveDbig(lim←−Mi, c(N))
∼=
lim
−→i∈I
C(Mi, c(N)).
6. All objects of Ho(c)(SHS
1
(k)) are cocompact in Dbig .
7. The class Ho(c)(ObjSHS
1
(k)) cogenerates Dbig.
8. For any j ≥ 0 the correspondence (Xi) → (Xi〈j〉) gives a left Quillen
endofunctor 〈j〉D′ on D′, and its homotopy functor −〈j〉Dbig respects products.
Proof. Since PSHS
1
(k) is a proper stable simplicial model category, we can
apply Proposition 5.5.2 of [Bon16a] to obtain assertions 1–7.
Assertion 8 is a particular case of Proposition 5.2.1(5) below (since −〈j〉 is
a left Quillen endofunctor; see Remark 1.4.2(3)).
Proposition 3.1.2. 1. There exists a commutative diagram of functors
OP
PΣ∞
−−−−→ PSHS
1
(k)
Ho
SHS
1
(k)
−−−−−−−→ SHS
1
(k)
y
yc
yHo(c)
Pro−OP
ProPΣ∞
−−−−−−→ D′
Ho
Dbig−−−−−→ Dbig
(3.1.1)
with PΣ∞ being the functor defined after Proposition 1.4.1 and ProPΣ∞((Xi)) =
lim
←−i
(c ◦ PΣ∞(Xi)) for (Xi) ∈ ObjPro−OP being a projective system in
OP . Moreover, for any j ≥ 0 the functor c "commutes with −〈j〉" (in the
obvious sense).
We will use the symbol ProΣ∞
D
for the corresponding composite functors
OP → Dbig and Pro−OP → Dbig.
2. D′ is closed with respect to all small filtered limits; Dbig is closed with
respect to all small products.
3. For any projective system Mi ∈ ObjD′ and N ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) we have
D
big(HoDbig (lim←−
Mi), c(N)) ∼= lim−→i∈I
D
big(HoDbig (Mi), c(N)).
In particular, for any pro-scheme U = lim
←−
Ui (for Ui ∈ SmVar) we have
D
big(ProΣ∞
D
(U+), c(N)) ∼= lim−→i∈I
D
big(ProΣ∞
D
(Ui+), c(N)).
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4. For compatible system of open embeddings Zi → Yi → Xi the natural
morphisms
ProPΣ∞(lim
←−
(Yi/Zi))→ ProPΣ
∞(lim
←−
(Xi/Zi))→ ProPΣ
∞((lim
←−
(Xi/Yi))
yield a cofibre sequence; thus their images inDbig extend to a distinguished
triangle.
Proof. Assertions 1 and 2 are given by our constructions. Assertion 3 follows
from assertion 1 combined with Proposition 3.1.1(4). Lastly, assertion 4 is
immediate from the combination of its part 2 with Proposition 1.4.3(3).
We will usually call the objects of Dbig (A1-) pro-spectra.
Now we deduce a few simple consequences from our proposition.
Corollary 3.1.3. 1. A Dbig-morphism f : X → Y is an isomorphism if and
only if Dbig(−, C)(f) is for any C ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k).
2. In particular, for any projective system I and any compatible system of
morphisms fi ∈ D′(Xi, Yi) we have the following fact: HoDbig (lim←− fi) is an
isomorphism if and only if lim
−→
(Dbig(−, C)(HoDbig (fi)) is an isomorphism
for any C ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k).
3. For any Pi ∈ ObjPro−OP we have ProΣ∞D (⊔Pi) ∼=
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Pi). In
particular, if S = ⊔Sα is a decomposition of a pro-scheme and j ≥ 0 then
the object ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is naturally isomorphic to
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Sα+).
Proof. 1. For Z = Cone f it suffices to note that we have Z = 0 if and only if
Z ⊥ SHS
1
(k). The latter statement is given by Lemma 5.1.5(2) below (that is
precisely the dual to Proposition 1.1.4(I.1) of [Bon16a]).
2. It suffices to combine the previous assertion with Proposition 3.1.2(3).
3. The remarks made in §1.3 say that the second part of the assertion is a
particular case of the first one indeed. So we verify the latter.
Denote the index set by I; then the obvious Pro−OP-projections (⊔i∈IPi)+ →
Pi+ give a canonical morphism ProΣ∞D (⊔Pi) →
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Pi). We have to
check that this is an isomorphism. For this purpose (according to assertion 1) we
can fixN ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) and verify forH = Dbig(−, N) thatH(ProΣ∞
D
(⊔i∈IPi)) ∼=
H(
∏
i∈I ProΣ
∞
D
(Pi)). By definition, (⊔i∈IPi)+ is the inverse limit of (⊔i∈JPi)+
for J running through finite subsets of I. Applying Proposition 3.1.1(4) we ob-
tain that H(ProΣ∞
D
(⊔i∈IPi)) ∼= lim−→J SH
S1(k)(Σ∞(⊔i∈JPi), N). Recalling that
Σ∞(⊔i∈JPi) ∼=
⊕
Σ∞(Pi) (see Proposition 1.4.3(4)), we obtain the isomorphism
in question.
3.2 The Gysin distinguished triangle and "Gersten" Post-
nikov towers
Let us define normal bundles for closed embeddings of pro-schemes.
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Definition 3.2.1. For a pro-scheme S = lim
←−
Si (for Si ∈ SmVar) we define a
vector bundle on it as an element of the direct limit of the sets of isomorphism
classes of vector bundles over Si (cf. Remark 1.3.1(1)).
Remark 3.2.2. 1. This enables us to define normal bundles to closed embeddings
of pro-schemes via "continuity".
2. If a pro-scheme S is actually a scheme, then any closed embedding of S
into Y does yield a normal vector bundle over it; this bundle is easily seen to
be isomorphic to the one defined via the method that we have just described.
Moreover, if S is affine then this normal bundle is a projective module over the
coordinate ring of S. Furthermore, if we assume in addition that S is connected
then the rank of this module is the codimension of S in the corresponding
component of Y (cf. §1.3).
3. Furthermore, these observations are compatible with the isomorphisms
given by Proposition 1.4.3(7). Moreover, we can also pass to inverse limits
for distinguished triangles given by part 3 of the proposition if the connecting
morphisms come from OP ; see Proposition 3.1.2(4).
Proposition 3.2.3. Let X be a pro-scheme and assume that Z = ⊔Zα (Zα
are connected) is its closed sub-pro-scheme. Then the following statements are
fulfilled.
1. The natural morphism ProΣ∞
D
(X \ Z+) → ProΣ∞D (X+) extends to the
following distinguished triangle (in Dbig):
ProΣ∞D (X \ Z+)→ ProΣ
∞
D (X+)→
∏
ProΣ∞D (NX,Zα/NX,Zα \ Z
α)
(see Proposition 1.4.3(7 for the notation); here α runs through the set of con-
nected components of Z.
2. Assume that the normal bundles for all Zα are trivial and that Z (and so,
all Zα) are of codimension c ≥ 0 in X . Then the latter product (in the formula)
converts into
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Zα〈c〉) ∼=
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Zα+)〈c〉 (see Proposition 3.1.2(1))
for the definition of the pro-spectral version of −〈c〉).
In particular, this is the case if all Zα come from semi-local k-schemes and
Z is of codimension c in X .
Proof. 1. As we have just noted, one can pass to the inverse limits of distin-
guished triangles given by Proposition 1.4.3(3). It remains to note that Corollary
3.1.3 enables us to rewrite the third vertex of this triangle in the desired form.
2. If the normal bundles over all Zα = lim
←−
Zαi are trivial, then they are also
trivial for certain Zαiα . Hence we can pass to the limit to obtain NX,Zα/NX,Zα \
Zα ∼= Zα〈c〉 (in Pro−OP). Next,
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Zα〈c〉) ∼= (
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Zα+))〈c〉
according to Proposition 3.1.1(8). To obtain the "in particular" part of the
assertion also it remains to apply Remark 1.4.7.
Remark 3.2.4. The isomorphism of the second assertion is (usually) not canon-
ical.
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Now let us construct a certain Postnikov tower (see Definition 1.2.4) PoM for
M being the (twisted) A1-pro-spectrum of a pro-scheme Z that will be related
to the coniveau spectral sequences for (the cohomology of) Z. Note that we
consider the general case of an arbitrary pro-scheme Z (since pro-schemes are
important for this paper); yet this case is not much distinct from the (particular)
case of Z ∈ SmVar.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let S be a pro-scheme; for all i ≥ 0 we will write Si for
the set of points of S of codimension i.
Then there exists a Postnikov tower for M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+) such Mi ∼=∏
s∈Si ProΣ
∞
D
(s+)〈i〉, the objects Yi are described by the formula (3.2.1) below
(and the morphisms Yi → M are obtained from obvious embeddings of pro-
schemes). Respectively, this tower is bounded if S is of dimension ≤ d for some
d ≥ 0.
Proof. Since any product of distinguished triangles is distinguished (see Remark
1.2.2 of [Nee01]), we can assume S to be connected (and its dimension will be
denoted by d).
We consider a projective system L whose elements are sequences of closed
subschemes ∅ = Zd+1 ⊂ Zd ⊂ Zd−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Z0. Here Z0 ∈ SmVar, Zi ∈ V ar
for all i > 0, S is (pro)-open in Z0, Z0 is connected, and for all i > 0 we have the
following: (all irreducible components of) all Zi are everywhere of codimension
≥ i in Z0; Zi+1 contains the singular locus of Zi (for i ≤ d). The ordering in L
is given by open embeddings of varieties Ui = Z0 \ Zi for i > 0. For λ ∈ L the
corresponding sequence will be denoted by ∅ = Zλd+1 ⊂ Z
λ
d ⊂ Z
l
d−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Z
λ
0 .
Now, for any i ≥ 0 the limit lim
←−λ∈L
(Zλi \ Z
λ
i+1)+ equals (⊔s∈Sis)+. Hence
the previous proposition yields a distinguished triangle
ProΣ∞
D
(lim
←−
(Zλ0 \ Z
λ
i )+)→ ProΣ
∞
D
(lim
←−
(Zλ0 \ Z
λ
i+1)+)→
∏
s∈Si
ProΣ∞
D
(s+)〈i〉.
Thus setting
Yi = ProΣ
∞
D
(lim
←−
(Zλ0 \ Z
λ
i+1)+) (3.2.1)
for −1 ≤ i ≤ d one obtains a tower as desired.
Remark 3.2.6. 1. Below for any i ≥ 0 we will write S≤i for the pro-scheme
lim
←−
Zλ0 \Z
λ
i+1. Note that the pro-schemes S
≤i can be easily defined "componen-
twisely" for S being not necessarily connected, and Corollary 3.1.3(3) implies
that we can take Yi = ProΣ∞D (S
≤i
+ ) in the non-connected case also.
2. Certainly, if we shift by [c] (for some c ∈ Z) the Postnikov tower
for ProΣ∞
D
(S+) that was constructed above, we obtain a Postnikov tower for
ProΣ∞
D
(S+)[c]. Moreover, since (for any j ≥ 0) the endo-functor 〈j〉 respects
products inDbig, we can "twist" our towers by 〈j〉. However, we are interested in
those towers that are weight Postnikov tower with respect to the Gersten weight
structure w (that we will construct in §3.3). So we apply the functor −{j} =
〈j〉 ◦ [−j] to the tower constructed above and obtain a tower for ProΣ∞
D
(S{j})
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whose "factors" M i = M−i[i] are of the form
∏
s∈Si ProΣ
∞
D
(s+){i + j} for all
i ≥ 0 (and M i = 0 for i > 0; recall that Si denotes the set of point of S of
codimension i) and Yi = ProΣ∞D (S
≤i){j}.
3. One certainly may tensor Postnikov towers for A1-pro-spectra by (shifts
of) arbitrary objects of Hk (and even of SHS
1
(k)). The advantage of the twists
−{j} is that they are weight-exact (with respect to the Gersten weight structure;
see Theorem 3.3.2(iwgtwn)).
We also recall that in [Bon10b] (cf. Remark 5.2.7(3) below) and in the
previous versions of this text a more ad hoc treatment of twists was used. Instead
of defining twists on the whole category Dbig (resp. on comotives treated in
[Bon10b]) only objects similar to ProΣ∞
D
(S〈j〉) (for S being a pro-scheme) were
defined. Respectively, the corresponding triangles and Postnikov towers have
to be constructed for all j ≥ 0 "independently". However, this does not cause
much difficulties in our setting, and this approach allows to avoid Proposition
3.1.1(8).
3.3 The A1-Gersten weight structure: construction and
basic properties
Now we describe the main weight structure of this paper.
We apply Theorem 2.1.8 in the case C = Dbig , C = {ProΣ∞
D
(X+)[i]} for
X ∈ SmVar, i ≥ 0. Denote the corresponding category C′ by D; note that the
full embedding Ho(c) : SHS
1
(k)→ Dbig restricts to an embedding SHS
1
(k)c →
D (we will just write SHS
1
(k)c ⊂ D). We obtain a weight structure w on D.
We will call it the Gersten weight structure, since it is closely related to Gersten
resolutions of cohomology (cf. Remark 4.4.3(2) below). By default, below w
will denote this Gersten weight structure.
It will be convenient for us to use the following definition; the terminology
will be justified in Theorem 3.4.1(III) below.
Definition 3.3.1. 1. For d ≥ 0 we will say that a pro-scheme S is of A1-
cohomological dimension at most d if ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ Dw≤d.10 In the case d = 0
will also say that S is an A1-point.
2. We will write S00 for the object Σ∞(pt+).
Theorem 3.3.2. Let S be a pro-scheme, j ≥ 0. Then the following statements
are valid.
1. We have Dw≤0 = (⊥DbigSHS
1
(k)t≤−1)∩ObjD. In particular, S is of A1-
cohomological dimension at most d if and only if for any E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0
the group Ed+1(S) vanishes.
2. The functor {j} : Dbig → Dbig sends D into itself, and its restriction to D
is weight-exact.
3. ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ Dw≥0.
10Note that in this case we actually have ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ D[0,d]; see Theorem 3.3.2(3).
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4. If S is the spectrum of a function field over k, or if S is semi-local and k
is infinite then S is an A1-point.
5. The Postnikov tower for ProΣ∞
D
(S+){j} given by Remark 3.2.6(2) is a
weight Postnikov tower for it. In particular, if all points of S are of
codimension at most d in it (this is certainly the case whenever S is of
dimension ≤ d) then S is of A1-cohomological dimension at most d.
6. Hw is equivalent to the Karoubi envelope of the subcategory of D whose
objects are all
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(Ki)+){ji} for Ki being function fields over
k, ji ≥ 0.
7. All objects of SHS
1
(k)c are w-bounded in D (recall that we assume
SHS
1
(k)c to be a subcategory of D).
8. We have ObjSHS
1
(k)c∩SHS
1
(k)t≤0 = ObjSHS
1
(k)c∩Dw≥0. Moreover,
these classes equal the smallest extension-closed Karoubi-closed subclass
of ObjSHS
1
(k)c that contains {Σ∞X+ : X ∈ SmVar}.
9. w is right non-degenerate.
10. If f : U → S is an open embedding of pro-schemes such that the comple-
ment is of codimension at least i in S then ProΣ∞
D
(S/U) ∈ Dw≥i.
Proof. 1. The first part of the assertion is given by [Bon16a, Corollary 5.5.3(6)].
To obtain the "in particular" part one should combine the general statement
with Proposition 3.1.1(4) (and recall the definition of E∗(S) in Definition 1.4.5(1)).
2. Since {j} respects Dbig-products, to prove that it sends D and Dw≥0 into
themselves it suffices to note that ProΣ∞
D
(X+){j} is a retract of ProΣ∞D ((X ×
Gjm))+ (see Remark 1.4.4(1)).
It remains to verify that {j} maps Dw≤0 into itself. Applying the previous
assertion, we reduce this statement to the following one: for any M ∈ Dw≤0
and E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤−1 we have M{j} ⊥ c(E). Now, if M can be presented
as lim
←−
Mi for some Mi ∈ ObjPSHS
1
(k) then Proposition 3.1.1(4,8) implies
that Dbig(M, c(E)) ∼= lim−→SH
S1(k)(Mi{j}, E) ∼= lim−→
SHS
1
(k)(Mi{j}, E−j) ∼=
D
big(M, c(E−j))
11 (see Remark 1.4.2(4)). It remains to recall that E−j ∈
SHS
1
(k)t≤−1 (see Proposition 1.4.6(4)) and apply the previous assertion once
again.
3. For any U ∈ SmVar we have ProΣ∞
D
(U+) ∈ Dw≥0 by Remark 2.1.9. So
we reduce the general case of the assertion to this one.
By Corollary 3.1.3(3) it suffices to verify the statement for the connected
components of S (recall that w is cosmashing). Hence it is sufficient to prove
that the result is valid for all pro-schemes of dimension ≤ d by induction on d.
So, for some d ≥ 0 we can assume that ProΣ∞
D
(V+) belongs to Dw≥0 if V is
any pro-scheme of dimension ≤ d− 1. It suffices to verify that the same is true
for a fixed connected S of dimension d.
11This clumsy argument can probably be replaced by a more elegant "model-theoretic" one.
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Next, using Proposition 3.2.5 one can easily see that S can be replaced by its
generic point, i.e., it suffices to verify the statement for S being the generic point
of some smooth (connected) U ∈ SmVar of dimension d. Moreover, applying
this proposition to U we obtain the corresponding distinguished triangles (see
the notation of Definition 1.2.4)
∏
u∈Ui
ProΣ∞D (u+)〈i〉[−1]→ Yi−1 → Yi
for 0 < i ≤ d. Now, Yd = ProΣ∞D (U+) belongs to Dw≥0 and the same is
true for
∏
u∈Ui ProΣ
∞
D
(u+)〈i〉[−1] for all 0 < i ≤ d according to the inductive
assumption combined with the weight-exactness of {i}. Hence Y0 = ProΣ∞D (S+)
belongs to Dw≥0 also (since this class is extension-closed; here we use obvious
downward induction).
4. According to assertion 1 (combined with Proposition 3.1.1(4)), for any
E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0 we should verify that the group E1(S) vanishes. The lat-
ter statement for pro-schemes in question is given by Proposition 1.4.6(4) and
Proposition 1.4.8, respectively.
5. By Corollary 3.1.3(3), it suffices to verify the statement for the connected
components of S (recall that any product of distinguished triangles is distin-
guished according to Remark 1.2.2 of [Nee01], and w is cosmashing). Thus we
can assume that the Postnikov tower provided by Remark 3.2.6(2) is bounded.
Next, by assertions 4 and 2 we have M i ∈ Dw=0 (see Definition 1.2.4(2)) for
the tower in question. Hence Proposition 2.1.4(5) yields the result.
6. Immediate from the previous assertion by Theorem 2.1.8(III).
7. Immediate from the previous two assertions.
8. This is just a particular case of [Bon16a, Corollary 5.4.1(11)].
9. See Theorem 2.1.8(II.3).
10. Combining Proposition 3.2.5 with assertion 5 we obtain the existence of
a commutative diagram
w≤i−1 ProΣ
∞
D
(U+) −−−−→ ProΣ∞D (U+)y=
yg
w≤i−1 ProΣ
∞
D
(S+)
j
−−−−→ ProΣ∞
D
(S+)
(cf. Remark 2.1.3(1)). Hence it remains to apply Proposition 2.1.4(9).
Remark 3.3.3. 1. Describing weight decompositions for arbitrary objects of
SHS
1
(k)c ⊂ D explicitly appears to be rather difficult. Still, one can say
something about these weight decompositions and weight complexes using their
functoriality properties. In particular, knowing weight complexes for X,Y ∈
ObjSHS
1
(k)c (or just ∈ ObjD) and f ∈ D(X,Y ) one can describe the weight
complex of Cone(f) up to a homotopy equivalence as the corresponding cone.
Moreover, let X → Y → Z be a distinguished triangle (in D). Then for any
choice of (w≤0X,w≥1X) and (w≤0Z,w≥1Z) there exists a choice of (w≤0Y,w≥1Y )
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such that there exist distinguished triangles w≤0X → w≤0Y → w≤0Z and
w≥1X → w≥‘Y → w≥1Z; see Lemma 1.5.4 of [Bon10a].
2. The author does not know whether w is also left non-degenerate; cf.
Remark 2.3.5(3) of [Bon15]. In any case, we will mostly be interested in bounded
objects.
3. Certainly, we could also have considered the Gersten weight structure on
the whole Dbig . Yet this does not seem to make much sense, since this weight
structure just "ignores" the objects of C⊥; cf. Theorem 2.1.8(II.4).
4. Below we will consider the analogues of the notion of A1-cohomological
dimension corresponding to other "motivic" categories; so that the more clumsy
term "SHS
1
(k)-cohomological dimension" would have been more coherent.
3.4 A1-cohomological dimension and direct summand re-
sults
Theorem 3.3.2 easily implies the following interesting results.
Theorem 3.4.1. Assume that S0 is a dense open sub-pro-scheme of a pro-
scheme S; denote ProΣ∞
D
(S) by M .
I. Assume that S is an A1-point.
1. Then M is a direct summand of ProΣ∞
D
(S0+).
2. Consider the Postnikov tower of M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+) given by Proposition
3.2.5; denote the corresponding complex by t(M) = (M i). Then there exist
someN i ∈ Dw=0, i ≤ 0, such that t(M) is C(Hw)-isomorphic toM
⊕
(
⊕
i≤0(N
i idNi→
N i)[−i]) (here we consider M as an object of Hw).
3. Suppose that S0 = S \ U , where U is a closed sub-pro-scheme of S.12
Then we have ProΣ∞
D
(S0+) ∼=M
⊕
ProΣ∞
D
(NS,U/NS,U \ U)[−1].
4. Assume in addition that all the components of U are of codimension j
in S and the corresponding normal bundles (see Remark 3.2.2(1)) are trivial.
Then we have ProΣ∞
D
(S0+) ∼= ProΣ∞D (S+)
⊕
ProΣ∞
D
(T 〈j〉)[−1].
II. Assume that k is infinite.
1. Assume that S is semi-local and S0 = S \ ∪1≤i≤nDi, where Di are
close connected sub-pro-schemes of S of codimension 1 with intersections of all
subsets of {Di} being pro-schemes also (so, one may say that ∪Di is a divisor
with smooth crossings).13 Then S0 is an A1-point.
2. In particular, the scheme S0 = Spec(Rf ), where R is the local ring of a
point x of some X ∈ SmVar and f is a local parameter at x, is an A1-point.
III. The following conditions are equivalent.
a). For any X ∈ SmVar and n > d we have M ⊥ ProΣ∞
D
(X)[n].
b). S is of A1-cohomological dimension at most d.
c). For any cohomological functor H from D into A and the corresponding
weight spectral sequence T (H,M) (see Proposition 2.2.3) we have Epq2 = 0 for
any q ∈ Z and p > d.
12So, U is pro-smooth (by our convention).
13Recall also that all divisors of S are principal (if S is connected).
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d). We have Epq2 T (H,M) = {0} for any q ∈ Z, p > d, and all H that are
D-represented by ProΣ∞
D
(X) for X ∈ SmVar.
e). For any N ∈ ObjSHI and n > d we have HnNis(S,N) = {0}, where we
set
HnNis(S,N) = lim−→iH
n
Nis(Si, N) (3.4.1)
whenever S = lim
←−
Si for some Si ∈ SmVar.
IV. Assume that S is the Pro−OP-inverse limit of certain pro-schemes Si
of A1-cohomological dimension at most d.14 Then S is of A1-cohomological
dimension at most d also.
Proof. Once again (cf. the proof of Proposition 3.2.5), we can assume that S
and S0 are connected.
I.1. Theorem 3.3.2(10) says that a cone of the obvious morphism ProΣ∞
D
(S0+)→
M belongs to Dw≥1. Hence Proposition 2.1.4(9) yields the result.
2. Theorem 3.3.2(5) says that t(M) is a weight complex for M . Hence the
result is given by Proposition 2.2.2(7).
3. Proposition 3.2.3(1) gives a distinguished triangle
ProΣ∞
D
(S0+)→M → ProΣ
∞
D
(NS,T/NS,T \ T )[−1].
By Theorem 3.3.2(3,10) we haveM ∈ Dw=0, whereas the cone object ProΣ∞D (NS,T /NS,T\
T ) belongs to Dw≥1. Hence (the "moreover" part of) Proposition 2.1.4(3) gives
the result.
4. We argue similarly to the previous proof. By Proposition 3.2.3(2) we
have a distinguished triangle
ProΣ∞
D
(S0+)→ ProΣ
∞
D
(S+)→ ProΣ
∞
D
(T+〈j〉). (3.4.2)
According to Theorem 3.3.2(3,2,10), we have ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ Dw=0 and ProΣ∞D (T+〈j〉) ∈
Dw≥j. Thus applying Proposition 2.1.4(3) to the triangle (3.4.2) we obtain the
result.
II.1. We prove the assertion for all possible (S,Di) by induction on n.
The case n = 0 is given by Theorem 3.3.2(4).
Assume that our assertion is valid for n = j − 1 (for some j ≥ 1). Hence
S′ = \ ∪1≤i≤n−1 Di is an A1-point. Moreover, Dn is semi-local (by Remark
1.4.7); hence its normal bundle in S is trivial and the inductive assumption
implies that T ′ = Dn \∪1≤i≤n−1Di is an A1-point also. Thus assertion I.4 gives
an isomorphism ProΣ∞
D
(S0+) ∼= ProΣ∞D (S
′
+)
⊕
ProΣ∞
D
(T ′+){1}. It remains to
apply Theorem 3.3.2(2).
2. We apply the previous assertion for S = Spec(R) and n = 1. It suffices
to note that the corresponding D1 is a closed sub-pro-scheme of codimension 1
of S = Spec(R) indeed since f is a local parameter.
14The author does not know whether all of the examples of this situation come from the
case where Si = lim←−
Sji and S = lim←−
Sii are certain "presentations" of pro-schemes (of the form
described in the definition of this notion).
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III. The implication a) =⇒ b) is given by the definition of Dw≤d = Dw≤0[d].
The implication b) =⇒ c) is given by Corollary 2.2.5(2). The implication c) =⇒
d) is obvious.
Now we verify that condition d) yields condition a). For any X ∈ SmVar
and n > d we should check that D(M,ProΣ∞
D
(X)[n]) = {0}. So we fix X and
take H = D(−,ProΣ∞
D
(X); we are to verify that Hn(ProΣ∞
D
(S+)) = {0} for
all n > d.
Next, we can certainly assume that S is connected (see Corollary 3.1.3(3)).
Then ProΣ∞
D
(M) is w-bounded according to Theorem 3.3.2(3,5); it also belongs
to Cw≥0. Hence it suffices to verify for the spectral sequence T (H,M) that
Epq2 T (H,M) = {0} if p+ q > n (since Corollary 2.2.5(2) gives the convergence
of T (H,M)).
Now, since Hi annihilates Dw=0 for all i > 0, we have E
pq
1 T (H,M) = {0}
for q > 0; hence Epq2 = {0} for q > 0 also. Combining this with the vanishing
of Epq2 for p > d (that is provided by condition c)) we obtain that E
pq
2 = {0}
whenever p+ q > n indeed.
It remains to verify that conditions a)–d) are equivalent to e). First we note
that Proposition 1.4.6(6) gives an isomorphism En(S) ∼= HnNis(S, pi
0(E)) for any
E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=0 and any pro-scheme S. Hence condition b) implies condition
e) according to Theorem 3.3.2(1). Lastly, it is easily seen that condition e)
implies condition d) if we apply Corollary 4.4.2(I.2) below.
IV. It suffices to combine condition e) of the previous assertion with Propo-
sition 3.1.1(5).
Remark 3.4.2. 1. Take S≤0 as in Remark 3.2.6(1); so, it the union of (all)
generic points of S. Then S≤0 is certainly an A1-point. Combining this fact
with part I.1 of our theorem we obtain that S is an A1-point if and only if
ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is a retract of ProΣ∞D (S
≤0). Recall also that these two conditions
are equivalent to ProΣ∞
D
(S+) being a retract of ProΣ∞D (S0+) for any S0 as in
the theorem.
2. Now we describe a generalization of the previous remark. According to
Theorem 3.3.2(10), for any d ≥ 0 and S of A1-cohomological dimension at most
d a cone of ProΣ∞
D
(Sd+) → M belongs to Dw≥d whenever Sd is an open sub-
pro-scheme of S with complement of codimension at least d + 1. Hence in the
triangle ProΣ∞
D
(Sd+) → M
f
→ C → ProΣ∞
D
(Sd+)[1] we have f = 0. Thus M
is a retract of ProΣ∞
D
(Sd+) for any pro-scheme Sd of this sort.
These two conditions on S are also equivalent to ProΣ∞
D
(S+) being a retract
of ProΣ∞
D
(S≤d+ ), where S
≤d is as in Remark 3.2.6(1). Indeed, one can take
Sd = S
≤d in the second condition; thus to establish the equivalence it suffices to
note that ProΣ∞
D
(S≤d) ∈ Dw≤d according to Theorem 3.3.2(5), and the class
Dw≤d is Karoubi-closed in ObjD.
So, one may say that S is of A1-cohomological dimension at most d if and
only if ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is a retract of the pro-spectrum of a "standard" pro-scheme
S≤d of A1-cohomological dimension at most d.
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Thus we have a pretty fine understanding of A1-cohomological dimension
of pro-schemes from the "SHS
1
(k)-point of view". However, it is probably
difficult to characterize all A1-points "geometrically" (cf. the succeeding parts
of this remark). Note in particular that the product of any finite set of open
subvarieties of A1 is an A1-point.
3. The most important case of the notion of A1-cohomological dimension at
most d in this paper is the one where d = 0 (i.e., we mostly describe A1-points).
However, one can easily construct various "non-standard" (cf. part 2 of this
remark) examples of pro-schemes of A1-cohomological dimension at most d that
are not A1-points.
Firstly, let T and S be as in part I.3 of the theorem. Assume that T is
of codimension c (everywhere) in S; suppose also that the normal bundle to
T in S is trivial.15 Then combining our theorem with Theorem 3.3.2(2) one
obtains that S0 is of A1-cohomological dimension at most d + c − 1 if T is of
A1-cohomological dimension at most d. Moreover, the converse implication is
true (at least) in the case d = 0.16. In particular, if S is the localization of
a connected smooth variety of dimension c in a closed point T then S0 is of
A1-cohomological dimension "precisely c− 1".
Another interesting family of examples can be obtained using products of
schemes. Note here that A1-cohomological dimensions "do not add when we
multiply schemes"; in particular (and this appears to be equivalent to the
general case of our observation) the (scheme-theoretic) product of spectra of
function fields over k is "usually" not an A1-point. However, this problem
disappears under certain restrictions on one of the schemes. So, assume that
X ∈ SmVar, Σ∞(X+) lies in the subcategory of SH(k)c densely generated by
{S00{j} : j ≥ 0} (one may say that Σ∞(X+) is a mixed Tate spectrum), and X
is of A1-cohomological dimension at most dX . One can easily check that these
conditions imply that MX belongs to the smallest Karoubi-closed extension-
closed subclass of ObjSH(k)c containing {S00{j}[i] : j ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ d}. Hence
for any pro-scheme S of dimension at most dS one can easily verify that The-
orem 3.3.2(2) implies the following: the naturally defined pro-scheme X × S is
of A1-cohomological dimension at most dX + dS . More generally, generalizing
the adjunction argument used in the proof of the aforementioned theorem, one
can easily generalize this statement to the case where Σ∞(X+) is an Artin-Tate
spectrum (cf. §5.5 below).
4. Let us demonstrate the utility of part IV of our theorem.
An easy inductive argument shows that throwing away any finite collection
of hyperplanes from An (for any n ≥ 0) yields a smooth variety that is an
A1-point (cf. the proof of part II.1 of the theorem). Hence throwing away an
arbitrary collection of hyperplanes gives an A1-point also.
One can also "pass to the limit" in part II.1 of our theorem. The essential
15The latter condition is probably not necessary for our argument. Moreover, it is automatic
if T is an A1-point; see Remark 4.2.4 below.
16The author does not know whether the converse implication is valid in general. Note
however that the obvious T -cohomological version of this statement (see Theorem 5.1.2(III)
below) follows from Theorem 5.1.2(II.2) easily
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smoothness of the corresponding intersection is somewhat difficult to control;
yet one can obtain quite non-trivial examples (at least) if k is "large enough"
(i.e., of infinite transcendence degree over its prime subfield).
5. Note that the spectral sequence considered in part III of the theorem is
the coniveau spectral sequence for (H,M); see Proposition 4.3.1(I.3) below.
6. One may also study the weights of "general" pro-open embeddings sim-
ilarly to the arguments above; this would correspond to the study of relative
cohomology. Moreover, one can probably consider A1-pro-spectra correspond-
ing to certain multi-relative cohomology in a similar way. However, the author
does not know how to obtain any "unexpected" results in this setting (i.e., how
to prove some results that do not follow from the properties of A1-cohomological
dimension).
Corollary 3.4.3. 1. Assume that k is infinite; let K be a function field over k
and let K ′ be the residue field for a geometric valuation v of K of rank r. Then
ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(K ′)+){r} is a retract of ProΣ∞D (Spec(K)+).
2. Hw is equivalent to the Karoubi envelope of the category of all
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(Ki)+) ∈
ObjD for Ki being function fields over k.
Proof. 1. Obviously, it suffices to prove the statement in the case r = 1 (see
Theorem 3.3.2(2)).
Next, K is the function field of some normal projective variety over k. Hence
there exists U ∈ SmVar such that k(U) = K and v yields a non-empty closed
subscheme of U of codimension 1. It easily follows that there exists a pro-scheme
S whose only points are the spectra of K and K ′ (it is the spectrum of a discrete
valuation ring). Hence S is an essentially smooth local affine scheme; thus it is
an A1-point according to Theorem 3.3.2(4). Therefore it remains to apply part
I.4 of the previous theorem.
2. If k is infinite, assertion 1 yields that we can get rid of the twists mentioned
in the (very similar) Theorem 3.3.2(6).
In k is finite, one should apply the fact that ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(K ′)+){r} is a
retract of ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(k(Grm(K))) instead (whereas the statement mentioned
can be easily established using the method of the proof of Theorem 3.4.1(I.1)).
Remark 3.4.4. 1. Note that we do not construct any explicit splitting morphisms
in any of the decompositions above. Probably, one cannot choose any canonical
splittings here (in the general case); so there is no (automatic) compatibility
for any pair of related decompositions. Respectively, though the pro-spectra
coming from function fields contain tons of direct summands, there seems to be
no general way to decompose them into indecomposable summands.
2. Still Proposition 3.2.3 easily yields that
ProΣ∞
D
(Spec(k(t))+) ∼= S
00
⊕∏
ProΣ∞
D
(z+){1};
here z runs through all closed points of A1 (considered as a scheme over k; recall
that ProΣ∞
D
(A1+)
∼= ProΣ∞D (pt+)).
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4 On cohomology and coniveau spectral sequences
Now we relate the properties of pro-spectra to cohomology.
In §4.1 we describe (following H. Krause, as we previously did in [Bon10b]
and [Bon16a]) a natural method for extending cohomological functors from
SHS
1
(k)c to D. This method is compatible with the usual (colimit) definition
of cohomology for essentially smooth k-schemes.
In §4.2 we (easily) apply the results of the previous section to cohomology
(mostly, of A1-points).
In §4.3 we consider weight spectral sequences corresponding to (the Gersten
weight structure) w. We prove that these spectral sequences naturally generalize
classical coniveau spectral sequences. Besides, for a fixed H from D into A our
(generalized) coniveau spectral sequence converging to H∗(M) (where M is an
arbitrary object of SHS
1
(k)c or a w-bounded object of D) is Dop-functorial in
M (in particular, it is SHS
1
(k)c,op-functorial if restricted to SHS
1
(k)c); this
fact is quite non-trivial (even for the spectra of smooth varieties).
In §4.4 we construct a nice duality Φ : Dop × SHS
1
(k)→ Ab; we prove that
w is orthogonal to t with respect to Φ. It follows that our generalized coniveau
spectral sequences can be expressed in terms of t (starting from E2); this vastly
generalizes the corresponding seminal result of [BlO74] (where this result was
established for the de Rham cohomology).
In §4.5 we prove that this property of generalized coniveau spectral sequences
allows to calculate T (H,M) for M being the spectrum corresponding to the
inverse limit of a general system of smooth k-varieties (as the corresponding
colimit).
4.1 Extending cohomology from SHS
1
(k)c to D (reminder)
Certainly, we would like to apply the results of the previous sections to the
cohomology of pro-schemes. The problem is that cohomology is "usually" de-
fined on SHS
1
(k) (or on its subcategories). Thus we need a reasonable way for
"extending" cohomology to D. So we follow §1.2 of [Bon10b] and describe a
general method for extending cohomological functors from a full triangulated
C′ ⊂ C to C (after H. Krause; it was noted in Remark 5.1.4.(I.1) of [Bon16a]
that these "extensions" are actually Kan ones). Its advantage is that it yields
functors that are "continuous" with respect to inverse limits in D′ (for C = D);
it follows (as we will explain below) that we get "reasonable" cohomology of
ProΣ∞
D
(S+) for S being any essentially smooth k-scheme.
We note that the construction requires C′ to be skeletally small, i.e., there
should exist a subset (not just a subclass!) D ⊂ ObjC′ such that any object of
C′ is isomorphic to some element of D; this is certainly true for SHS
1
(k)c.
Suppose that A is an AB5 abelian category. We recall that for any small C ′
the category AddFun(C ′op, A) is abelian also; complexes in it are exact if and
only if they are exact when applied to any object of C ′, and the same is true
for coproducts.
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Proposition 4.1.1. For A as above assume that H ′ is a cohomological functor
from C′ into A.
I. 1. Then one can construct an extension of H ′ to a cohomological functor
H from C into A (i.e., the restriction of H to C′ is equal to H ′). This correspon-
dence H ′ 7→ H is functorial in the obvious sense, and it respects coproducts.
2. Suppose that in C we have a projective system Xl, l ∈ L, equipped with
a compatible system of morphisms X → Xl, such that the latter system for any
Y ∈ ObjC′ induces an isomorphism C(X,Y ) ∼= lim−→C(Xl, Y ). Then we have
H(X) ∼= lim−→
H(Xl).
II. Apply the previous assertions for C = D, C ′ = SHS
1
(k)c. Then the
extension of H ′ : SHS
1
(k)c,op → A to H : Dop → A satisfies the following
properties.
1. H converts those inverse limits in D′ that are mapped by HoDbig inside
D into the corresponding direct limits in A.
More generally, for the left adjoint L to the embedding D → Dbig (see
Theorem 2.1.8(IV)) the composed functor H ◦L◦HoDbig maps D
′-inverse limits
into A-direct ones.
2. H converts products in D into coproducts in A.
3. H can be characterized (up to a canonical isomorphism) as the only
cohomological extension ofH ′ toD that convertsD-products into A-coproducts.
Proof. Assertion I is a simple application of the results of [Kra00]; see Proposi-
tion 1.2.1 of [Bon10b].
II. These statements are easy consequences of assertion I.2.
In order to obtain assertion II.1 this result should be combined with Propo-
sition 3.1.2(3) along with Theorem 2.1.8(IV). Next, Proposition 3.1.1(6) (the
cocompactness of objects of SHS
1
(k)c in D ⊂ Dbig) immediately yields asser-
tion II.2.
Assertion II.3 is given by (the dual to) Proposition 5.1.3(11) of [Bon16a]
(note that SHS
1
(k)c cogenerates D; see Theorem 3.3.2(9)).
Remark 4.1.2. 1. In the setting of assertion II we will call H an extended
cohomology theory. Note that assertion II.3 gives a complete characterization
of extended theories.
2. Combining assertion II.1 with Proposition 3.1.2(3), for any pro-scheme
S = lim
←−
Si (for Si ∈ SmVar) we obtain H(ProΣ∞D (S+)) ∼= lim−→H
′(Σ∞(Si+))
(for any H ′ and H as above). This certainly implies the following: if H ′
is represented by an object E of SHS
1
(k) then for a pro-scheme S we have
H(ProΣ∞
D
(S+)) ∼= E0(S) (see Definition 1.4.5(1)). Moreover, ifE ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=0
then H(ProΣ∞
D
(S+)[n]) ∼= HnNis(S, pi
0(E)) (where the latter group is defined by
the formula (3.4.1)) according to Proposition 1.4.6(6).
3. These statements are coherent with the standard way of extending coho-
mology from (smooth) varieties to their inverse limits; hence Proposition 4.2.1
below can be applied to the "classical"’ K-theory, algebraic cobordism, motivic
cohomology, etc. of semi-local schemes (cf. Theorem 5.3.4(III) below; note that
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all of these theories factor through SHS
1
(k)). In particular, the value of an
extended theory at the spectrum of an (essentially smooth) local ring will be
the corresponding Zariski stalk.
Also, recall that H coincides with H ′ on SHS
1
(k)c (see assertion I.1); hence
we obtain "expected" values of cohomology for all compact objects of SHS
1
(k)
also.
4. Recall that D′ is the category of (filtered) pro-objects of PSHS
1
(k).
Hence (by part I.2 of our proposition) all extended cohomology theories factor
through the category Pro−SHS
1
(k) of "naive" pro-objects of SHS
1
(k) (that is
certainly not triangulated). Thus the pairing Φ : Dop × SHS
1
(k) that we will
study in §4.4 below factors through (Pro−SHS
1
(k))op × SHS
1
(k).
4.2 On cohomology of pro-schemes and its retracts
We easily prove that the results of the previous section imply similar assertions
for cohomology; case of extended theories is especially interesting.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let S be an A1-point; assume that S0 is a dense open
sub-pro-scheme of S and H is a cohomological functor from D into an abelian
category A.
1. Then H(ProΣ∞
D
(S+)) is a direct summand of H(ProΣ∞D (S0+)).
2. Suppose moreover that S0 = S \Z, where Z is a closed sub-pro-scheme of
S. Then we haveH(ProΣ∞
D
(S0+)) ∼= H(ProΣ∞D (S+))
⊕∐
H(ProΣ∞
D
(NS,Zα/NS,Zα\
Zα)[−1]), where α runs through the set of connected components of Z.
3. In particular, if each Zα of codimension j > 0 in S and the normal
bundles of all Zα in S are trivial then this decomposition can be rewritten as
H(ProΣ∞
D
(S0+)) ∼= H(ProΣ∞D (S+))
⊕
H(ProΣ∞
D
(Z+〈j〉)[−1]).
4. Consider the Postnikov tower of M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+) given by Proposition
3.2.5; denote the corresponding complex by t(M) = M i. Denote by TH(S)
the Cousin complex (H(M−i)). Then there exist some Ai ∈ ObjA for i ≥ 0
such that TH(S) is C(A)-isomorphic to H(ProΣ∞D (S+))
⊕
A0 → A0
⊕
A1 →
A1
⊕
A2 → . . . .
Proof. 1. Immediate from Theorem 3.4.1(I.1).
2. Immediate from Theorem 3.4.1(I.3).
3. Immediate from part I.4 of that theorem.
4. See part I.2 of the theorem.
Remark 4.2.2. 1. Our proposition becomes especially useful when combined
with Remark 4.1.2(2). So, forH ′ being any cohomological functor from SHS
1
(k)c
into an AB5 abelian category A one can take H being the extension of H ′ to D.
Then in assertion I.3 one can replace any term of the formH∗(ProΣ∞
D
((lim
←−
Ti)+〈r〉))
by lim
−→
H ′∗(Σ∞(Ti+〈r〉)) (here lim←−Ti is one of S, S0, or Z, Ti ∈ SmVar, and r is
either 0 or j). Moreover, one can also easily express the objectH(ProΣ∞
D
(NS,Zα/NS,Zα\
Zα)[−1]) in part 2 of the proposition in terms of H ′.
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Note also that Theorem 3.4.1(II) provides us with a rich source of A1-points
(if k is infinite).
2. Certainly, assertion 4 (for H being a cohomology theory that factors
through D) is stronger then the universal exactness Theorem 6.2.1 of [CHK97].
A caution: the definition of the universal exactness given in ibid. is not quite
correct; a complex (Ci) of objects of an abelian category A should be called
universally exact whenever for any AB5 abelian category A′ and an additive
functor F : A→ A′ respecting filtering direct limits the complex F (Ci) is exact
(see [Sch04]).
Now we apply our results to the calculation of Picard groups of A1-points.
Corollary 4.2.3. Let S = lim
←−i∈I
Si be a connected A1-point; let S′ = lim←−S
′
i
be its generic points (for Si and S′i belonging to SmVar).
1. Let H ′ be a cohomological functor from SHS
1
(k)c into an AB5 category
A; assume that lim
−→
H ′(Σ∞(S′i+)) = 0. Then lim−→H
′(ProΣ∞
D
(Si+)) = 0 also.
2. Any vector bundle V on S (see Definition 3.2.1) is trivial, i.e., there exists
i ∈ I such that V comes from a a trivial vector bundle Vi on Si.
Proof. 1. Following Remark 4.2.2(1) we take H being the extension of H ′ to D′.
Then the remark demonstrates that H(ProΣ∞
D
(S′+))
∼= lim−→
H ′(Σ∞(S′i+)) and
H(S+) ∼= lim−→
H ′(Σ∞(Si+)) = 0 also. Hence H(ProΣ∞D (S
′
+)) = 0 and applying
Proposition 4.2.1(1) we conclude the proof.
2. We recall that the Picard group functor is one of motivic cohomol-
ogy functors; hence it can be represented by an (Eilenberg-Maclane) object
of SHS
1
(k) (being more precise, the Picard group functor on SmV ar can be
factored through a representable functor on SHS
1
(k)). Thus the functor Pic0
is SHS
1
(k)-representable also. Moreover, it is well-known that Pic0 is "contin-
uous", i.e., we have Pic0(S) ∼= lim−→Pic
0(Si) and Pic
0(S′) ∼= lim−→
Pic0(S′i). Since
Pic0(S′) = {0}, applying the previous assertion we obtain the result.
Remark 4.2.4. In particular, for any closed embedding of a (connected) A1-point
T into a pro-scheme S the corresponding normal bundle is trivial. If S is an A1-
point also then we obtain that ProΣ∞
D
((S\T )+) ∼= ProΣ∞D (S+)
⊕
ProΣ∞
D
(T+〈j〉)[−1]
where j is the codimension of T in S; see Theorem 3.4.1(I.4). Certainly, this
implies the corresponding result for cohomology (cf. Proposition 4.2.1(3)).17
Moreover, one can certainly "iterate" the statement that ProΣ∞
D
(T+〈j〉)[−1]
is a retract of ProΣ∞
D
(S+); cf. the proof of Corollary 3.4.3(1).
4.3 On generalized coniveau spectral sequences
Let H be a cohomological functor from D into A, M ∈ ObjD.
17In particular, one can prove the triviality of line bundles on semi-local schemes using this
observation. Note however that that closed sub-pro-schemes of A1-points are not necessarily
A1-points: though An is an A1-point for any n ≥ 0, plenty of smooth closed subvarieties of
An are not A1-points.
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Proposition 4.3.1. I.1. The weight spectral sequence T≥2(H,M) (see Propo-
sition 2.2.3(2,3)) corresponding to the Gersten weight structure w is canonical
and Dop-functorial in X .
2. T (H,M) converges to H(M) if M is bounded with respect to w.
3. Let H be the extension to D of some cohomological functor H ′ from
SHS
1
(k)c into A (so, A is an AB5 category; see Proposition 4.1.1), M =
ProΣ∞
D
(S+) for some pro-scheme S. Then the weight spectral sequence T (H,M)
corresponding to the Postnikov tower provided by Proposition 3.2.5 converges
and has the form
Epq1 =
∐
s∈Sp
Hqp(s) =⇒ H
q+p(S), (4.3.1)
where Sp denotes the set of points of codimension p in S, andHqp(s) = H
q(ProΣ∞
D
(s+){p});
moreover, for a presentation of s ∈ Sp as lim
←−
si for si ∈ SmVar we have
Hqp(s)
∼= lim−→
Hq(ProΣ∞
D
(si+){p}) ∼= lim−→
H ′q(Σ∞(si+){p}).
Furthermore, if S ∈ SmVar (i.e., if S is a smooth variety that gives the
corresponding object of Pro−OP) then T≥2(H,M) is canonically isomorphic
to the corresponding "part" of the classical coniveau spectral sequence (i.e., we
consider the coniveau spectral sequence converging to H ′∗(S) ∼= H∗(S) starting
from the E2-sheet; see §1 of [CHK97]). In particular, the filtration corresponding
to T (H,M) is the coniveau one.
4. Assume that H equals the extension to D of the functor SHS
1
(k)(−, E) :
SHS
1
(k)c,op → Ab, where E ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k), M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+){j} for a pro-
scheme S and j ≥ 0; consider the weight Postnikov tower for M provided
by Remark 3.2.6(2). Then the corresponding choice of T (H,M) is a spectral
sequence
Epq1 =
∐
s∈Sp
Eqj+p(s) =⇒ E
q+p
j (S) (4.3.2)
(where Sp denotes the set of points of codimension p in S).
II. Let M ′ ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k)c ∩ SHS
1
(k)t≤−r for some r ∈ Z. Then the
following statements are valid.
1. H(M ′) = (W r(H))(M ′) (see Remark 2.2.4(1)).
2. For any g ∈ D(M,M ′) we have Im(H(g)) ⊂ (dr(H))(M).
3. Assume that H is an extended theory, M = ProΣ∞
D
(Z+) for Z ∈ SmVar.
For a morphism g as above consider a Noetherian subobject A of Im(H(g)) (i.e.,
we assume that any ascending chain of subobjects of A in A becomes stationary).
Then A is supported in codimension r, i.e., there exists an open U ⊂ Z such that
Z \ U is of codimension ≥ r in Z and A is killed by the restriction morphism
H(ProΣ∞
D
(Z+))→ H(ProΣ∞D (U+)).
Proof. I.1. This is just a particular case of Proposition 2.2.3(2,3).
2. Immediate since M is bounded; see part 4 of that proposition.
3. Since for S = ⊔Sl the Postnikov tower PoM for M equals the product
of the corresponding weight Postnikov towers for ProΣ∞
D
(Sl+) (by definition;
see Remark 3.2.6(1)) and H converts products into coproducts (see Proposition
4.1.1(II.2)), we can assume that S is connected. Thus PoM is bounded, and
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we obtain that T (H,M) converges. Moreover, the calculation of E1-terms in
question follows from Proposition 4.1.1(II.1,2).
Now we assume that S ∈ SmVar. We recall that in §3 of [Deg14] two exact
couples (for the H ′-cohomology of S) were constructed. One of them was ob-
tained by applying H ′ to the geometric towers as in Proposition 3.2.5 and then
passing to the inductive limit (in A). Moreover, it was shown that this couple
yields the same (coniveau) spectral sequence as the other one mentioned in loc.
cit. (see §2.1 of ibid.; cf. also Remark 2.4.1 of [Bon10a]), whereas the latter
couple coincides with the "standard" one (constructed using the arguments of
[CHK97, §1.2]; cf. Remark 5.1.3(3) of ibid.). Furthermore, Remark 4.1.2(2) im-
plies that the limit mentioned is (naturally) isomorphic to the spectral sequence
obtained via H from PoM .
4. The proof is quite similar to that of the first part of the previous assertion.
II.1. By Theorem 3.3.2(8) we haveM ′ ∈ Dw≥r. Hence we can take w≥rM ′ =
M ′, and the result is immediate from Remark 2.2.4(1).
2. Immediate from the Dop-functoriality of our weight filtration (given by
the aforementioned remark) along with the previous assertion.
3. According to the previous assertion, A lies in (W r(H))(M). By assertion
I.3 this means that A dies in lim
−→U⊂Z, codimZ (Z\U)≥r
H(ProΣ∞
D
(U+)). Since A
is noetherian, it also vanishes in some particular U of this sort.
Remark 4.3.2. 1. Part I.3 of our proposition yields a good reason to call (any
choice of) T (H,M) a generalized coniveau spectral sequence (for arbitrary H,A,
and M ∈ ObjD); this will also distinguish (this version of) T from weight
spectral sequences corresponding to other weight structures. We will give some
more justification for this term in Remark 4.4.3 below. So, the corresponding
filtration can be called the (generalized) coniveau filtration (for a general M).
Note moreover that under the assumptions of part I.3 of the theorem the
Cousin complex TH(S) corresponding to our choice of PoM is isomorphic to the
Cousin complex described in [CHK97, S1.2].
2. It is well known that there exist exact functors from SHS
1
(k) into "all
other stable motivic categories"; this certainly includes SH(k), DM(k), and
DMGl(k) (see §§5.2–5.3 below); these functors "commute with twists" and send
Σ∞(S+) for any S ∈ SmVar into the objects corresponding to S in these mo-
tivic categories. Thus one can use the spectral sequence (4.3.1) (as well as its
"twisted" version; cf. (4.3.2)) for cohomology theories that factor through any
of these categories. This is certainly not surprising since these coniveau spectral
sequences can be constructed using the results of [CHK97]. Note also that in
§5 below it is demonstrated that these spectral sequences can be obtained from
the Gersten weight structures corresponding to these motivic categories.
3. Actually, in order to obtain a coniveau spectral sequence for (H ′, S)
using the recipe of [Deg08a] and [CHK97] it is not sufficient to compute just
the cohomology of (the spectra of smooth) varieties. One also needs to apply
H ′ to certain objects of OP in order to compute the E1-terms of the exact
couple, whereas the connecting morphisms of the couple come from the natural
comparison morphisms between relative cohomology and the cohomology of
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varieties (see §1.1 and Definition 5.1.1(a) of ibid.). So, for those "classical"
cohomology theories for which all of this information has an "independent"
definition, one should check whether it can be "factored through SHS
1
(k)".
This seems to be true for all "reasonable" cohomology theories. For K-theory
this fact is given by Corollary 1.3.6 of [PPR09]. For étale cohomology the proof
is easy; one may use an argument from the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [Deg14].
On the other hand, in order to calculate the coniveau filtration it suffices
to know the restriction of H ′ to the (spectra of smooth) varieties; so this does
not require any of this complicated extra information. Besides, our (pretty
standard) arguments yield that for any cohomology theory satisfying axioms
5.1.1(a), COH1, and COH3 of [CHK97] (which is certainly the case for all of
the examples we are interested in) the E1-terms of the "standard" coniveau
spectral sequences are isomorphic to our (generalized) ones.
4. Assertion II.3 along with its motivic analogue (see §5.2 below and part 2
of this remark) may be quite actual for the study of "classical" motives. Note
that one can apply it for M ′ being a cone of some morphism ProΣ∞
D
(Z ′+) →
ProΣ∞
D
(Z+) for some Z ∈ SmVar (here Z can be a point, and we certainly
consider the triangle ProΣ∞
D
(Z+)
g
→ M ′ → ProΣ∞
D
(Z ′+)[1]). Besides, one can
take H being the i-th cohomology functor for some "standard" cohomology
theory and i ∈ Z.
Moreover, one can easily prove the assertion for any (not necessarily additive)
functorDop → A that converts homotopy limits into direct limits and sends zero
morphisms into zero maps.
Certainly, the statement is interesting only if r > 0.
4.4 Duality for D and SHS
1
(k); comparing spectral se-
quences
In order to apply the formalism of orthogonal structures we need the following
statement.
Proposition 4.4.1. For each M ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) consider the (cohomological)
functor HM from D into Ab obtained by extending D(−,M) via Proposition
4.1.1(II).
Then the following statements are valid.
1. The pairing Φ : Dop × SHS
1
(k) → Ab : Φ(X,M) = HM (X) is a nice
duality of triangulated categories.
2. The Gersten weight structure w on D is Φ-orthogonal to the homotopy
t-structure t on SHS
1
(k).
3. For any M ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) the functor Φ(L ◦ HoDbig (−),M) converts
filtered inverse limits in D′ into direct limits in Ab.
4. For any pro-scheme S = lim
←−i
Si (for Si ∈ SmVar), E ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k), and
j ≥ 0 we have
Φ(ProΣ∞
D
(S〈j〉), E) ∼= lim−→i
SHS
1
(k)(Σ∞(Si〈j〉), E) = E
−j
j (S).
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In particular, if j = 0, E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=−n for some n ∈ Z then the group in
question is isomorphic to HnNis(S, pi
−n(E)).
Proof. 1. Immediate from Proposition 5.2.5 of [Bon16a] (as well as from Propo-
sition 2.5.6(3) of [Bon10b]).
2. According to Corollary 5.5.3(1) of [Bon16a], the statement is given by
Corollary 5.4.1(9) of ibid.
3. Immediate from Proposition 4.1.1(II.1).
4. The previous assertion givesΦ(ProΣ∞
D
(S〈j〉), E) ∼= lim−→i
Φ(ProΣ∞
D
(Si〈j〉), E);
this gives the first isomorphism according to the definition of Φ. The succeeding
equality is just the definition of E−jj (S).
To establish the "in particular" isomorphism we note thatE0(Si) ∼= HnNis(Si, pi
−n(E))
according to Proposition 1.4.6(6). It remains to recall the definition ofHnNis(S, pi
−n(E))
(see the formula (3.4.1)).
Now let us relate generalized coniveau spectral sequences to the homotopy
t-structure (in SHS
1
(k)). This is a vast extension of [BlO74, Proposition 6.4]
(where de Rham cohomology was considered; cf. also the calculation of E2-
terms for Poincaré duality theories in Theorem 6.1 of ibid.) and of [Deg14,
§4].
Corollary 4.4.2. Assume that H is represented by a E ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k) (via
our Φ), M ∈ ObjD.
I.1. Then our generalized coniveau spectral sequence T≥2(H,M) can be
naturally and Dop×SHS
1
(k)-functorially expressed in terms of the cohomology
of M with coefficients in the t-truncations of E (as in Proposition 2.3.2).
2. Assume that M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+) for some pro-scheme S. Then T (H,M)
converges to H∗(M) and Epq2 ∼= H
p
Nis(S, pi
q(E)) (see Remark 1.2.3(2) and the
formula (3.4.1)).
3. Assume in addition to the previous assumptions that E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=0.
Then T (H,M) degenerates at E2, E
pq
2 = {0} for q 6= 0, and E
p0
2
∼= Ep(S).
II.1. Assume that M ∈ Dw=0. Then T (H,M) converges to H∗(M) and
degenerates at E2 also. Moreover, E
pq
2 = {0} for p 6= 0 and E
0q
2
∼= Φ(M,E[q]).
2. In particular, the previous assertion can be applied for M = ProΣ∞
D
(S+)
for S being any A1-point. Thus k is infinite then one can take S to be either
a semi-local pro-scheme or is the complement to a semi-local pro-scheme of a
divisor with smooth crossings (see Theorem 3.4.1(II.1) for more detail on this
condition).
Proof. I.1. Immediate from Proposition 4.4.1(2) (combined with Proposition
2.3.2).
2. Once again, it we can assume that S is connected. In this case M is
w-bounded and we obtain convergence. Next, the previous assertion yields that
Epq2
∼= Φ(M [−p], Et=q), and it remains to apply Proposition 4.4.1(4).
3. Immediate from the previous assertion (cf. also Corollary 2.2.5(3)).
II.1. Immediate from Proposition 4.4.1(2) combined with Corollary 2.2.5(1).
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2. Immediate from Theorem 3.4.1(II.1) (cf. also Theorem 3.3.2(4) for the
first of the cases in question).
Remark 4.4.3. 1. Our comparison assertion I.1 is true (in particular) for the
E-cohomology of an arbitrary M ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k)c; this extends to SHS
1
(k)c
(and to SHS
1
(k)-representable cohomology theories) Theorem 4.1 of [Deg14]18
(whereas in §5.3 of ibid. it is explained that the latter theorem extends the
results of §6 of [BlO74]). We obtain one more reason to call T (in this case) a
generalized coniveau spectral sequence for (the cohomology of) A1-pro=spectra.
Note also that the methods of Déglise do not (seem to) yield the SHS
1
(k)c,op-
functoriality of the isomorphism in question. Moreover, the approach of Déglise
definitely does not yield Proposition 4.2.1.
2. If E ∈ SHS
1
(k)t=0 then E2(T ) yields the Gersten resolution for the
(strictly A1-invariant) sheaf pi0(E) = p˜i0(E) (cf. §6 of [Min16]); this is why we
called w the Gersten weight structure.
3. Recall from Theorem 3.4.1(II.2) that one can take S = Spec(Rf ), where
R is the local ring of a point x of some X ∈ SmVar and f is a local parameter at
x, in part II.2 of our corollary. Hence the latter assertion essentially generalizes
Lemma 14.1 of [Min16] where the corresponding pi0(E) was assumed to be a
homotopy invariant sheaf with transfers.
Note here that k was not assumed to be infinite in loc. cit; however, transfers
enable one (using an easy standard argument; see Theorem 6.2.5 of [CHK97])
to reduce loc. cit. to the case of an infinite k.
4.5 On coniveau spectral sequences for (more general)
pro-varieties
Now we associate certain pro-spectra to a class of regular k-schemes that is
(essentially) wider than that of pro-schemes.
Definition 4.5.1. We will say that a Noetherian k-scheme S is a pro-smooth
variety if it can be presented as an inverse limit of smooth k-varieties.
Remark 4.5.2. 1. Obviously, to any pro-smooth variety S = lim
←−
Si we can
associate the pro-spectrum (PΣ∞(Si+)) ∈ ObjD′ (see (3.1.1)). So we
also get the corresponding ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ ObjDbig , and Pro
′Σ∞
D
(S+) =
L(ProΣ∞
D
(S+)) ∈ ObjD.
2. Certainly, any pro-scheme corresponding to an actual k-scheme is a pro-
smooth variety. Since we will not develop much theory for pro-smooth
varieties, we will not extend Definition 4.5.1 to allow pro-smooth varieties
with an infinite number of connected components (cf. §1.3).
18To prove that our result generalizes loc. cit. one should use the t-exactness of the
connecting functor ψmot
SHS
1
(k)
: DM(k)→ SHS
1
(k) (that is right adjoint to the natural functor
SHS
1
(k)→ DM(k)) is t-exact; see Remark 5.2.4(2) below.
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3. It is well known that all pro-smooth varieties are regular (see [Spi99, §1]).
Conversely, the Popescu theorem (see Theorem 1.1 of ibid.) says that any
affine regular Noetherian k-scheme is a pro-smooth variety. Moreover,
Proposition 8.6.3 of [EGA4.III] implies that any open subscheme of a pro-
smooth variety is a pro-smooth variety also.
4. It appears to be rather difficult to demonstrate for a given M ∈ ObjDbig
that it does not belong forD. In particular, we possibly have ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈
ObjD for any pro-smooth variety S (i.e., it is not necessary to apply
L : Dbig → D; cf. Remark 4.5.4(1) below). However, this conjecture is
not relevant for the purposes of the current paper (cf. Remark 2.1.9(2)).
Now we prove that generalized coniveau spectral sequences posses a certain
"continuity" property.
Proposition 4.5.3. Let S = lim
←−
Si be a pro-smooth variety (as above) and
H be an extended cohomological functor from D into A (so, A is an AB5
abelian category). Then the direct limit of generalized coniveau spectral se-
quences T≥2(H,Σ∞(Si+)) equals the generalized coniveau spectral sequence
T≥2(H,Pro′Σ∞
D
(S+)) (here the transition morphisms are given by the functo-
riality provided by Proposition 2.2.3(3)).
Proof. According to Proposition 4.1.1(II.1), for any N ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k)c we have
D(Pro′Σ∞
D
(S+), N) ∼= lim−→
D
big(ProΣ∞
D
(Si+), N) = lim−→
SHS
1
(k)c(Σ∞(Si+), N).
Thus Pro′Σ∞
D
(S+) is a SHS
1
(k)c-limit of the system ProΣ∞
D
(Si+)) in the sense
of [Bon16a, Definition 5.1.1] (cf. Proposition 4.1.1(I.2)). So it remains to apply
Remark 5.1.4(II.3–4) of ibid.
Remark 4.5.4. 1. Now we demonstrate that it is necessary to assume in our
proposition that H is extended (indeed).
For this purpose we consider a simple example of a pro-smooth variety.
So, we assume that k possesses a Zl-extension K for l 6= chark (though
our example can be easily adjusted to avoid this assumption) and take
Si = Spec(ki), where ki are the Galois extension of k of degree li whose
union equals K (and so, S = Spec(K)).
Since in this case the system (Si) is countable, we have aDbig-distinguished
triangle
∏
ProΣ∞D (Si+)[−1]
d
→ ProΣ∞D (S+)→
∏
ProΣ∞D (Si+)→
∏
ProΣ∞D (Si+)
(cf. Definition 1.6.4 of [Nee01]). Moreover, this triangle does not split, i.e.,
d 6= 0, since ProΣ∞
D
(S+) is not a retract of
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Si+); the latter can
be easily verified by applying the ("extended version" of) the Z/lZ-etale
cohomology functor H∗et,Z/lZ(−×Spec(K)) (with values in the category of
Z/lZ[Gal(K/k)]-modules). Hence ProΣ∞
D
(S+) ∈ D[−1,0].
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Now we consider a functor H : Dop → Ab that sends M ∈ ObjD into
Ab(D(
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Si+)[−1],M),Q/Z).19 Then for the corresponding spec-
tral sequences for ProΣ∞
D
(Si+) we have E
pq
2 = {0} for p 6= 0 and also for
q ≤ 0. On the other hand, D(
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Si+)[−1],M) contains a non-zero
element d; hence H0(M) 6= {0}; thus there exists (p, q) with p+ q = 0 and
Epq2 (H,ProΣ
∞
D
(S+) 6= {0} (note that this spectral sequence converges).
2. Now we are able to treat the question of "w − t-perfectness" of Φ (the
formulations below will explain what do these words mean).
Since t is non-degenerate, Proposition 4.4.1(4) implies forN ∈ ObjSHS
1
(k)
that we have N ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≤0 (resp. N ∈ SHS
1
(k)t≥0) if and only if
Cw=i ⊥Φ N for all i < 0 (resp. i > 0); we will write these facts down as
SHS
1
(k)t≤0 = (∪i<0Dw=i)⊥Φ and SHS
1
(k)t≥0 = (∪i>0Dw=i)⊥Φ . More-
over,
Dw≤0 =
⊥ΦSH(k)t≤−1 (4.5.1)
according to Corollary 5.4.1(9) of [Bon16a].
On the other hand, combining Proposition 4.5.3 with the example de-
scribed above we obtain Dw≥0 6= ⊥ΦSH(k)t≥1.
Lastly recall that this picture is rather different from the one in the case
Φ = C(−,−) : Cop × C → Ab. Note that in the latter setting orthogonal
"structures" w and t on C are said to be adjacent (recall that Remark
5.2.2(1,2) of [Bon16a] says that the condition w ⊥Φ t in this case is equiv-
alent to Cw≥0 = C
t≤0, whereas the latter one is the "usual" definition of
adjacency that was given in [Bon10a]). Thus we have Cw≥0 =
⊥ΦCt≥1
according to Remark 1.2.3(3). 20
3. Now we discuss the question of comparing of generalized coniveau spectral
sequences for H∗(Pro′Σ∞
D
(S+)) (for H being an extended functor and a
pro-smooth variety S) with the "usual" ones; note that the latter can be
defined using direct limits and Proposition 8.6.3 of [EGA4.III] (cf. Remark
4.5.2(3)). An easy limit argument shows that these two spectral sequences
are canonically isomorphic if the transition morphisms between Si are étale
(cf. the example described above).
Generalizing this result further appears to be non-trivial; cf. somewhat
related results and ("geometrically non-trivial") arguments in [Min16].
19This functor is easily seen to be (co)homological; this is a certain "dual" of the homological
functor H′ :M 7→ D(
∏
ProΣ∞
D
(Si+)[−1],M).
20Moreover, the three remaining natural counterparts of the latter statement are fulfilled
also.
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5 On T -spectral and motivic Gersten weight struc-
tures and the corresponding cohomological di-
mensions
In this section we describe certain variations of the arguments and results of the
previous ones, and discuss several examples of cohomology theories. We will be
somewhat sketchy sometimes.
In §5.1 we prove that the (natural analogue of the) Gersten weight structure
can be constructed for the stable motivic category of T -spectra also. Moreover,
the obvious analogues of the properties of w established above can be proved
without any difficulty for this weight structure wT on DT ; this includes several
equivalent definitions for the notion of T -cohomological dimension.
In §5.2 we study triangulated categories of pro-objects (generalizing D and
D
T ) in more detail. This yields certain conditions ensuring that the Gersten
weight structure for DT is "compatible" with a similar weight structure on
the corresponding category of pro-objects for a model category M equipped
with a left Quillen functor from a "model for SH(k)". We apply the general
result to the study of the category DM(k) of Voevodsky motives to obtain a
category Dmot of comotives. The properties of Dmot are similar to that of
the category constructed in [Bon10b]; however, our current methods allow us
to drop the assumption of countability of k (and we discuss the distinctions
between methods). We also recall the notion of primitivity of schemes; any
primitive pro-scheme is a motivic point.
In §5.3 we prove that motivic dimensions of schemes "control" certain prop-
erties of their cohomology (including some cohomological functors that do not
factor through motives). For this purpose we introduce the notions of weakly
orientable and very weakly orientable cohomology; examples include all ori-
entable cohomology theories as well as those that can be factored through the
topological realization functor ReC. We also discuss a certain category DMGl(k)
of cobordism-modules along with the corresponding DMGl; the corresponding
cobordism-dimension of a pro-scheme is not larger than its motivic dimension.
In §5.4 we study the categoriesDT [S−1] (where S is a set of primes) and D+
(that corresponds to Morel’s SH+(k)). The advantage of the latter category is
that the corresponding +-cohomological dimensions of schemes are not larger
than their motivic dimension, whereas all Z[1/2]-linear very weakly orientable
cohomological functors factor through it (and any Z[1/2]-linear theory also does
whenever k is unorderable). So, we obtain some splitting results for motivic +-
pro-spectra of pro-schemes that (do not follow from the results of §5.1 and)
induce the corresponding splittings for a wide variety of cohomology.
In §5.5 we note that for certain varieties and motivic spectra one can choose
quite "economical" versions of weight Postnikov towers and (hence) of the (gen-
eralized) coniveau spectral sequences for cohomology. We also discuss Gersten
weight structures and the corresponding "Artin-Tate substructures" for "rela-
tive" motivic categories (i.e., for various categories of motives over rather general
base schemes).
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5.1 On the T -spectral Gersten weight structure
In §5 of [Mor03] the stable model category of P1-motivic spectra was consid-
ered. As noted in Example 10.38 of [Jar15], the model category of T -spectra
in ∆opPre′• gives a model for this category (here we apply Theorem 10.40 of
ibid. and note that the discrete presheaf P1 pointed by 0 is A1-equivalent to
T = A1/Gm). The latter model category will be denoted by PSHT (k); its ho-
motopy category will be denoted by SH(k). Our constructions and results can
be carried over from PSHS
1
(k), SHS
1
(k) (and other (pro)spectral categories)
to this setting; we will say more on this in Theorem 5.1.2 (cf. also Theorem 5.2.3
below). In order to prove the theorem we start from formulating the T -spectral
analogues of Propositions 1.4.3 and 1.4.6.
So let us recall that PSHT (k) is (also) equipped with a left Quillen functor
from ∆opPre′• (similarly to Proposition 1.4.1(3), this statement also follows
from the results of [Hov01]); hence one can define the natural analogues PΣ∞T
and Σ∞T of PΣ
∞ and Σ∞, respectively. Moreover, PSHT (k) and SH(k) are
equipped with natural endofunctors − ∧ T . The main distinction of T -spectra
from S1-ones is that −∧T = −〈1〉 is a left Quillen auto-equivalence of PSHT (k);
so we will assume it to be invertible on SH(k). Similarly to §1.4, the operation
− ∧ T∧j[−j] = −〈j〉[−j] will be denoted by {j} (however, we will use this
notation for all j ∈ Z).
Furthermore, SH(k) is (also) endowed with a certain homotopy t-structure,
which will be denoted by tT . It is defined (see Theorem 5.2.3 of ibid.; we
modify the notation a little) via the functors pinm(−) for n,m ∈ Z; those send
E ∈ SH(k) to the Nisnevich sheafification of the presheaf p˜inm : U 7→ E
n
m(U) =
SH(k)(Σ∞T (U+){m}[−n], E)
∼= SH(k)(Σ∞T (U+), E{−m}[n]) (cf. Remark 5.1.3
and Definition 5.1.12 of ibid.). Similarly to Definition 1.4.5(1) we extend Emn (−)
to Pro−OP.
So, one easily obtains the properties of SH(k) listed below (paying attention
to Remark 1.2.3(5)).
Proposition 5.1.1. The following statements are valid.
1. For any j ≥ 0 we have PΣ∞T (−〈j〉) = PΣ
∞
T (−)〈j〉.
2. The functor −{j} is t-exact with respect to tT for any j ∈ Z.
3. The restriction of the collection of functors (pi0n) to Ht
T gives a faithful
exact functor HtT → SHIZ.
4. Moreover, the restrictions of the functors p˜i0n and pi
0
n to Ht
T are equal, i.e.,
the values of p˜i0n are Nisnevich sheaves.
5. ForE ∈ ObjSH(k)we haveE ∈ SH(k)t
T≤0 if and only if Enj (Spec(K)+) =
{0} for all n > 0, j ∈ Z, and any function field K/k.
6. For any X ∈ SmVar we have Σ∞T (X+) ∈ SH(k)
tT≤0.
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7. For E ∈ ObjSH(k) we have E ∈ SH(k)t
T≥0 if and only if Enj (X) = {0}
for all X ∈ SmVar, n < 0, and j ∈ Z.
8. For any E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0, X ∈ SmVar, and n ∈ Z there is a natural
isomorphism En0 (X) ∼= H
n
Nis(X, pi
0
0(E)).
9. Assume that k is infinite and S is semi-local; then for any E ∈ SH(k)t
T≤0,
n > 0, and j ∈ Z we have Enj (S) = {0}.
Proof. 1. Immediate from the definition of −〈1〉 on PSHT (k).
2. Immediate from the definition of tT (this is Definition 5.2.1 of [Mor03]).
3. It suffices to recall that the heart of tT is equivalent to the category of
homotopy modules (see Definition 5.2.4 of ibid. or Definition 1.2.2 of [Deg13])
and the forgetful functor from homotopy modules into SHIZ is obviously faithful.
4. We fix some E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0, n ∈ Z and denote p˜i0n(E) by E
′. We recall
that this presheaf is a Nisnevich sheaf if and only if for any Nisnevich distin-
guished square (1.4.1) there is an exact sequence {0} → E′(X)→ E′(V )
⊕
E′(Y )→
E′(W ). Now, applying the SH(k)-version of the distinguished triangle (1.4.2)
(cf. Remark 5.1.3(2) below) we obtain a long exact sequence · · · → SH(k)(Σ∞T (W+), E[−1]) =
E−1n (W )→ E
′(X)→ E′(V )
⊕
E′(Y )→ E′(W )→ . . . . It remains to note that
Σ∞T (W+) ⊥ E[−1] according to the orthogonality axiom of t-structures.
5. Applying the previous two assertions we obtain the following fact: it
suffices to verify for a sheaf of the type pinm(E) that it is 0 if it vanishes at all
function fields over k. Since all pinm(E) are strictly A
1-invariant, the statement
follows from Lemma 3.3.6 of [Mor03].
6. See Example 5.2.2 of ibid.
7. The "if" implication is given by assertion 5, and the converse implication
follows immediately from assertion 6.
8. This fact appears to be well-known (cf. Proposition 1.4.6(6)); see Theorem
3.7 of [Ana16] (or Remark 1.2.4 of [Deg13]).
9. The statement follows from the previous assertions via the method used
in the proof of Proposition 1.4.8.
Let us note that minor modifications of the methods used for the study of
SHS
1
(k) yield the following results.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let d ≥ 0; let S = lim
←−
Si with Si ∈ SmVar be a pro-scheme.
I. There exists a natural analogue DT of D that is closed with respect to all
small products, and is equipped with an exact auto-equivalence − ∧ T = −〈1〉
compatible with the SH(k)-version of this functor. DT canonically contains
the triangulated subcategory SH(k)c ⊂ SH(k) densely generated (in the sense
described in §1.1) by Σ∞T (X+)〈j〉 for X ∈ SmVar, j ∈ Z, whereas Σ
∞
T extends
to a functor Σ∞
D,T : Pro−OP → D
T .
Moreover, the obvious "T -versions" of Proposition 3.1.1(4,5), Corollary 3.1.3(3),
and Proposition 3.2.3 are fulfilled.
II. The following statements are valid.
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1. There exists a cosmashing right non-degenerate weight structure wT on
D
T such thatDTwT≥0 containsC
T = {Σ∞
D,T (X+)[i]{j}} forX ∈ SmVar, i ≥
0, j ∈ Z, and DTwT≤0 =
⊥(CT [1]).
2. −{j} is wT -exact for any j ∈ Z.
3. HwT is equivalent to the Karoubi envelope of the category of all
∏
Σ∞
D,T (Spec(Ki)+){ji}
for Ki running through function fields over k, ji ∈ Z.
4. If f : U → S is an open embedding of pro-schemes such that the comple-
ment is of codimension ≥ i in S then Σ∞
D,T (S/U) ∈ D
T
wT≥i.
5. Consider the Postnikov tower for Σ∞
D,T (S+) given by the natural T -spectral
analogue of the construction in Proposition 3.2.5. Then this Postnikov
tower is a weight one.
More generally, for any j ∈ Z there exists a weight Postnikov tower for
M = ProΣ∞
D
(S{j}) with M i =
∏
s∈Si Σ
∞
D,T (s+){i + j} (cf. Remark
3.2.6(2)).
6. Assume that k is infinite. Let K be a function field over k; let K ′
be the residue field for a geometric valuation v of K of rank r. Then
Σ∞
D,T (Spec(K
′)+){r} is a retract of Σ∞D,T (Spec(K)+).
7. For any cohomological functor H from DT into A the weight spectral
sequence T = T (M,H) (for M ∈ ObjDT ) corresponding to wT is DT op-
functorial in M starting from E2. Moreover, if H is an extended (from
SH(k)c to DT ; so A is an AB5 abelian category) functor and M =
Σ∞
D,T (X+) for X ∈ SmVar then one can choose T (H,M) to be the "stan-
dard" coniveau spectral sequence (starting from E1; certainly, T (H,M)
does not depend on any choices starting from E2; cf. §4.2).
We will call such a spectral sequence T (H,M) a generalized coniveau spec-
tral sequence (as we also did in a similar situation above).
8. For all M ∈ ObjSH(k) extend the functor SH(k)(−,M) (from SH(k)c
to Ab) to a cohomological functor from DT to Ab. Then the collection of
these functors yields a nice duality ΦT : (DT )op × SH(k)→ Ab such that
wT ⊥ΦT t
T .
9. For anyN ∈ ObjSH(k) we haveΦT (Σ∞
D,T (S+), N)
∼= N00 (S) = lim−→
N00 (Si).
10. For any N ∈ ObjSH(k) the generalized coniveau spectral sequences for
the functor ΦT (−, N) can be DT op-functorially expressed in terms of the
tT -truncations of N starting from E2 (cf. Proposition 2.3.2).
11. We have ObjSH(k)c ∩ SH(k)t
T≤0 = ObjSH(k)c ∩DwT≥0.
III. For M = Σ∞
D,T (S+); we will say that S is of T -cohomological dimension
at most d if M ∈ Dw≤d. In the case d = 0 will also say that S is a T -point.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
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1. S is of T -cohomological dimension at most d.
2. Σ∞
D,T (S+) ∈ D
T
[0,d].
3. Σ∞
D,T (S+) is a retract of Σ
∞
D,T (S0+) for any open sub-pro-scheme S0 of S
with complement of codimension at least d+ 1.
4. Σ∞
D,T (S+) is a retract of Σ
∞
D,T (S
≤d
+ ) for the pro-scheme S
≤d defined in
Remark 3.2.6(1).
5. We have M ⊥ Σ∞
D,T (X){j}[n] for any X ∈ SmVar, n > d, and j ∈ Z.
6. For any cohomological functor H from DT to A and the corresponding
weight spectral sequence T (H,M) (see Proposition 2.2.3) we have Epq2 = 0
for any q ∈ Z and p > d.
7. We have Epq2 T (H,M) = {0} for any q ∈ Z, p > d, and H that is D
T -
represented by Σ∞
D,T (X) for some X ∈ SmVar.
8. For any X ∈ SmVar and n > d we have M ⊥ Σ∞
D,T (X)[n].
9. ΦT (M,N) = {0} for any N ∈ SH(k)t
T≤−d−1.
10. For any N ∈ ObjSHI of the form pi00(E) for E ∈ SH(k)
tT=0 and n > d
we have HnNis(S,N) = {0}.
IV. Assume that S is a T -point.
1. If S0 = S \ Z, where Z is a closed sub-pro-scheme of S, then
Σ∞
D,T (S0+)
∼= Σ∞D,T (S+)
⊕
Σ∞
D,T (NS,Z/NS,Z \ Z)[−1]. (5.1.1)
2. For the Postnikov tower of M = Σ∞
D,T (S+) given by assertion II.5 denote
the corresponding complex by t(M) = M i. For H as above denote by
TH(S) the complex (H(M−i)). Then there exist some Ai ∈ ObjA for
i ≥ 0 such that TH(S) is C(A)-isomorphic to H(S)
⊕
A0 → A0
⊕
A1 →
A1
⊕
A2 → . . . .
3. The decomposition (5.1.1) takes the formΣ∞
D,T (S0+)
∼= Σ∞D,T (S+)
⊕
Σ∞
D,T (Z+)〈j〉[−1]
whenever Z is of codimension j (everywhere) in S and the normal bundle
to Z in S is trivial. In particular, this is the case if Z is a T -point of
codimension j in S. Moreover, S0 is a T -point (under these assumptions)
if j = 1.
4. The natural analogues of assertions IV.1,3 hold for the H-cohomology of
schemes in question, where H from DT into A is an arbitrary cohomolog-
ical functor (and A is some abelian category).
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V.1. Assume that S is the inverse limit of certain pro-schemes Sj of T -
cohomological dimension at most d. Then S is of T -cohomological dimension at
most d also.
2. If S is of A1-cohomological dimension d then it is of T -cohomological
dimension at most d also.
3. In particular, if S is of dimension ≤ d (or all its points are of codimension
at most d in it), then Σ∞
D,T (S+) ∈ D
T
[0,d].
4. Moreover, S is an T -point if k is infinite and S can be presented as the
complement to a semi-local pro-scheme of a divisor with smooth crossings (that
may be empty; see Theorem 3.4.1(II.1)).
Proof. I. The main distinction of this assertion from its SHS
1
(k)-analogue is
that we want to extend −〈1〉 to an invertible exact endofunctor on DT . This
is easy since (as we have already said) −〈1〉 = − ∧ T possesses a "nice lift" to
PSHT (k). Also, DT is cogenerated by {Σ∞T (X+){j}} for X ∈ SmVar, j ∈ Z
instead of {Σ∞T (X+)} only; yet the corresponding modifications of the proofs
caused by this fact are quite obvious (cf. the proof of Proposition 5.2.1(5)
below).
II. Once again, we can use the SH(k)-analogues of the arguments used in
the previous sections (along with Proposition 5.1.1). The main distinction is
given by the −{j}-stability (for any j ∈ Z) of the set CT that cogenerates w;
since −{j} is an automorphism of DT , this functor is wT -exact on the nose.
III. Proposition 5.1.1 along with assertion I is easily seen to allow us to
apply the obvious DT -versions of the arguments used for the proof of Theorem
3.4.1(III) and Remark 3.4.2(2) to obtain the equivalence of our conditions 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 6, and 10. We also obtain that the conditions we listed imply
condition 7, and the latter yields condition 8.
Hence it remains to verify that condition 8 implies condition 9. For this
purpose we recall a collection of facts that appear to be well-known for SH(k);
the paper [BoD17] essentially contains a generalization of these facts to the
context of "relative motivic categories".21
So, we consider the localizing subcategory SHeff (k) (see Definition 5.1.4(1)
below) of SH(k) generated by {Σ∞T (X+) : X ∈ SmVar}. Well-known ho-
mological algebra results imply the existence of a left adjoint s to the embed-
ding i : SHeff (k) → SH(k) (this functor is important for the construction
of the so-called slice filtration). Moreover, by Remark 1.2.3(4) there exists a
t-structure teff for SHeff (k) such that SH(k)t
eff≤0 is the smallest extension-
closed subclass of ObjSHeff (k) that contains Σ∞T (X+)[n] for all X ∈ SmVar
and n ≥ 0 along with all small SHeff (k)-coproducts of its elements. It is easily
seen that condition 8 implies that for any E ∈ ObjSHeff (k)t
eff≤−d−1 we have
21The main results of ibid. rely on certain resolution of singularities statement; hence, if
we apply Corollary 3.3.7(2) "directly" in the case p = char k > 0 then we will only obtain the
t-exactness statement in question for the category SH(k)[1/p] (see §5.4 below for the notation)
instead of SH(k). However, one can easily apply the (rather simple) arguments used in the
proof of ibid. to SH(k) also (for any p) since one can use Proposition 5.1.1(5) instead of the
corresponding case of Theorem 3.3.1 of ibid.
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E00(S) = {0} (since the class of those N ∈ ObjSH
eff (k) satisfying E00 (S) = {0}
is closed with respect to coproducts and extensions). Hence it remains to check
that s sends SH(k)t
T≤0 into SHeff (k)t
eff≤0. However, the functor s is t-exact
with respect to these t-structures; this statement is given by Corollary 3.3.7(2)
of [BoD17] if char k = 0 and can be easily proved similarly to the proof of loc.
cit. if char k > 0.
IV. Once again, the T -stable versions of the arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 3.4.1(I) (and the applications of the result to cohomology; cf. Propo-
sition 4.2.1) yield most of the results easily. We should only note that to obtain
the "in particular" part of assertion IV.3 one should argue similarly to Remark
4.2.4 (note here that Pic0 is SH(k)-representable).
V.1. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.4.1(IV), it suffices to combine
condition III.5 (or III.8) with the "continuity" provided by assertion II.9.
2. Immediate from the equivalence of the conditions 1 and 10 of assertion
III.
3,4. These statements obviously follow from the previous assertion combined
with Theorem 3.3.2(5) and Theorem 3.4.1(II.1), respectively.22
Remark 5.1.3. 1. One can certainly "iterate" part IV.3 of our theorem to obtain
"new" T -points out of "old" ones. In particular, if S0 is the complement to S
of a divisor with smooth crossings (cf. Theorem 3.4.1(II.1)) such that all these
crossings are T -points then S0 is a T -point also.
2. There is a well-known exact functor SHS
1
(k) → SH(k) whose compo-
sition with the functor Σ∞ : OP → SHS
1
(k) yields Σ∞T ; see Remarks 8.2.1 of
[Lev08]. This functor is easily seen to be compatible with a certain naturally
defined exact functor D → DT (this requires modifying the model for SH(k)
and DT , but this only replaces these categories by equivalent ones; we will say
more on this matter in Remark 5.2.4 below).
This observation can be used for carrying over some of the properties from
S1-(pro)spectra to T -ones directly; this includes the Gysin triangle for pro-
schemes (see part I of Theorem 5.1.2) and part IV.1 of the theorem.
Moreover, one can prove that this comparison functor D → DT is weight-
exact (with respect to w and wT ; cf. Theorem 5.2.3(5) below), and this gives
an alternative proof of some other parts of our theorem.
3. Similarly to §4.2, applying the splitting results for H-cohomology, where
H is the extension to DT of a cohomological functor H ′ from SH(k)c into
an AB5 category A, one obtains the natural versions of these results for the
corresponding direct limits of H ′-cohomology.
4. The author does not know whether all T -points are also A1-points.
To finish the proof of Theorem 5.1.2 we recall some basics on localizing
subcategories; we will also need this formalism below.
Definition 5.1.4. Let C be a triangulated category closed with respect to
(small) coproducts.
22Certainly, assertion V.3 also follows from assertion II.5 immediately.
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1. For D ⊂ C (D is a triangulated category that may be equal to C) we
will say that a class P ⊂ ObjC generates D as a localizing subcategory of C
if D is the smallest full strict triangulated subcategory of C that contains P
and is closed with respect to C-coproducts. If this condition is fulfilled then we
will also say that P cogenerates Dop as a colocalizing subcategory of Cop (cf.
Theorem 2.1.8(II)).
2. We will say that C is compactly generated and (respectively) that Cop
is cocompactly generated if we can choose a set P of compact objects that
generates C as its own localizing subcategory.
Lemma 5.1.5. 1. Assume that C is closed with respect to coproducts and
generated by a class P of its objects as its own localizing subcategory. Then
P⊥ = {0}.
2. Dually, assume that C is closed with respect to products and cogenerated
by a class P of its objects as its own colocalizing subcategory. Then ⊥P = {0}.
Proof. Assertion 1 is given by Proposition 1.1.4(I.1) of [Bon16a] (that relies on
Proposition 8.4.1 of [Nee01]) and assertion 2 is its dual.
5.2 On Gersten weight structures for categories "reason-
ably connected" with SH(k), comotives, and motivic
dimensions
In [Bon10b] a certain category of ("effective") comotives was constructed; this
was a certain "completion" of Voevodsky’s category DM effgm (k) (of effective ge-
ometric motives). It is quite easy to demonstrate that the category constructed
in ibid. can be studied using the methods of (§3–§4 of) the current paper;
moreover, one does not have to mention model categories in this argument (cf.
Remark 5.2.7(3) below). However, we prefer to develop a general technique
for studying Gersten weight structures in various "motivic" categories. We will
apply these statements both to comotives and to certain categories of (pro)-
modules over the Voevodsky spectrum MGl. The proposition below is rather
difficult to grasp, so we note that it is mostly a generalization of some of the
results of the previous section (whereas the choice between upper and lower
indices in the notation is often motivated by typographical reasons).
We start from recalling some properties of triangulated categories of pro-
objects; this construction originates from [FaI07a] (along with [FaI07b]) and
was applied for the construction of Dbig in §3.
Proposition 5.2.1. LetM be a proper simplicial stable model category; denote
its homotopy category by SHM.
Then the following statements are valid.
1. There exist a stable (strict) model structure on the category Pro−M of
(filtered) pro-objects of M such that the cofibrations and weak equiva-
lences are essentially levelwise ones, i.e., they are the morphisms that are
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Pro−M-isomorphic to morphisms of the form (Xi)i∈I → (Yi)i∈I com-
ing from compatible cofibrations (resp. weak equivalences) Xi → Yi (cf.
Proposition 3.1.1(2)).
2. The homotopy category DMbig is triangulated and closed with respect to
(small) products.
3. The obvious functor M→ Pro−M yields a full embedding cM of SHM
into DMbig , and the essential image of this embedding is the subcategory
of cocompact objects of DMbig that cogenerates D
M
big (as its own colocal-
izing subcategory). Furthermore, for any projective system Xi in M
and M ∈ ObjSHM we have (for the corresponding pro-object (Xi))
D
M
big((Xi), c(M))
∼= lim−→
SHM(Xi,M).
4. Assume that M′ is a proper simplicial stable model category also; let
L :M⇆M′ : R be a Quillen pair. Then the obvious extensions Pro−L
and Pro−R of L and R to pro-objects form a Quillen pair (Pro−M ⇆
Pro−M′) also. This pair is a Quillen equivalence whenever (L,R) is.
5. The derived functors F : DMbig ⇆ D
M′
big : G of Pro−L and Pro−R are
exact, and we have F ◦ cM ∼= cM′ ◦Ho(L).
Moreover, F and G respect (small) products.
6. Assume that left Quillen functors L and L′ :M→M′ are connected by a
zig-zag of transformations each of those converts all cofibrant objects ofM
into weak equivalences. Then the corresponding F and F ′ are isomorphic.
7. For a monoid (I,+) assume that for each i ∈ I we are given a left left
Quillen endofunctor {i}M of M and the correspondence {−}M in lax
monoidal the following sense: for any i1, i2 ∈ I the M-endofunctors
{i1 + i2}M and {i1}M ◦ {i2}M are connected by a zig-zag of transfor-
mations each of those converts all cofibrant objects ofM into weak equiv-
alences, and {0}M is also connected with the identity functor by a chain
of transformations of this sort.23
Then for the corresponding endofunctors {i}DM
big
of DMbig (for i ∈ I) we
have {i1 + i2}DM
big
∼= {i1}DM
big
◦ {i2}DM
big
and {0}DM
big
is isomorphic to the
identity of DMbig .
8. Let (M′,∧) be a monoidal model category in the sense of [Hov99, Defini-
tion 4.2.6] and assume that we are given a bifunctor ⊗ : M′ ×M →M
that turns M into a M′-module category in the sense of [Hov99, Defi-
nition 4.2.18]. Then for any cofibrant C1, C2 ∈ ObjM′ that are weakly
equivalent (i.e., become isomorphic in Ho(M′)) the functors C1 ⊗ − and
C2 ⊗− are connected by a zig-zag of transformations as in assertion 6.
23Actually, we are only interested in the cases I = Z and I = N. So the reader may assume
that I is commutative (though this is not important for us).
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Moreover, if (I,+) is a monoid such that I ⊂ ObjM′, I contains the
tensor unit 1M′ , and for any i1, i2 ∈ I the objects i1+ i2 and Q(i1)∧Q(i2)
are weakly equivalent, where Q is the cofibrant replacement functor for
M′. Then the set of functors Q(i)⊗− for i ∈ I satisfies the conditions of
the previous assertion.
Proof. 1. This is Proposition 5.5.2(1) of [Bon16a] (that relies on the results of
[FaI07a].
2. Recall that the homotopy category of any stable homotopy category is
triangulated and closed with respect to products.
3. These statements are contained in Proposition 5.5.2 of [Bon16a] (and
easily follow from the results of ibid.) also.
4. This is a particular case of Theorem 6.4 of [FaI07b] (cf. also Propositions
6.11 and 6.12 of [FaI07a]).
5. We apply the previous proposition. Certainly, derived functors of (left
or right) Quillen functors between stable model categories is exact. The equal-
ity of the compositions in question is immediate from the obvious equality of
compositions of the corresponding left Quillen functors.
Next, G respects products since it has a right adjoint F .
It remains to prove that F (
∏
j∈J X
j) ∼=
∏
F (Xj) for any set of Xj ∈
ObjDMbig . We argue similarly to the proof of Corollary 3.1.3.
Certainly, there is a canonical morphism f : F (
∏
j∈J X
j)→
∏
F (Xj). Now,
the images of the functor cM′ cogenerate the category DM
′
big according to asser-
tion 3. Hence the dual to Proposition 1.1.4(I.1) of [Bon16a] (cf. Corollary
3.1.3(1)) yields that it suffices to verify the following: DM
′
big (−, C)(f) is an iso-
morphism for any C ∈ cM′(ObjSHM
′
). Since C is cocompact, we should check
that
⊕
D
M′
big (F (X
j), C) ∼= DM
′
big (F (
∏
j∈J X
j, C).
It suffices to check that DMbig(
∏
j∈J X
j, G(C)) ∼=
⊕
j∈J D
M
big(X
j , G(C)) (for
anyC as above). Therefore it suffices to verify thatG(C) belongs to cM(ObjSHM).
We can certainly assume that C comes from a fibrant object C′ ofM′. The
corresponding constant object of Pro−M′ is fibrant (also); here we apply the
description of Pro−M′-fibrations in Definition 5.3 of [FaI07a] noting that the
set of morphisms corresponding to this object via Definition 5.2 of ibid. is the
one-element set {C′ → pt}. Thus G(C) ∼= cM(R(C′)) and we obtain the result.
6. It suffices to recall the definition of left derived functors and that weak
equivalence of Pro−M are the essentially levelwise ones.
7. Immediate from the previous assertion.
8. Some parts of our argument are rather similar to the proof of [Hov99,
Proposition 4.3.1].
To prove the first part of the statement recall that any cofibrant C ∈ ObjM
the functor − ⊗ C is a left Quillen one (see Remark 4.2.3 of ibid.); hence it
respects trivial cofibrations. Thus it suffices to connect C1 with C2 by a zig-zag
of trivial M′-cofibrations. Now, the morphism f1 from C1 into its fibrant re-
placement C3 is a trivial cofibration. Since C2 is cofibrant and C3 is fibrant, the
isomorphism between these objects in Ho(M′) can be lifted to a M′-morphism
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f2. f2 is a weak equivalence since it becomes an isomorphism in Ho(M′); since
C3 is cofibrant, f2 is a cofibration by the 2 out of 3 axiom for the commutative
triangle pt→ C2 → C3.
Next, for the cofibrant replacement morphism Q(1M′)
q
→ 1M′ the corre-
sponding transformation Q(1M′) ⊗ − =⇒ 1M′ ⊗ − converts cofibrant object
of M into weak equivalences according to part 2 of [Hov99, Definition 4.2.18],
and the functor 1M′ ⊗− is certainly the identity of M.
Hence it remains to prove the following: if C1, C2, and C3 are cofibrant
objects of M′ and C1 ∧ C2 is weakly equivalent to C3 then the corresponding
functors C1⊗−◦ (C2⊗−) and C3⊗− are connected by a zig-zag of transforma-
tions as in assertion 6. Now, we certainly have (C1⊗−)◦C2⊗− = (C1∧C2)⊗−
(by the corresponding associativity axiom). Moreover, the object C4 = C1 ∧C2
isM′-cofibrant (see the proof of [Hov99, Proposition 4.3.1]). Thus applying the
first part of the assertion we conclude the proof.
Remark 5.2.2. Suppose that under the assumptions of part 8 of our proposition
the following additional property is fulfilled: for any cofibrant C ∈ ObjM the
functor −⊗ C respects weak equivalences.
1. Then one can certainly use the functors i ∧ − instead of Q(i) ∧ − in the
calculation of {i}DM
big
.
2. IfM′ =M, ∧ = ⊗, and the functors C ⊗− for cofibrant C inM respect
weak equivalences also (and so, the monoid axiom of [ScS00, Definition 3.3] is
fulfilled). Then Proposition 12.7 of [FaI07a] says that the obvious definition
gives a certain tensor structure on the category DMbig . However, D
M
big is rarely a
closed monoidal category; so we prefer not to consider tensor products of (two)
"general" pro-objects.
Now we apply our proposition to the study of categories "connected with"
SH(k) and DT . We will use the notation P ′SHT (k) for the category of sym-
metric T ′-spectra on the smooth Nisnevich site considered in §2.1 of [CiD15]
(setting X = Spec k). Here the "starting" model structure on ∆opShv• is the
so-called projective one, and we will write T ′ for the cofibrant replacement of
the projective line P1 pointed by ∞. This model category is well-known to be
Quillen equivalent to PSHT (k).24 Moreover, P ′SHT (k) is a proper symmet-
ric monoidal simplicial model subcategory that satisfies the monoid axiom of
[ScS00] (see Remark 5.2.2). The tensor product will be denoted by ∧; note that
the aforementioned functor ∧T on SH(k) is essentially given by a particular
case of this tensor structure.
To formulate the theorem below we adopt the notation of Proposition 5.2.1
(for M and related matters) and introduce some more notation (related to
certain assumptions).
24Both of these categories are connected with left Quillen functors with the proper model
category of P1-spectra "constructed from the injective model structure for ∆opShv•"; the
equivalences in question are provided by Theorem 5.7 of [Hov01].
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Let φ˜M : P ′SHT (k)→M be a left Quillen functor. We will write φM for the
functor Ho(φ˜M), ψM is the right adjoint to φM (that is the homotopy functor
for the right adjoint to φ˜M); φM
Dbig
= Ho(Pro−φ˜M) : DTbig → D
M
big. For any
X/U ∈ OP and i ∈ Z we write Σ∞M(X/U{i}) for the object φ
M(Σ∞T (X/U){i});
for E ∈ ObjSHM, X ∈ SmVar, and any m,n ∈ Z we will write Emn (X) for
the group SHM(Σ∞M(X){m}, E[n]) ∼= SH
M(Σ∞M(X+){m}, E[n]). Moreover,
for a pro-scheme X = lim←−Xi (Xi ∈ SmVar) we will use the notation E
m
n (X) for
lim
−→i
Emn (Xi).
Theorem 5.2.3. The following statements are valid under the assumptions
made above for any pro-scheme S and any d ≥ 0.
1. For any m,n ∈ Z and E ∈ ObjM we have Enm(S) ∼= ψ
M(E)nm(S) (see the
notation of §5.1). In particular, if ψM(E) ∈ SH(k)t
T=0 then Enm(S) ∼=
HnNis(S, pi
0
m(ψ
M(E))).
Moreover, pi00(ψ
M(E)) is isomorphic to the sheafification of the presheaf
X 7→ E00(X).
2. Assume that P is a set of objects of SHM. Denote by SHPc the tri-
angulated subcategory of SHM densely generated by P ; SHP ⊃ SHPc
will denote the localizing subcategory of SHM generated by P , and DP
will denote the colocalizing category cogenerated by cM(P) in DMbig . Then
there exists a cosmashing weight structure wP onDP such thatDPwP≤0 =
⊥
DP (∪i>0P [−i]).
3. Assume that all elements of P are compact in SHM. Then there ex-
ists a t-structure tP on SHM such that SHMt
P≥0 = (∪i>0P [i])⊥SHM .25
Moreover, tP restricts to a t-structure t′P on the category SHP ; we have
SHMt
P≤0 = SHP t
′P≤0, whereas SHMt
P≥0 is the class of all extensions
of elements of SHP t
P≤0 by that of P , where P = {N ∈ ObjSHM :
ψM(N) = 0}.
Furthermore, if for any Y ∈ ObjSHM we will write ΦP(−, Y ) for the
extension via the method mentioned in Proposition 4.1.1 of the functor
represented by Y from cM(SHPc ) ⊂ D
P to DP , then ΦP(−,−) is a nice
duality DPop × SHM → Ab, and wP is ΦP -orthogonal to tP .
4. If P = {Σ∞M(X+{i}) : X ∈ SmVar, i ∈ Z} ⊂ ObjSH
M then the functor
φM
Dbig
restricts to an exact functor φM
D
: DT → DP that (essentially)
coincides with φM on SHP and respects products (here we identify an
object of SH(k) with its image in DTbig via the corresponding embedding
cT : SH(k)→ DT ). Moreover, φMD is right weight-exact (with respect to
wT and wP ); thus for any r ∈ Z we have Σ∞
D,M(S+){r} ∈ D
P
wP≥0, where
Σ∞
D,M(S+){r} denotes φ
M
D
(Σ∞
D,T (S+){r}).
25This equality together with the corresponding one for P mean that wP is cogenerated by
c(P) and tP is generated by P in the sense of Remark 1.2.3(4). Obviously, these conditions
determine wP and tP completely.
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5. Assume in addition that the following homotopy compatibility (cf. Propo-
sition 3.2.13 of [BoD17]) condition is fulfilled: for X = lim
←−
Xi being the
spectrum of any function field over k (for Xi ∈ SmVar), any Y ∈ SmVar,
r, r′ ∈ Z, and j > 0 we have Σ∞M(Y+){r
′})jr(X) = {0}.
Then the functor φM
D
is weight-exact with respect to wT and wP ; hence
S is of M-dimension at most d (i.e., Σ∞
D,M(S+) ∈ D
P
wP≥d) whenever S is
of T -cohomological dimension at most d.26
Moreover, the natural M-versions of parts II.3–7and IV.1–2 of Theorem
5.1.2 are fulfilled. Furthermore, S being of M-dimension at most d is
equivalent to the M-versions of conditions III.1–7 of the theorem.
6. Assume in addition (to the assumptions of the previous assertion) that all
elements of P = {Σ∞M(X+{i})} are compact. Then forM ∈ ObjSH
M we
haveM ∈ SHP t
′P≥0 (resp. M ∈ SHP t
′P≤0) if and only ifMnm(SpecK) =
{0} for all function fields K/k, m ∈ Z, and n < 0 (resp. n > 0).
Moreover, the functor ψM is t-exact with respect to tP and tT , respec-
tively.
7. Suppose that we are given a bi-functor ⊗ : P ′SHT (k) ×M → M as in
Proposition 5.2.1(8) that turns φ˜M into a (lax) P ′SHT (k)-module functor,
i.e., for anyM1,M2 ∈ ObjP ′SHT (k) we haveM1⊗ φ˜M(M2) ∼= φ˜M(M1 ∧
M2). Then this statement can be applied for I = {T i[−i] : i ∈ Z} (with
the operation induced by ∧SH(k)); respectively, the corresponding func-
tors {i}M are Quillen auto-equivalences. Moreover, the functors {i}DM
big
restrict to wP -exact auto-equivalences {i}DP of D
P ; thus the homotopy
compatibility condition is equivalent to lim
−→
SHM(Σ∞M(Xi+{r}),Σ
∞
M(Y+[j])) =
{0} for any Xi, Y , r and j as in assertion 5.
Furthermore, if all elements of P are compact then the functors {i}SHM
are t-exact (with respect to tP).
8. Assume that φ˜M is a P ′SHT (k)-module functor (as above), all elements
of P are compact, and the homotopy compatibility condition is fulfilled.
Then S is ofM-dimension at most d if and only if for anyN ∈ ObjSHP t
P=0
and pi = pi00(ψ
M(N)) we have HnNis(pi,X) = {0} for all N > d and
X ∈ SmVar. Moreover, these conditions are equivalent to either of the
M-versions of conditions III.8–9 of Theorem 5.1.2.
Proof. 1. The first and the third part of the assertion are obvious adjunction
statements; to obtain the "in particular" part one should combine the first part
with Proposition 5.1.1(8).
2. Immediate from Theorem 2.1.8(I, II.2).
26Certainly, the notion ofM-dimension depends on P also; however, P will be fixed for all
our choices of M.
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3. All of the statements in question would follow from Corollary 5.4.1 and
Proposition 1.3.4(5) of [Bon16a] (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.4.1) if one re-
places P by P ′ = (∪i∈ZP [i])⊥ in its formulation. Thus it remains to prove that
P ′ = P .
We recall that the category SH(k) is compactly generated by the set G =
{Σ∞T (X){i} : X ∈ SmVar, i ∈ Z}. Hence applying Lemma 5.1.5(1) and the
adjunction we obtain that P ′ equals the class {M ∈ ObjSHM : (∪i∈ZG[i]) ⊥
ψM(M)}. Hence P ′ = P indeed.
4. Proposition 5.2.1(4,5) implies that the category DTbig ⊃ D
T is equivalent
to DP
′SHT (k)
big . Thus it also gives the existence of a functor D
T
big → D
M
big that
essentially coincides with φM on SH(k) ⊂ DTbig , exact and respects products.
The latter property of the functor immediately implies that this functor restricts
to a functor DT ⊂ SH(k)c; certainly, this restriction is also exact and respects
products. It is also right weight-exact according to Theorem 2.1.8(V), and it
remains to recall that Σ∞
D,T (S+){r} ∈ D
T
wT≥0.
5. Since φM
D
is right weight-exact according to the previous assertion, to
verify its weight-exactness we should check that φM
D
(DTwT≤0) ⊂ D
P
wP≤0.
Applying (the dual to) Corollary 2.5.2(II.2) of [Bon16a] (along with Theorem
5.1.2(II.3)) we obtain the following: we have φM
D
(DTwT≤0) ⊂ D
P
wP≤0 whenever
φM
D
(Σ∞
D,T (Spec(K){r}) ∈ D
P
wP≤0 for any function field K/k and any r ∈ Z.
Thus we should check that Σ∞M(Spec(K)+){r} ⊥ Σ
∞
M(Y+){r
′}[i] for any Y , r′,
and i as in the formulation of our assertion. Thus it remains to apply Proposition
5.2.1(5,3).
It certainly follows that S is of M-dimension at most d whenever S is of
T -cohomological dimension at most d. We also obtain the M-versions of parts
II.4–727 and IV.1–2 of Theorem 5.1.2.
The proof of the DP -version of part II.3 of that theorem (i.e., that DPwP=0
equals the Karoubi-closure of the class of all products of objects of the form
Σ∞
D,M(X+){r} for r ∈ Z and X being a function field over k) is quite similar to
that of Theorem 3.3.2(6).
The equivalence of S being of M-dimension at most d to the conditions in
question is also similar to the SHS
1
(k)-version of this statement; see (the proof
of) Theorem 3.4.1(III) and Remark 3.4.2(2).
6. The proof is quite similar to the arguments of [BoD17, §3.3]; we sketch it
here briefly. First we take the cohomological functor SHM(φM(−),M) fromDT
to Ab and note that Theorem 5.1.2(II.5,7) provides us with a spectral sequence
∐
x∈Xp
M qm+p(x) =⇒ M
q+p
m (X)
for any m ∈ Z and X ∈ SmVar (where Xp denotes the set of points of codimen-
sion p in X). We immediately obtain the equivalence in question for the condi-
tion M ∈ SHP t
′P≥0 (so, homotopy compatibility is not needed for this equiva-
27Actually, the DPop-functoriality of the corresponding weight spectral sequences is pro-
vided by Proposition 2.2.3(3).
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lence statement). This spectral sequence argument also implies that for any non-
zero M ∈ ObjSHP there exists a triple (K, i, j) such that Mnm(SpecK) 6= {0}
(where K is a function field over k, and n,m ∈ Z).
Now denote by L the class of all N ∈ ObjSHP such that Nnm(SpecK) =
{0} for all function fields K/k, m ∈ Z, and n > 0. We should check that
L = SHP t
P≤0. Homotopy compatibility certainly implies that P ⊂ L. Next,
Remark 1.2.3(4) says that SHMt
P≤0 equals the smallest extension-closed sub-
class of ObjSHM that contains P [i] for all i ≥ 0; thus SHMt
P≤0 ⊂ L (note
that L[1] ⊂ L).
Now we should prove for a fixed M ∈ L that M ∈ SHP t
P≤0. Consider the
tP -decomposition triangle
M t
P≤0 →M →M t
P≥1 →M t
P≤0[1] (5.2.1)
for M . According to the non-vanishing statement proved above, it suffices to
verify forM ′ =M t
P≥1 thatM ′nm (SpecK) = {0} for any function field over K/k
and n,m ∈ Z. The latter statement is valid for n ≤ 0 by the property of t that
we have proved above, and one easily gets it for n > 0 using the long exact
sequence obtained by applying the functor E 7→ Enm(SpecK) to the triangle
(5.2.1) (one should recall that (M t
P≤0)nm = {0} for n > 0).
Lastly, the t-exactness of ψM follows from the first part of the assertion (via
a simple adjunction argument).
7. The first part of the assertion is obvious (recall that the tensor product in
SH(k) is defined by means of cofibrant replacements in P ′SHT (k)); it certainly
follows that the homotopy compatibility condition is equivalent to its restriction
described in the formulation. Thus all the functors {i}DM
big
are auto-equivalences
of DMbig , and for any i ∈ Z the functor {−i}DMbig is essentially inverse to {i}DMbig .
Since all {i}M are essentially bijective on P , we obtain that the functors {i}DM
big
restrict to exact auto-equivalences of DP . These restrictions are right weight-
exact according to Theorem 2.1.8(V). Next, Proposition 2.1.4(8) implies that
these functors {i}DP are also left weight-exact. The proof of the "furthermore"
part of the assertion is rather similar; cf. Proposition 1.2.6(II.2) of [Bon16a].
8. Since φM
D
is right weight-exact according to part 4, we obtain that S is
of M-dimension at most d if and only if Σ∞
D,M(S+) ∈ D
P
wP≤d. Thus arguing
similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.4.1(III) one can easily verify that S is of
M-dimension at most d if and only if Nn0 (S) = {0} for all N ∈ SH
P tP=0 and
n > d. Hence it remains to combine assertion 1 with the t-exactness of ψM
provided by part 6 to obtain the first part of our assertion.
The proof of the "moreover" equivalence statement is similar to the argu-
ments in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2(III).
Remark 5.2.4. 1. Probably, all existing models for SHS
1
(k) and for SH(k) are
proper and Quillen equivalent (though it is far from being easy to find references
for this claim). It follows that the corresponding versions of D and DT are
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equivalent to each other. In particular, Proposition 3.2.3 and its DT -version are
valid for any choice of models for SHS
1
(k) and SH(k), respectively.
2. The choice of P ′SHT (k) as a "starting model category" is certainly not
the only one possible. In particular, for any M satisfying the assumptions
of part 8 of our theorem the obvious re-formulations of all the assertions are
fulfilled for φM replaced by any tensor left Quillen functor φM,M′ such that the
composition φM′ = φM,M′ ◦ φM satisfies the M′-versions of our assumptions.
Moreover, one may also "start from a model for SHS
1
(k)" (and this model
can be a monoidal model category also). This would give an alternative proof
of some of the parts of Theorem 5.1.2. Furthermore, the corresponding func-
tor φmot
SHS1 (k)
: D → Dmot (cf. Proposition 5.2.6 below) is weight-exact and
ψmot
SHS1 (k)
: DM(k)→ SHS
1
(k) is t-exact.
3. In "most of the interesting cases" M is a monoidal model category and
φM is a monoidal functor.
Now we apply Theorem 5.2.3 to the study of Voevodsky motives. We start
with a few definitions.
Definition 5.2.5. 1. We will use the notation SmCor for the category of
smooth correspondences (see [Voe00a]).
We will write HItr the full subcategory of AddFun(SmCorop, Ab) consist-
ing of those functors that are homotopy invariant (i.e., F (X) ∼= F (X×A1)
for any X ∈ SmVar) and whose restrictions to SmV ar give Nisnevich
sheaves; objects of HItr are called homotopy invariant sheaves with trans-
fers.
2. We will say that a pro-scheme S is of motivic dimension at most d if
HnNis(S,N) = {0} (see (3.4.1)) for any n > d and N ∈ ObjHItr.
We will call pro-schemes of motivic dimension at most 0 motivic points.
3. If k is infinite then a pro-scheme will be called primitive if all of its con-
nected components are affine (essentially smooth) k-schemes and their co-
ordinate rings Rj satisfy the following primitivity criterion: for any n > 0
every polynomial in Rj [X1, . . . , Xn] whose coefficients generate Rj as an
ideal over itself, represents an Rj-unit.
If k is finite, then we will (by an abuse of notation, in this paper) call
a pro-scheme primitive whenever it is semi-local in the sense of Remark
1.4.7 (i.e., if all of its connected components are affine essentially smooth
semi-local).
4. We will use the notation P DM(k) for the symmetric monoidal model
category of Tate spectra built out of complexes of sheaves with transfers
over k considered in §5 of [Deg11] (cf. Example 7.15 of [CiD09] for the
description of the corresponding model structure).
Proposition 5.2.6. Let S be a pro-scheme and d ≥ 0.
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1. The category DM(k) = Ho(P DM(k)) is the "big" category of Voevod-
sky motives over k (as described in [Deg11, §5]),28 and there exists a
monoidal left Quillen functor φ˜mot : P ′SHT (k) → P DM(k) (cf. Defini-
tion 4.2.20 of [Hov99]) satisfying all the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.3(8)
(here we setM⊗N = φ˜M(M)⊗P DM(k)N for anyM ∈ ObjP ′SHT (k) and
N ∈ ObjP DM(k)). Moreover, the functor φmot = Ho(φ˜mot) : SH(k) →
DM(k) sends Σ∞T (X+){i} into the object Mgm(X){i} =Mgm(X)(i)[i] for
any X ∈ SmVar and i ∈ Z.
2. The t-structure tmot corresponding to P = {Mgm(X){i} : X ∈ SmVar, i ∈
Z} coincides with the homotopy t-structure described in Corollary 5.14 of
[Deg11].
3. The restriction pi0mot of the composition pi
0
0 ◦ ψ
mot to the heart of tmot
factorizes into the composition of an exact essentially surjective functor
Htmot → HItr with the natural exact embedding HItr → SHI.
4. S is of motivic dimension at most d if and only if MD(S) ∈ Dmot[0,d]; here
D
mot ⊂ Ho(Pro−P DM(k)) is the motivic version of DP corresponding
to P = φmot(Σ∞T (X+){i}) for X ∈ SmVar, i ∈ Z (whose objects we will
call comotives) and we consider the weight structure wmot coming from
this P , whereas MD(S) = φmotD (Σ
∞
D,T (S+)) denotes the comotif of S.
5. The functor φmot
D
(i.e., the version of φM
D
corresponding to φ˜mot) from
D
T into the category Dmot is weight-exact with respect to wT and wmot.
Thus if S is of T -dimension at most d then it is of motivic dimension at
most d also.
Moreover, S is of motivic dimension at most d if and only if MD(S) is a
retract of MD(S0) for any open sub-pro-scheme S0 of S with complement
of codimension more than d.
6. Assume that S is a motivic point, Z is its closed subscheme (everywhere)
of codimension j that is a motivic point also.
Then for S0 = S \ Z we have MD(S0) ∼= MD(S)
⊕
MD(Z){j}[j − 1].
Furthermore, S0 is a motivic point (under these assumptions) if j = 1.
7. If S is primitive then S is a motivic point.
8. Let K be a function field over k and let K ′ be the residue field for a
geometric valuation v of K of rank r. Then MD(Spec(K ′)+){r} is a
retract of MD(Spec(K)+).
Proof. 1. Certainly, P DM(k) is simplicial; it is proper according to Proposition
7.13 of [CiD09] (cf. Example 7.15 of ibid.). The calculation of Ho(P DM(k))
is contained in §5 of [Deg11] (see Proposition 5.10 of loc. cit.). The existence
28Recall that §5.11 of [Deg11] gives the existence of a full exact embedding of the Voevodsky
category DMgm(k) (see [Voe00a]) into DM(k).
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of the Quillen adjunction in question (with φ˜mot being monoidal; cf. Remark
5.2.2(3)) is provided by Example 2.2.6 of [Deg13] (see §11.2.16 of [CiD12] for
more detail). Moreover, the objects of the motivic version of P are of the
form Mgm(X){i} = Mgm(X)(i)[i] (for X ∈ SmVar and i ∈ Z); hence they are
compact in DM(k).
Lastly, we should verify the homotopy compatibility property. According to
Theorem 5.2.3(7), it suffices to prove that lim
−→
DM(k)(Mgm(Xi){r},Mgm(Y )[j]) =
{0} for any Xi, Y ∈ SmVar such that lim−→Xi = X is (the spectrum of) a k-
function field, r ∈ Z, and j ≥ 0. The latter statement is immediate from
Theorem 5.11 of ibid. (cf. Theorem 3.7 of ibid.).
2. Immediate from (the last formula in) §5.7 of [Deg11].
3. The functor ψmot is t-exact (with respect to tmot and tT ) according to
Theorem 5.2.3(6) (combined with the previous assertions). Applying Proposi-
tion 5.1.1(4) we obtain that for any E ∈ DM(k)t
mot=0 the sheaf pi0mot(E) sends
any U ∈ SmVar into DM(k)(Mgm(U), E). Hence pi0mot(E) belongs to ObjHItr
and all homotopy invariant sheaves with transfers can be obtained this way
according to Corollary 5.14 of [Deg11] (here we use the fact that the corre-
sponding functor Ω∞ is t-exact; it is surjective on objects as being adjoint to a
full embedding σ∞; see formula (5.7.a) of ibid.).
4. Immediate from Theorem 5.2.3(8) (that can be applied according to
assertion 1) combined with assertion 3.
5. The weight-exactness of φmot
D
is given by assertion 1 also. Moreover, the
previous assertion implies that S if of motivic dimension at most d if and only if S
is ofM-dimension at most d forM = P DM(k). Hence we obtain the remaining
parts of the assertion (see Theorems 5.2.3(5) and 5.1.2(III.3, respectively).
6. Recall that the comotivic version of the formula (5.1.1) is fulfilled accord-
ing to assertion 5. Thus it remains to note that the normal bundle to Z in S is
trivial; the latter follows the fact that Pic0 is SH(k)-representable (cf. Remark
4.2.4).
7. In the case of infinite k the statement follows from Theorem 4.19 of
[Wal98]. If k is finite then S is semi-local (by our convention); thus we may
apply Corollary 4.18 of [Voe00b] instead.
8. The previous assertion allows us to apply the argument used for the proof
Corollary 3.4.3(1) in this setting without any difficulty (so, we don’t have to
assume that k is infinite).
Remark 5.2.7. 1. Certainly, combining Theorem 5.2.3 with our proposition
one can easily prove the obvious comotivic analogues of (the remaining) parts
of Theorem 5.1.2. In particular, one obtains several equivalent definitions of
motivic dimension; note that this notion was not discussed in [Bon10b].
2. Recall that motivic and étale cohomological functors naturally factor
through DMgm(k). Moreover, if we fix an embedding of k into C (if it exists)
then morphic (see Theorem 5.1 of [Chu09]) and singular cohomology (along
with its Q-linear version with values in the category of mixed Hodge structures)
factors through DMgm(k) also. Another example for k that can be embedded
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into C (so, of characteristic zero and cardinality at most continuum) is given
by the so-called mixed cohomology (see §2.3 of [Hub00]). Thus the results
above can be applied to all these cohomology theories; this includes "motivic"
functoriality of the corresponding (generalized coniveau) filtrations and spectral
sequences.
Note also that (some versions of) étale cohomology can certainly be factored
through the corresponding categories of Galois modules.29 This certainly makes
the applications of our direct summand results to these cohomology theories
(along with singular and mixed cohomology) "more interesting".
3. Let us discuss other distinction of the results of this subsection from that
of [Bon10b].
The properties of the category of comotives constructed in ibid. (we will use
the notation Dold for it in this remark) by are rather similar to that of Dmot.
One can carry over the arguments of the previous sections to Dold without
much difficulty; in particular, it is no problem to replace the model category
formalism of the current paper by the differential graded methods described in
(§5 of) ibid. However, the arguments applied in ibid. were significantly distinct
from the ones of the current paper. In particular, Dold-version of Proposition
3.2.3 was established in ibid. using a "purely triangulated" argument (relying
on countable homotopy limits in triangulated categories; cf. §1.6 of [Nee01]).
This argument only worked under the assumption that k is countable.
Moreover, the weight structure on Dold was constructed "starting from gen-
erators of the heart" (cf. Remark 2.1.5), whereas the negativity (see Definition
2.1.2(5)) of Hw was established only under the same restriction of k. Respec-
tively, the computation of the heart of in ibid. was "automatic", whereas our
one (cf. Theorem 3.3.2(6) that follows Theorem 2.1.8(III)) is quite non-trivial
(and the author was quite amazed to find out that this result is parallel to its
analogue from [Bon10b]). Similarly, the verification of the fact that w ⊥Φ t
(carried over in [Bon16a]) requires more effort in our setting (cf. Proposition
4.4.1(II)) than the proof of Proposition 4.5.1(2) of ibid.; one may say that the
current version of the proof is "much more conceptual".
4. Recall that the Gysin distinguished triangle for motives has the form
Mgm(X \ Z)→Mgm(X)→Mgm(Z)〈c〉 →Mgm(X \ Z)[1] (5.2.2)
for any closed embedding Z → X of codimension c of smooth varieties. We
conjecture that this statement carries over to pro-schemes in the obvious way
(i.e., one does not have to assume that the normal bundle is trivial to compute
the cone of Mgm(X \ Z) → Mgm(X)); this would give an "improvement" of
part 6 of our proposition. The restriction of this conjecture to the case of a
countable k was established in ibid. using the aforementioned "triangulated
countable homotopy limit" methods. Note also that we certainly have the cor-
responding long exact sequences for any cohomology of pro-schemes "extended
from" DMgm ⊂ Dmot.
29Since we need the target of cohomology to be an AB5 category, one should make some
effort to embed the values of these cohomology theories into abelian categories satisfying this
axiom; in particular, one should consider some sort of ind-mixed Hodge structures here.
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5. One can certainly "iterate" part 6 of our proposition to obtain that the
complement to a motivic point of a divisor with smooth crossings (cf. Theorem
3.4.1(II.1)) such that all these crossings are motivic points also is a motivic point
also; cf. Remark 5.1.3(1).
6. It is well known that the correspondence X 7→ Mgm(X), SmPrVar →
DM, factors through a natural embedding of the category of Chow motives
Chow(k) into DM(k) (see Corollary 6.7.3 of [BeV08]). Moreover, loc. cit.
also implies that Chow(k) is a negative subcategory of DM(k) (see Definition
2.1.2(5)). This gave the possibility to construct certain Chow weight structures
on several "versions" of DM(−) (see §2.1 and §3.1 of [BoK17]); the hearts of
these weight structures contain the category Chow(−) (or its "modifications").
One can also dualize these arguments; in particular, this gives a weight struc-
ture on the Z[1/p]-linear version of Dmot (cf. Proposition 5.4.2 below) whose
heart consists of retracts of Dmot-products of Z[1/p]-linear Chow motives (here
Z[1/p] = Z if p = chark = 0, and one can apply the dual either to Theorem 4.5.2
of [Bon10a] or to Corollary 2.3.1 of [BoS17] to construct this weight structure).
On the other hand, we note that there cannot exist any weight structure
whose heart containsΣ∞(SmPrVar) ⊂ ObjSHS
1
(k)c orΣ∞T (SmPrVar) ⊂ ObjSH(k)
c
since these subcategories are not negative. Indeed, Morel’s morphism η ∈
S00{2}[1]→ S00{1}[1] (see Remark 5.3.2(1) below) is well-known to be non-zero
for any k (see Remark 6.4.3 of [Mor03]); this certainly implies that Σ∞T (SmPrVar)
is not negative in SH(k)c. It follows thatΣ∞(SmPrVar) is not negativeObjSHS
1
(k)c;
recall that SH(k)c can be described as the "twist-stabilization" of SHS
1
(k)c.
It is an interesting question whether there exist Chow weight structures on
the categories SH+(k) and D+ (see Proposition 5.4.4 below); this depends on
the vanishing of the τ -positive parts of certain stable homotopy groups of spheres
over all (finitely generated) extensions of k.
7. Certainly, one can apply the splitting provided by parts 6–8 of our proposi-
tion to the extension to Dmot of a cohomological functor H ′ from DMgm into an
AB5 category A. Thus (in the notation of our proposition) for any presentations
of SpecK and SpecK ′ as lim
←−
Xi and lim←−X
′
i respectively, whereXi, X
′
i ∈ SmVar,
we obtain that lim
−→
H ′(Mgm(X
′
i){r}) is a retract of lim−→H(Mgm(Xi)) (see Propo-
sition 4.1.1(I.2)).
8. One can make the connecting functor φmot "more explicit" using Theorem
58 of [OsR08] and Theorem 5.8 of [HKO13]; one only has to consider motives
with Z[1/p]-coefficients if p > 0 (cf. §5.4 below).
5.3 Comparing motivic dimensions with T -ones; (weakly)
orientable cohomology
A disadvantage of the category DM(k) is that there are plenty of important
cohomology theories that do not factor through it. Still it turns out that the
notion of motivic dimension is relevant for most of these theories.
We will prove several statements related to this claim. We start from the
following notion of orientability.
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Definition 5.3.1. 1. We will say that a spectrum E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0 is orientable
if it belongs to the essential image of the functor ψmot.
2. We will say that E ∈ ObjSH(k) is weakly orientable if Et
T=i is orientable
for any i ∈ Z.
More generally, we will say that E is very weakly orientable if for any i ∈ Z
the spectrum Et
T=i possesses an increasing filtration FN , N ∈ Z, such that
FN (E
tT=i) = Et
T=i for N large enough, the HtT -factors of the filtration are
orientable, and for any r ≥ 0 there exists N i,r ∈ Z such that for any smooth
variety X/k of dimension at most r we have (FNi,r (Et
T=i))00(X) = {0}.
Remark 5.3.2. 1. Now we relate our definition of orientability to Morel’s one.
Recall that for any E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0 the sequence (En) = (pi0−n(E)) is func-
torially endowed with a system of morphisms ηE = (ηn : En → En−1) (for
n running over Z). Recall that the latter is defined in the terms of Morel’s
algebraic Hopf map. Following §6.2 of [Mor03] we can define it as the image in
SH(k) of the ∆opPre•-morphism of discrete simplicial sheaves corresponding
to the morphism (A2 \ {0}, (1, 1))→ (P1, (1 : 1)) : (x, y) 7→ (x : y) of pointed
smooth varieties. This gives a morphism S00{2}[1] → S00{1}[1] (see loc. cit.;
the choice of the corresponding isomorphisms is irrelevant for our purposes).
Tensoring it by S00{−1}[−1] one obtains a morphism η : S00{1}[1]→ S00 (see
Lemma 6.2.3 of loc. cit.). Thus η⊗ idE gives a morphism E → E{−1}, and we
define η∗ as the induced morphisms on pi0∗(E).
So, we recall the following (main) Theorem 1.3.4 of [Deg13]: E is orientable
if and only if it ηE = 0; thus, our definition of orientability is equivalent to the
"nicer" Definition 1.2.7 of ibid.
2. This argument relies on the following simple observation: since ψmot is
t-exact (with respect to tmot and tT ), a spectrum E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0 belongs to
its essential image if and only if it is isomorphic to ψmot(D) for some D ∈
DM(k)t
mot=0. Moreover, this D is functorially determined by E.
3. Certainly, for any m ∈ Z any object E of SH(k) is orientable (resp.
weakly orientable, resp. very weakly orientable) if and only if E{m} is.
4. The characterization of orientability in terms of η certainly implies
that the property of being weakly orientable depends only on the functors
SH(k)(Σ∞T (−), E[n]) : OP → Ab (for n ∈ Z).
Similarly, if we fix some filtrations FN (Et
T=i) for all i ∈ Z then to check
whether this filtrations satisfy the conditions in Definition 5.3.1(2) it suffices to
look at the functors SH(k)(Σ∞T (−), FN (E
tT=i)[n]) (for all n ∈ Z).
5. The definition of very weakly orientable theories is rather ad hoc; its main
idea is to fit with Theorem 15 of [Bach18] that we will recall below.
Now, for any E ∈ SH(k)t
T=0 part 1 of this remark yields the following
natural filtration F ηNE for E with F
η
0 E = 0 and orientable functors: F
η
NE =
Im(E{−N} → E) for N < 0 with the morphism being the composition of the
corresponding ηE{−i}, and F
η
NE = F
η
0 E for E > 0. So it could make sense to
consider those E for which this filtration "converges" (in some sense).
6. Another possible approach is to consider the localizing subcategory of
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SH(k) generated by orientable objects of SH(k)t
T=0. Note however that this
subcategory appears not to be compactly generated; hence one cannot use The-
orem 5.2.3 to study it.
Proposition 5.3.3. Let E ∈ ObjSH(k); suppose that a pro-scheme S if of
motivic dimension at most c (for some c ≥ 0).
1. Assume that E is very weakly orientable. Then for the generalized
coniveau spectral sequence T (H,Σ∞
D,T (S+)) for H being the extension to D
T of
the functor SH(k)(−, E) we have Epq2 = {0} for p > s.
2. Assume that E ∈ SH(k)t
T≤0 and for anym ≤ 0 we either have (Et
T=m)j0(S) =
{0} for all j > c−m or Et
T=m is very weakly orientable.
Then for any i > c we have Ei0(S) = {0}.
3. Assume that E is very weakly orientable, S is a motivic point. Then for
any n ∈ Z we have En0 (S) ∼= (E
tT=n)00(S). Moreover, if E is weakly orientable
then the group in question is isomorphic to Φmot(MD(S), D),30 where Dn is
the "preimage" of Et
T=n in DM(k)t
mot=0 (i.e., ψmot(Dn) ∼= Et
T=n, see Remark
5.3.2(2)) and Φmot : Dmot,op×DM(k)→ Ab is the duality provided by Theorem
5.2.3(3) that corresponds to motives.
Proof. 1. According to Proposition 2.3.2, we should check that (Et
T=q)p0(S) =
{0} for p > 0.
It certainly suffices to verify the vanishing statement in question for all con-
nected components of S "separately"; thus we may assume that S is of di-
mension r for some r ≥ 0. Then for any smooth variety X/k of dimension
r the group FNq,r (Et
T=q)(X ′) = {0} for any X ′ that is étale over X ; hence
HpNis(S, pi
0
0(FNq,r (E
tT=q)) = HpNis(X, pi
0
0(FNq,r (E
tT=q)) = {0}. Hence it suf-
fices to verify that HpNis(X,F
′) = {0} for F ′ being a factor of the filtration FN
(recall the "stabilization" property of the filtration). Since F ′ is orientable, it
remains to apply Proposition 5.1.1(8).
2. The generalized coniveau spectral sequence considered in assertion 1
obviously converges to Ep+q0 (S) (cf. Corollary 4.4.2(I.2)). Recall once again
that (Et
T=q)p0(S)
∼= H
p
Nis(S, pi
q
0(E)); hence it suffices to verify the vanishing of
these groups for any (p, q) such that p > c− q. This vanishing is tautological if
(Et
T=q)p0(S) = {0}; hence we can assume that E
tT=q is very weakly orientable
and apply the previous assertion.
3. Once again we consider the same generalized spectral sequence as above;
recall that it converges to Ep+q0 (S). Since E is very weakly orientable, E
pq
2 = {0}
for p 6= 0 according to assertion 1. Thus En0 (S) ∼= E
0n
2
∼= (Et
T=n)00(S).
The second part of the assertion is a simple adjunction statement.
Now we relate motivic dimension to T -cohomological dimension and to a
collection of cohomology theories.
30Certainly, this formula gives the "motivic version of D00(S)."
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Theorem 5.3.4. Assume that S is a pro-scheme of motivic dimension at most
d (for some d ≥ 0), H is the extension to DT of a cohomological functor H ′
from SH(k)c into A (for A being an AB5 abelian category).
Then the following statements are valid.
I. Assume that d = 0 and H ′ is represented by a weakly orientable spectrum.
1. Let j : S → S′ be an open embedding of S into another motivic point.
Then H(Σ∞
D,T (S
′)) is a retract of H(Σ∞
D,T (S)).
2. The Cousin complex TH(S) (see Proposition 4.2.1(4)) isK(Ab)-isomorphic
to H(Σ∞
D,T (S+)) (considered as a complex put in degree 0).
II. Assume that k is of finite 2-adic cohomological dimension. Then S is of
T -cohomological dimension at most d.
III. The following cohomological functors are represented by weakly ori-
entable spectra: algebraic cobordism, algebraic K-theory, semi-topological K-
theory, semi-topological cobordism (the latter two theories are defined whenever
an embedding of k into C is fixed), and real K-theory corresponding to an em-
bedding of k into R.
IV. Suppose that k is embedded into C; denote by ReC : SH(k)→ SH the
composition of the natural functor SH(k)→ SH(C) with the stable topological
realization functor RC : SH(C)→ SH considered in §A.7 of [PPR09]. Then for
any N ∈ ObjSH the composition functor SH(−, N) ◦ ReC is represented by a
very weakly orientable object EN of SH(k). Moreover, if the functor SH(−, N)
yields a complex oriented cohomology theory then this EN is weakly orientable.
Proof. I. Since both assertions are formulated in terms of E-cohomology of
motivic points, applying Proposition 5.3.3(3) we reduce them to Proposition
5.2.6(5) (cf. also Theorem 5.1.2(IV.2)).
II. Once again, we can assume that S is connected and (so) of T -cohomological
dimension at most r for some r ≥ 0. Hence it suffices to prove under this as-
sumptions that of S is also of T -dimension at most r − 1 unless r ≤ d.
So we assume that r > d and denote r − 1 by c. According to Theorem
5.1.2(III) (see condition 8 in it) to prove that S is of T -cohomological dimension
at most c it suffices to verify for anyX ∈ SmVar thatDT (Σ∞
D,T (S+),Σ
∞
D,T (X+)[r]) =
{0}; note that for E = Σ∞T (X) the group in question equals E
r
0(S).
So, it remains to verify the conditions of the previous lemma are fulfilled.
Since S is of T -cohomological dimension at most r, we have (Et
T=m)j0(S) = {0}
for all j > r. Thus it suffices to verify the existence of the corresponding
filtration for m = 0. The existence of this filtration is provided by Theorem 15
of [Bach18]; note that E is compact and belongs to SH(k)t
T≤0 (and it is noted
in the proof of Theorem 15 of ibid. that the factors of the filtration F˜∗(Et
T=0)
are orientable).
III. All of these functors are well-known to be representable by objects of
SH(k). To obtain their weak orientability we discuss various notions of ori-
entability.
According to §3.8 of [Pan03], all the cohomological functors in question ex-
cept semi-topological cobordism are oriented (when "restricted to OP"; cf. Re-
mark 5.3.2(4)) in the sense of Definition 3.2 of ibid. As explained in §1.3 of
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[PPR08], this is equivalent to being oriented in the sense of Definition 1.2 of
ibid. Applying Theorem 2.7 of ibid. we obtain that the corresponding spectrum
E is a module over the Voevodsky’s algebraic cobordism spectrum MGl in the
category SH(k)31 for all of the theories listed except semi-topological cobor-
dism; the latter one is considered in Remark 5.8 of [Hel15]. Applying Corollary
4.1.7 of [Deg13] we obtain that E is weakly orientable.
IV. Certainly, to prove the existence of EN we should verify that ReC pos-
sesses a right adjoint. Now, the existence of the right adjoint to the base change
functor SH(k) → SHS
1
(k)(C) is well-known, whereas the existence of a right
adjoint to RC is guaranteed by Theorem A.45 of [PPR09].
The remaining statements easily follow from the well-known coherence be-
tween the motivic Hopf map and its topological version. We recall that the
fourth iteration power of the topological η is zero (see Theorem 14.1(i) of
[Tod62]); thus for all i ∈ Z for the filtration F ηN (E
tT=i
N ) described in Remark
5.3.2(5) we have F η−4 = 0. It certainly follows that EN is very weakly orientable.
Lastly, if N represents a complex oriented cohomology theory then the topo-
logical η gives a zero operation on its values (on topological spaces). Hence the
action of the algebraic version of η on cohomology of complex varieties is zero
also and we obtain the result.
Remark 5.3.5. 1. Note that Proposition 5.3.3 gives a Gersten-type resolution of
cohomology of motivic points with coefficients in very weakly orientable spectra.
Thus most of properties of cohomology motivic points provided by Proposition
5.2.6 carry over to a wide range of cohomology theories that do not factor
through DM(k) (cf. Remark 5.2.7(2)).
On the other hand, the results for pro-schemes of larger motivic dimensions
are less satisfactory (if k is not as in part II of our theorem). We will describe
two methods for improving them below.
2. We can specify two types of examples for part I.2 of our theorem: (pro-
open) embeddings of the generic point of S into a (connected) motivic point
S, and embeddings into (a motivic point) S of an "open subscheme with nice
complement" as mentioned in Remark 5.2.7(5).
3. The author suspects that instead of the finiteness of the 2-adic cohomo-
logical dimension condition in part II of our theorem it suffices to assume that
k is unorderable (cf. [Bon16b]; a slightly weaker result is given by Theorem
5.4.6(I.2) below). For this purpose one can try to "approximate" a pro-scheme
S/k by schemes defined over (perfect) subfields of k that are of finite 2-adic
cohomological dimension. This idea seems to be rather promising in the case of
a primitive S.
4. If k is formally real then Theorem 33 of [Bach18] suggests that certain
"real cohomology" of S can also be studied to bound its T -cohomological di-
mension.
31Actually, one can also apply the earlier Theorem 4.3 of [Vez01] to obtain the latter impli-
cation.
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Moreover, Theorem 2.3.1 of [Bon16b] (cf. Lemma 19 of [Bach18]) suggests
considering the 2-completion of SH(k) instead of SH(k) if k is formally real.
5. In the case char k = 0 one can avoid induction in the proof of part 2 of
our theorem.
Moreover, instead of the Bachmann’s filtration one can use the well-known
slice filtration (cf. Theorem 14 and the proof of Theorem 16 of [Bach18], and
Theorem 2 of [Lev13]).
Furthermore, in the case char k = p > 0 one can still use the slice filtration
instead of Bachmann’s one if the category SH(k) will be replaced by SH(k)[1/p]
(cf. S5.4 below).
Now we recall that the Voevodsky algebraic cobordism spectrum MGl is a
commutative ring object in the category P ′SHT (k) (see Theorem 5.2.3).
So we can consider the appropriate category of (right) modules over MGl;
cf. Example 1.3.1(3) of [BoD17] and the proof of [CiD15, Proposition 3.10]. We
apply Theorem 4.1(3) of [ScS00] to obtain a model structure on the category of
ring objects in P ′SHT (k). Moreover, the cofibrant replacement MGl′ of MGl
with respect to this model structure is a cofibrant object of P ′SHT (k).
So we consider the model category Mod−MGl′(k) of right MGl′-modules
in P ′SHT (k) that is given by Theorem 4.1(1) of [ScS00]; recall that the ob-
vious forgetful functor For : Mod−MGl′(k) → P ′SHT (k) "detects" fibrations
and weak equivalences. Mod−MGl′(k) is certainly stable, and Proposition
7.2.14 of [CiD12] says that the "free module" functor Free : P ′SHT (k) →
Mod−MGl′(k) (M 7→ M ∧MGl) is a left Quillen functor with For being its
right adjoint. So we apply Theorem 5.2.3 to the functor Free; we consider
DMGl(k) = Ho(Mod−MGl′(k)) and DMGl.
Proposition 5.3.6. 1. The couple (Mod−MGl′(k),Free) fulfils all the as-
sumptions of Theorem 5.2.3(8).
2. Assume that a pro-scheme S is of motivic dimension at most d (for some
d ≥ 0). Then S is also of cobordism-dimension at most d, i.e., S is of
M-dimension at most d for M = Mod−MGl′(k).
Proof. 1. Mod−MGl′(k) is a proper model category: its right properness is
obvious, whereas the left one follows from Theorem 5.3.1 of [PaS15] (cf. also
Proposition 1.10 of [Hov04]). Next, the functor Free respects the compactness
of objects since its right adjoint For obviously respects coproducts. We have a
pairing ⊗ : P ′SHT (k)×Mod−MGl′(k)→ Mod−MGl′(k) given by the wedge
product; it obviously satisfies all the properties we need.
It remains to verify the homotopy compatibility property.
So, for S being the spectrum of a function field over k, any X ∈ SmVar, and
E = Σ∞T (X+) ∧MGl we should check that (E)
i
j(S+) = {0} if i > 0. The latter
is equivalent to E ∈ SH(k)t
T≤0; hence it follows from the t-non positivity of
Σ∞T (X+) (see Proposition 5.1.1(6)) and of MGl (see Corollary 3.9 of [Hoy15]),
along with the fact that SH(k)t
T≤0 is ∧-closed (see §1.2.3 of [Deg13]).
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2. It certainly suffices to check that the functor ψMGl (the version of ψM for
M = Mod−MGl′(k)) mapsDMGl(k)t
mgl=0 (hereDMGl(k) = Ho(Mod−MGl′(k))
and tMGl is the corresponding homotopy t-structure) inside the essential image
of ψmot. The latter statement easily follows from Corollary 4.1.7 of [Deg13];
note that any right module over MGl in SH(k) is also a left module (since MGl
is a commutative ring object in SH(k)).
Remark 5.3.7. 1. The existence of the connecting functors SHS
1
(k)→ SH(k)→
DM(k) and SH(k) → DMGl(k) certainly implies that there are "more" of (co-
homological) functors that factor through SHS
1
(k)c than of those that fac-
tor through SH(k)c or other motivic categories. Still, author does not know
of many examples of cohomological functors on SHS
1
(k)c that do not factor
through SH(k)c. Besides, if f : C → D is one of the comparison functors
mentioned, then the knowledge that H∗ : Cop → A factors through Dop yields
that the corresponding generalized coniveau spectral sequences and filtrations
are Dop-functorial, which is certainly stronger than Cop-functoriality. So, it
always makes sense to factor H∗ through a "more structured" motivic category
(if possible).32
Thus, for cohomology theories that are SHS
1
(k)-representable one can ap-
ply the results of §4, whereas to SH(k)-representable theories it makes (more)
sense to apply Theorem 5.1.2. Recall that SH(k)-representable theories include
Hermitian K-theory and Balmer’s Witt groups (when p 6= 2; see Theorems 5.5
and 5.8 of [Hor05], respectively); these cohomology theories along with the func-
tors SH(k)-represented by S00{j} (i.e., motivic cohomotopy) appear to be the
most interesting non-orientable ones.
2. There probably exists a connecting functor DMGl(k) → DM(k) whose
composition with φMGl equals φmot; see Remark 1.3.4 of [BoD17] for more detail.
This would easily imply that motivic dimensions of pro-schemes are actually
equal to their cobordism-dimension (cf. Proposition 5.3.6(2)).
A related question is whether all oriented cohomology theories listed in The-
orem 5.3.4(III) are represented by strict MGl-modules, i.e., by objects of SH(k)
that lift to ObjDMGl(k).
Note however the spectra of the form N ∧ MGl (for N ∈ ObjSH(k); so,
these are the objects in the image of For) give a rich source of functors that
can be factored through DMGl(k). It follows in particular that all the direct
summand results for schemes of motivic dimension at most d (see Proposition
5.2.6(5)) carry over to their algebraic cobordism groups.
3. We have replaced MGl by its cofibrant replacement (in the category
of ring objects) for the purpose of obtaining a proper model category (using
Theorem 5.3.1 of [PaS15]). The price for this is that we cannot be sure that
the ring spectrum MGl′ is commutative; this prevented us from constructing a
tensor product on Mod−MGl′(k). Note however that the category DMGl(k) is
32Also, the "cohomological dimensions" of pro-schemes with respect to D may be smaller
than the corresponding one for C.
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is isomorphic to Ho(Mod−MGl); thus both of these categories are symmetric
monoidal.
5.4 On "localizations of coefficients" for SH(k) and the
"τ-positive acyclity" of motivic points
Now we relate motivic dimensions of schemes to one more wide class of their
cohomologies. The results of this subsection can probably be deduced from
Theorem 5.2.3; yet we prefer to apply the "triangulated" methods of [Bon16a,
§5.6].
We start from discussing "localizing of coefficients" for triangulated cate-
gories.
Definition 5.4.1. Let S ⊂ P be a set of prime numbers; denote the ring Z[S−1]
by Λ. Let C be a triangulated category.
1. We will say that M ∈ ObjC is Λ-linear if s idM is an automorphism for
any s ∈ S.
2. We will use the notation C ⊗ Λ for the category whose object class is
ObjC and morphism groups are defined by the formula C ⊗ Λ(M,N) =
C(M,N)⊗Z Λ (for all M,N ∈ ObjC).
3. We will write C[S−1] for the subcategory of Λ-linear objects of C.33
Now we relate localizing of coefficients to our context.
Proposition 5.4.2. Let S ⊂ P be as above.
I. Then the following statements are valid.
1. SH(k)[S−1] is isomorphic to the Verdier localization of SH(k) by its
localizing subcategory generated by Cone(s idM ) for s ∈ S and M ∈
ObjSH(k)c, and DT [S−1] is isomorphic to the localization of DT by
its colocalizing subcategory cogenerated by Cone(s idM ) for s ∈ S and
M ∈ ObjSH(k)c.
We will use the notation lSH(k)S and l
D
T
S for the corresponding local-
ization functors; for any P ∈ ObjOP we we write Σ∞
D,T [S
−1](P ) for
lD
T
S (Σ
∞
D,T (P )).
2. The restrictions of lSH(k)S and l
D
T
S to SH(k)
c induce full embeddings of
SH(k)c⊗Λ into SH(k)[S−1] andDT [S−1], respectively. Moreover, for any
M ∈ ObjSH(k)c andN ∈ ObjSH(k)we have SH(k)[S−1](lS(M), lS(N)) ∼=
SH(k)(M,N)⊗Z Λ.
33This notation is not "very logical" for a "general" triangulated category C; yet we will
soon recall that it is really useful if C is compactly generated (or cocompactly cogenerated).
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3. The category SH(k)[S−1] (resp. DT [S−1]) is (co)compactly (co)generated
by lSH(k)S (ObjSH(k)
c) (resp. by lSH(k)S (ObjSH(k)
c)), andKarSH(k)[S−1 ](SH(k)c⊗
Λ) (resp. KarDT [S−1](SH(k)
c ⊗Λ)) is its subcategory of (co)compact ob-
jects that is equivalent to the category Kar(SH(k)c ⊗ Λ) that will be
denoted by SH(k)[S−1]c.
4. The couple (SH(k)t
T≤0∩ObjSH(k)[S−1], SH(k)t
T≥0∩ObjSH(k)[S−1])
is a t-structure on SH(k)[S−1] that will denoted by tT [S−1]; henceHtT [S−1] ⊂
HtT .
5. The couple (lD
T
S (D
T
wT≤0),KarDT [S−1] l
D
T
S (D
T
wT≤0)) is a cosmashing weight
structure on DT [S−1] (and we will write wT [S−1] for it); thus lD
T
S is
weight-exact.
6. The restriction ΦT [S−1] of ΦT toDT [S−1]op×SH(k)[S−1] is a nice duality
and wT [S−1] ⊥ΦT [S−1] tT [S−1].
II. The natural analogues of all of the assertions of Proposition 5.1.1 and
Theorem 5.1.2(II, III, IV.1–2,V) for SH(k)[S−1] and DT [S−1] are fulfilled;
one should replace SH(k)c byKar(SH(k)c⊗Λ) ∼= KarSH(k)[S−1 ](SH(k)c⊗
Λ) ∼= KarDT [S−1](SH(k)
c⊗Λ), tT by tT [S−1], wT by wT [S−1], Σ∞
D,T (−) by
Σ∞
D,T [S
−1], strictly homotopy invariant sheaves of abelian groups by those
of Λ-modules in these statements, consider the corresponding extended co-
homology functors and Λ-linear T -cohomological dimensions (see below).
III. An object E of SH(k)C is Λ-linear whenever the groups Eij(X) are
Λ-linear for all i, j ∈ Z and X ∈ SmVar.
Proof. I. Immediate from Proposition 5.6.2 of [Bon16a] (which relies signifi-
cantly on earlier well-known results including Appendix B of [Lev13] and Ap-
pendix A of [Kel12]) along with its categorical dual.
II. Given assertion I, these statements easily follow from their SH(k)-versions.
III. The "only if" implication is obvious.
Now assume that all Eij(X) are Λ-linear. Then for any s ∈ S and Es =
Cone s idE it is easily seen that all the groups Esij(X) vanish. Since the objects
Σ∞T (X+){j} generate SH(k) as its own localizing subcategory, it follows that
Es = 0 (see Lemma 5.1.5(1)); hence E is Λ-linear indeed.
Remark 5.4.3. So, one may say that a pro-scheme S is of Λ-linear T -cohomological
dimension at most d whenever lS(Σ∞D,T (S+)) ∈ D
T [S−1][0,d] (here we consider
the weight structure wT [S−1]).
Now, the weight-exactness of lS (see part I.5 of our proposition) implies that
the T -cohomological dimension of a pro-scheme is not smaller than its Λ-linear
T -cohomological dimension. Note also that the Λ-linear version of Theorem
5.1.2 gives several equivalent conditions for S to be of Λ-linear T -cohomological
dimension.
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The author does not have any examples of a strict inequality here; yet it
seems that the answer may depend on (k and) whether S contains the prime 2.
Now we fix S = {2} (we will write "[1/2]" instead of "[{2}−1]" in the corre-
sponding notation) and proceed to define the τ -positive parts of our categories.
So, we recall (see the text preceding Lemma 6.7 of [Lev13]) that SH(k)[1/2]
decomposes into the direct sum of two triangulated subcategories SH+(k) and
SH−(k) (that are closed with respect to small coproducts), and this decompo-
sition restricts to a decomposition SH(k)[1/2]c ∼= SH+(k)c
⊕
SH−(k)c, where
the latter are the corresponding subcategories of compact objects.
Now we formulate the SH+(k)-analogue of the previous proposition.
Proposition 5.4.4. I.
1. The projection pr+ : SH(k)[1/2] → SH+(k) is uniquely determined by
the following conditions: it is exact, respects coproducts, and restricts to
the projection SH(k)c → SH+(k)c.
2. The couple (SH(k)[1/2]t
T [1/2]≤0∩ObjSH+(k), SH(k)[1/2]t
T [1/2]≥0∩ObjSH+(k))
is a t-structure on SH+(k) that will be denoted by t+; hence Ht+ ⊂
HtT [1/2] ⊂ HtT .
3. There also exists an exact projection pr+
DT
ofDT [1/2] onto its subcategory
D
+ cogenerated by ObjSH+(k)c (cf. Proposition 5.4.2(I.3)); this functor
respects products.
4. (pr+
DT
(DT [1/2]wT [1/2]≤0), pr
+
DT
(DT [1/2]wT [1/2]≤0)) is a cosmashing weight
structure on D+ (we will write w+ for it); thus pr+
DT
is weight-exact.
5. The restriction Φ+ of ΦT (and so, also of ΦT [1/2]) to D+op × SH+(k) is
a nice duality and w+ ⊥Φ+ t+.
II. The natural analogue of Proposition 5.4.2(II) for SH+(k) and D+ is
fulfilled.
Proof. I. Obviously, the projection functor pr+ : SH(k)[1/2] → SH+(k)c as
described in (the aforementioned) §6 of [Lev13] is exact and respects coproducts.
It follows that one can apply Proposition 5.6.4 of [Bon16a] in this setting, and
combining it with Proposition 5.4.2(I)) one easily obtains all the statements in
question.
II. Similarly to Proposition 5.4.2(II), these statements easily follow from
their SH(k)[1/2]-versions combined with assertion I of our proposition.
Remark 5.4.5. 1. Certainly, the obvious analogue of our proposition for SH−(k)
is also fulfilled. However, we will not consider it here.
2. Note that SH+(k) = SH(k)[2−1] if −1 is a sum of squares in k, i.e., if k
is unorderable. Indeed, in the case char k > 0 this fact is given by Lemma 6.8
of [Lev13]. For char k = 0 this statement can be easily extracted from the proof
of Lemma 6.7 of ibid.
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3. For any set S ⊂ P containing 2 the obvious Λ-linear analogues of all
the results this section concerning SH+(k) are certainly valid (since passing to
Λ-linear context requires absolutely no changes in the arguments).
4. We will say that a pro-scheme S is of +-dimension at most d if for the
functor ProΣ∞+ = pr
+
DT
◦ lD
T
{2} ◦ Σ
∞
D,T we have ProΣ
∞
+ (S+) ∈ D
+
w+≤d. Then
part II of Proposition 5.4.4 says in particular that this condition is equivalent
to the vanishing of HnNis(S,N) for n > d and N belonging to the image of
pi00 ◦ pr
+(SH(k)[2−1]t[1/2]=0) in SHI.
We easily obtain the following remarkable results.
Theorem 5.4.6. I. Let S be a pro-scheme of motivic dimension at most d (for
some d ≥ 0).
1. Then S is also of +-dimension at most d.
2. Assume that k is unorderable. Then S is also of Z[1/2]-linear T -cohomological
dimension at most d.
Moreover, if N ∈ ObjSHI is of the form pi00(E) for E ∈ SH(k)
tT=0 and
n > d then the groups HnNis(S,N) are 2-torsion for all n > d (i.e., all elements
of these groups are annihilated by powers of 2).
II. Assume that E is a very weakly orientable spectrum. Then l{2}(E) ∈
ObjSH+(k) ⊂ SH(k)[2−1].
Proof. I.1. According to Proposition 5.3.3(2), it suffices to verify that any ele-
ment of SH+(k)t
+=0 is orientable (as an object of HtT ). Now we recall that the
objects of SH+(k) inside SH(k)[2−1] are characterized by the condition τ = id,
where τ = id+η ◦ [−1] is the element of the Milnor-Witt ring of k (cf. [MoV99]
and Remark 5.3.2(1)). Rewriting the relation 4 in [MoV99, Definition 6.3.1] as
ητ + η = 0 we obtain that ηE = 0 for any E ∈ ObjSH+(k).
2. The first part of the assertion follows immediately from assertion I.1 since
SH+(k) = SH(k)[2−1] in this case (see Remark 5.4.5(2)).
Now, consider N = pi00(E) as in the "moreover" part of the assertion. Con-
sider the spectrum E′ = l{2}E ∈ SH(k)[1/2]t
T [1/2]=0; we haveHnNis(S, pi
0
0(E
′)) ∼=
E′n0 (S)
∼= En0 (S) ⊗Z Z[1/2] ∼= H
n
Nis(S,N) ⊗Z Z[1/2] (the second isomorphism
follows easily from Proposition 5.4.2(3)). Since for any n > d we have E′n0 (S) =
{0} (according to the first part of the assertion), we obtain that the group
HnNis(S,N) is 2-torsion indeed.
II. Since HtT [1/2] splits as the direct sum of the categories SH(k)+ and
SH(k)−, we can "project" the (Z[1/2]-linear version of the) filtration of E pro-
vided by Definition 5.3.1(2) onto pr+ ◦ l{2}(E) and pr− ◦ l{2}(E). Hence it
suffices to verify that any orientable object of Ht− is zero. Now, the objects of
SH−(k) inside SH(k)[2−1] are characterized by the condition τ = − id. Since
τ = id+η ◦ [−1], the equality ηE = 0 implies that 2 idE = 0, and it remains to
recall that E is Z[1/2]-linear.
Remark 5.4.7. 1. Hence motivic dimensions of pro-schemes contains much infor-
mation on their Z[1/2]-linear very weakly orientable cohomology (for a "general"
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k; here we apply Proposition 5.4.2 to relate Z[1/2]-linearity of objects of SH(k)
to the Z[1/2]-linearity of the functors they represent); this is the same thing as
Z[1/2]-linear cohomology that factors through SH(k) if k is unorderable.
Note also that for a cohomological functor H from SH(k)c into an AB5
category A one can construct its Z[1/2]-linear version as follows: one should
put H [1/2](M) = lim
−→
(H(M)
×2
→ H(M)
×2
→ H(M)
×2
→ . . . ).34
2. One can easily define Z[1/2]-linear motivic dimensions of schemes and
prove that they are equal to their +-dimensions.
3. Hence we obtain that primitive schemes are +-points.
The author wonders whether one can prove (some version of) the SH(k)-
acyclity of primitive schemes "directly", i.e., using a version of Voevodsky’s split
standard triple argument (as in the proof of Theorem 4.19 of [Wal98]). Possibly
this can be done using Voevodsky’s framed correspondences (see [GaP14]).
5.5 On Artin-Tate spectra and relative motivic categories
The formalism of weight structures yields much flexibility for the calculation of
generalized coniveau spectral sequences T (H,M) (that certainly yield spectral
sequences that are canonically isomorphic starting from E2). Usually none of
these spectral sequences are "simple"; yet for certain M in ObjSHS
1
(k)c ⊂
ObjD (or in ObjSH(k)c ⊂ ObjDT ) there exist very "economical" choices of
weight Postnikov towers.
Consider the triangulated subcategory of SHS
1
(k)c (resp. of SH(k)c) densely
generated by Σ∞(Spec(K)+){j} for K running through finite extensions of k
and j ≥ 0 (resp. Σ∞T (Spec(K)+){j} for j ∈ Z); we will call objects of these cat-
egories Artin-Tate spectra. Remark 2.1.5 yields the existence of weight structure
for these categories; their hearts equal KarSHS1 (k)c(
⊕n
i=1 Σ
∞(Spec(Ki)+){ji})
and KarSH(k)c (
⊕n
i=1 Σ
∞
T (Spec(Ki)+){ji}) (for Ki running through finite ex-
tensions of k and ji ≥ 0 for the first category and ji ∈ Z for the second one).
Moreover, weight Postnikov tower with respect to these weight structures are
certainly also Gersten weight Postnikov tower with respect to w and wT , re-
spectively (by Proposition 2.1.4(5)).
Now, plenty of varieties yield Artin-Tate spectra (both in SHS
1
(k)c and
SH(k)c). One can demonstrate this by noting that the category of Artin-Tate
spectra contains Σ∞(Spec(K)+〈j〉), Σ∞(Gm+), and Σ∞(Pn+) for any n ≥ 0,
and it is a monoidal triangulated subcategory of SHS
1
(k)c (whereas the smash
product of motivic spectra corresponds to the product of varieties). One can
also apply Corollary 4.2.3 (giving the triviality of bundles over A1-points) and
Theorem 5.1.2(IV.3), respectively, here.
Lastly, one can detect Artin-Tate spectra using the weight complex functor;
see Corollary 8.1.2 of [Bon10a].
Remark 5.5.1. Now we recall that Gersten weight structures can also be con-
structed for a wide range of "relative" motivic categories, and describe the
34Note however that this direct limit may be zero.
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corresponding "Artin-Tate substructures".
1. Firstly we note that one can apply Proposition 5.5.2 and Corollary 5.5.3
of [Bon16a] to any proper stable simplicial model categoryM whose homotopy
category will be denoted by C′ (to obtain the corresponding version C of Dbig)
along with a set C of compact objects of C ′. In particular, elements of C
have natural (and cocompact) images in C. We will use the notation E for the
subcategory cogenerated by these images (cf. §3.3); we obtain the existence of
a duality ΦE : Eop ×C ′ → Ab. Next, if C ⊂ C[1] then the weight structure wE
cogenerated by (the image of) C in E is ΦE-orthogonal to the t-structure tC′
generated by C in C′.
Now, all existing (stable) "relative motivic" categories (i.e., triangulated
categories of certain relative motives or motivic spectra over a base scheme S
that we assume to be noetherian separated excellent of finite Krull dimension; we
will call objects of these categories S-spectra) appear to possess proper stable
simplicial models. Thus can apply the general formalism of [Bon16a] to this
setting. However, to obtain "geometric" consequences as a result one needs a
"geometric" description of Hw or of (certain) weight Postnikov towers.
So, Hw should contain a "geometrically significant" subcategory H of E
such that H ⊥ΦE C
′tC′≤−1 ∪ C′tC′≥1. A natural candidate (and the only one
known to the author) for this orthogonality relation is Theorem 3.3.1 of [BoD17].
So, one can take for C′ any of the motivic categories listed in Example 1.3.1 of
ibid.35 and consider the corresponding tC′ .
Now, we try to describe the consequences of this choice (so, we will try to
recover wE from tC′). Loc. cit. implies that HwE should be "cogenerated" by
certain twists36 of the corresponding Borel-Moore S-pro-spectra of those spectra
of fields that are essentially of finite type over S (and this fact is also coherent
with the descriptions of tC′ given by Proposition 2.3.1 of ibid.).
The problem with constructing this wE is that to apply an argument similar
to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2(5) (that relies on Proposition 3.2.3(1))
one needs certain "canonical models" of Borel-Moore S-spectra of finite type S-
schemes (which are regular but not necessarily smooth over S). For this purpose
one can probably relate (Borel-Moore S-spectra of quasi-projective) S-schemes
to smooth S-schemes similarly to Remark 1.2.2(1,4) of [BoL16].
However, the author did not check this argument in detail. To avoid it one
can apply some of the methods of [Bon10b] (that rely on countable homotopy
limits in triangulated categories defined a-la [BoN93]). The only price that
should be paid for choosing this reasoning is that S should be assumed to be
countable (i.e., to possess a Zariski covering by spectra of countable rings).
2. The reason why the author haven’t studied relative Gersten weight struc-
35Recall that this list includes certain instances of SH(S) and DM(S); moreover, the re-
strictions on the base scheme in loc. cit. can probably be weakened in the case of DM(S) by
using Theorem 3.4.2 of [BoL16].
36Being more precise, for Spec(F ) being of finite type over S, F is a field, to obtain an
element of Eweu=0 one should shift the Borel-Moore S-pro-spectrum of Spec(F ) by δ(F ) and
twist it by {n} for any n ∈ Z, where δ is the corresponding dimension function (cf. §1.1 of
ibid.).
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tures yet is that the Borel-Moore S-pro-spectrum of X/S appears not to belong
to Eweu=i for any i ∈ Z unless X lies over a finite collection of (Zariski) points
of S. So, we get no new ("relative") analogues of our Theorem 3.4.1 (along with
Proposition 4.2.1) using weight structures of this type.
3. However, relative Gersten weight structures may be useful for studying
the corresponding versions of coniveau spectral sequences (cf. Definition 3.1.5 of
[BoD17]). So we also discuss the Artin-Tate versions of these weight structures.
If we fix C′ then the Gersten-Artin-Tate weight structure is defined on the corre-
sponding versionDAT (S) of Artin-Tate-S-spectra; the latter is the subcategory
of the category of compact objects of C ′ (recall that the latter coincides with the
category of cocompact objects of E) densely generated by twists of Borel-Moore
motives of spectra of fields that are finite over locally closed points of S.
Note here that any closed point s of S is certainly locally closed. However,
the case where all locally closed points are closed in S is not really interesting
since one can easily check (using the Grothendieck’s six functor formalism for
C′; cf. Theorem 2.4.50 of [CiD12]) that DAT (S) is the direct sum of the
corresponding DAT (s) (for s running through closed points of S). Still for
certain (base) schemes some of their non-closed points are still locally closed (i.e.,
they are their locally closed subschemes). In particular, all semi-localizations
of dimension 1 schemes at finite collections of points possess this "strange"
property. It appears that for schemes of this type the category DAT (S) (due
to the existence of a locally closed s′ ∈ S whose closure contains s 6= s′) does
not "split".
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